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Abstract 
The development of low cost, efficient photovoltaic devices is a major technological 
challenge which demands suitable materials and fabrication processes. Thin film 
polycrystalline heterojunction solar cells appear to be most appropriate with respect to 
cost and ease of manufacture, and it is anticipated that the next generation of 
photovoltaic devices will be based entirely on thin film technologies. 
Copper based ternary and multinary compounds are well established as exceptional 
semiconductors with potential applications in the fields of solar cells for both terrestrial 
and space applications, infra-red detectors, light emitting diodes etc. The chalcopyrite 
forms of these compounds have large absorption coefficients and exhibit superior 
radiation resistance. Among these compounds, CuInSe. , 
(CIS) and CuIn,.. GaSe2 (CIGS) 
have raised the most interest and recent thin film heterojunction photovoltaic devices 
based on these materials have achieved efficiencies of the order 15.5% and 16.9% 
respectively. The higher efficiencies realised in CIGS based devices is due to the fact 
that the band gap of the material can be adjusted towards the optimum value (1.45 eV) 
by the partial substitution of gallium for indium. 
In this work, thin films of both CIS and CIGS were deposited onto glass substrates by 
flash evaporation of the respective pre-reacted source materials. The substrate 
temperature was varied between room temperature and 20011C. Two types of evaporation 
sources, a flat tungsten strip and a molybdenum twin chimney were used. 'Me effect of 
the growth conditions on the film properties was observed. The structural, compositional 
and electro-optical properties were studied using a variety of analytical techniques 
including x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy 
dispersive analysis with x-ray (EDAX), x-ray fluorescence (XRF), Rutherford 
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), four point and thennal probe techniques, 
photoconductivity (PC) and photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS). 
The as-grown films were found to have a columnar structure and a strong preferred 
orientation with the <112> plane parallel to the substrate. Results from EDAX, XRF and 
RBS indicated that the as-grown films were slightly deficient in selenium, otherwise the 
composition was comparable with that of the starting polycrystalline material. Electrical 
measurements revealed both n- and p-type conductivities with resistivity values in the 
range 101 to 106 gCM. 
Ile as-grown films were subsequently processed under several sets of conditions 
including vacuum, selenium, inert and forming gas ambients at different temperature and 
times. A two stage post-deposition heat treatment of the films was developed to improve 
the composition and crystal structure and to optimise the electro-optical properties. It 
was observed that the first annealing stage (in a selenium ambient) produced an 
excellent improvement in the composition of the film. An increase in the film grain size 
(to > 2pm) was observed when the films were subsequently annealed in a forming gas 
ambient. Significant improvements were also observed in the optical properties. 
The as-grown and annealed films were analysed using the PAS technique which revealed 
the existence of several donor and acceptor states originating from intrinsic defect levels. 
The results were compared with those obtained from single crystals. PhotoconductivitY 
measurements were also performed on the as-grown thin films. 
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Shortly after the discovery of photovoltaic effect in single crystal Silicon p-n junction 
[11 and CdS-Cu schottky barriers [21 in mid 1950's, the replacement of fossil energy 
resources seemed feasible and highly attractive [3]. Considerable research efforts started 
worldwide and led to a large number of relevant publications. It therefore appears highly 
likely that major advances will be made by the use of new advanced materials and 
processes. A number of materials such as copper (I) sulphide, silicon, gallium arsenide, 
cadmium telluride and copper indium, gallium diselenide, are being studied for the 
efficient harnessing of solar energy through solid state solar cells in an cost effective 
manner 
The aim of this chapter is to describe briefly the historical development of photovoltaic 
materials. The most promising of these materials are compared in terms of their 
properties and applications. The aims and objectives and a brief introduction of this 
thesis are outlined in the last section of this chapter. 
1.2 Photovoltaic materials 
The sun has always been the main source of energy for life on earth. However, it is only 
during the last two decades that man has learned to convert solar radiations directly into 
electrical energy with a reasonable degree of efficiency. The efforts that went into space 
technology led to an intensified and systematic development of photovoltaic power 
2 
generation. Ile present technological level of this type of power generation reflects the 
high requirements of space technology. The ever increasing scope of space-craft 
missions, satellite power and life, necessitates further development. In addition, the 
terrestrial applications of solar energy have become increasingly more important 
throughout the world which has given further impetus to research and development in 
this area. 
The limited resources of the earth has forced man to search for and develop new sources 
of energy. Photovoltaic power generation is one attractive alternative way to produce 
energy. A major advantage of solar energy is that it is renewable and, unlike fossil fuels, 
will not run out. Solar energy is also a much cleaner and non-polluting source of power 
as it does not have any dangerous by-products. Since the amount of energy that reaches 
the earth surface is approximately 10,000 times than that of it's total energy 
consumption, the global potential for solar energy is large and rapidly growing due to 
our ability to harness it efficiently. 
Photovoltaic conversion systems require special forms of semiconductor materials or 
compounds which can be fabricated to contain a junction or interface with the necessary 
electronic characteristics. In general, when light penetrates into the material, it is 
aabsorbed and generates free electrical charges. As these charges drift across the junction 
they are collected by contacts applied to the exterior surface of the semiconductor and 
thus produce a current. By combining a number of solar cells in an appropriate way it 
is possi e to develop power sources of various capacities. The generation of 
photovoltaic power depends upon the employment of solar photons for the production 
3 
of electrons and holes. This can be most readily done by the absorption of solar 
radiation in a suitable semiconducting material. Since the solar photons have specific 
energies the efficient creation of electron-hole pair is thus highly dependent on the type 
of materials employed and their properties. 
A material is considered to be suitable for use as an absorber layer in photovoltaic 
devices if it has the following properties: 
direct band gap 
high absorption coefficient 
few and inactive grain boundaries 
good mobility and minority carrier life time 
long term stability i. e. radiation resistant 
For practical purposes the availability of suitable materials for large area deposition with 
high throughput and high material yield on inexpensive substrates must also be 
considered. Many materials and processes are being studied in order to fulfil these 
important objectives [3]. 
Solar cells have been mainly developed in either single crystal or thin film form. 
Although single crystal solar cells of Silicon (Si) and Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) have 
achieved high conversion efficiencies, their production costs are still very high and with 
existing technologies it is difficult to achieve further cost reductions. The effects of 
radiation [4,51 and ambient temperature [61 on the device properties showed these 
4 
materials to be highly susceptible with their conversion efficiencies degrading with time. 
Alternatively, thin film technologies offer an important option for low cost devices and 
have recently become the focus of increased attention [7]. Considerable progress has 
been made with respect to high conversion efficiencies and low cost m acturing. 
Furthermore, thin film solar cells have exceptionally high radiation tolerances when 
compared to conventional single crystal cells [4]. 
General analysis shows that there is a range (1.15 eV to 1.4 eV) of optimum energy 
band gaps for photovoltaic conversion [8]. Although, the band gap of silicon lies at 
1.12eV, just below the optimum band gaps range. However, a large amount of research 
work done on this material has resulted in a large conversion efficiencies [9]. A major 
disadvantage for photovoltaic use is that the band gap in silicon is indirect To excite 
an electron from the valence band of silicon to the conduction band both the energy and 
momentum must be changed. Since sunlight supplies only the required energy the 
momentum change must originate from the lattice vibrations (phonons). Due to the need 
for both a photon and phonon to be involved, the absorption of light in silicon is 
therefore much weaker than in direct band gap semiconductor materials such as gallium 
arsenide [101. 
Thin film polycrystalline silicon is used for low cost solar cells. However there is a need 
for further development in order to improve it's stability and conversion efficiencies. 
The main advantages of thin film solar cells comes from the lower production costs, the 
potential for higher conversion efficiencies and a reduction in the material requirements 
compared to single crystal based devices [7]. The use of polycrystalline silicon for solar 
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cells offers the potential for high perfonnance in conjunction with low cost 
manufacturing. However, both theoretical and experimental investigations [11] have 
identified issues of grain size and film thickness as limiting factors and further work on 
these and back-surface passivation is necessary to raise this technology to the next 
technological level. 
Initial research [121 reported that amorphous silicon, when deposited by vacuum 
evaporation or sputtering, showed a high degree of conformational disorder with a large 
number of unsaturated dangling bonds which affect the electronic properties due to 
electrically inactive dopants. However, in 1972, Spear [131 used hydrogen during the 
deposition process, saturating most of the dangling bonds producing hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon with good electronic properties. The effective band gap of this 
material can be varied, depending on the deposition parameters, within a range of about 
1.6 - 1.7 eV. It can further be tailored, by the addition of carbon to raise, germanium 
or tin to reduce, the band gap. However, the resultant perfonnance of the devices based 
on these materials was poor compared to that of pure a-Si. Band gap engineering is thus 
the key to optimising the devices fabricated. To date glow-discharge techniques have 
produced the most efficient devices with conversion efficiencies of about 13% [141. 
A significant difficulty with a-Si solar cell technology is that it suffers from an intrinsic 
degradation effect [4]. Mie first generation a-Si modules experienced about 20% 
degradation in peak power over two years of exposure to light [4]. The most recent a-Si 
solar cells are more stable, but still experience a 10-15% loss of performance 
Further improvements and better understanding of the physics of these devices are 
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necessary in order to reduce this degradation effect. 
For many years copper (I) sulphide was known to be one of the most suitable material 
for hetero-junction solar cells [3]. From the late 1950's, for almost two decades, the only 
available all thin film solar cells were p-Cu2S/n-CdS [3]. The Cu2S was prepared with 
reasonable electronic properties using simple preparation technologies such as thermal 
evaporation, sputtering, sintering, spraying, etc. However, all these processes have failed 
to achieve the desired conversion efficiencies. Only the topotaxial processes [31 based 
on ion exchange reactions were successful in the production of Cu2S layers with high 
cell efficiencies. Simple heat processing in various atmospheres and several other 
treatments had also resulted in significant improvements in the performance of these 
devices. Further details and the historical developments of this type of hetero-junction 
devices can be found in various articles [3,15,161. 
During the development of Cu2S/CdS thin film solar cells, a number of degradation 
problems [31 were observed due to the complex nature of this type of device. These 
included: 
(i) The interface between two materials with different electron affinities, 
band gaps and crystal structures. 
(ii) 'Me lattice mismatch and the inter-diffusion of components, in particular 
copper, resulting in defect states at or near the interface. 
(iii) A variety of Cu2S phases at room temperature. 
Interface roughness, grain boundaries and random crystal orientation. 
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Due to limited efficiency poor reproducibility and long term instability, minimal work 
on the development of this type of device has been carried out. 
Thin film solar cell devices based on 11-VI and I-III-VI2compounds are currently being 
studied extensively [171 and have the following advantageous properties: 
Direct band gap 
High optical absorption coefficient. 
Moderate surface recombination velocities. 
Radiation hardness. 
Low cost. 
For example, CdTe as an absorber material in thin film photovoltaic devices offers 
significant advantages due to its Optimal direct band gap value of 1.45 eV. Since this 
material can be doped p- or n-type there is the possibility of forming homo-junctions. 
However hetero-junctions are generally used for solar cells. A wide variety of thin film 
deposition techniques including vacuum processes, screen printing, chemical vapour 
deposition and electrodeposition have been utilised for the preparation of this material 
[171. All of these processes typically require a high temperature step at 400450"C [181 
to achieve the desired material properties. 
Of considerable interest are two problems which are particularly relevant in preparing 
these devices i. e. CdTe doping and suitable ohmic contacts [191. Various solutions to 
the doping problem have been proposed including ion assisted doping by PVD, arsenic 
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CVD and diffusion of copper [191. The ohmic contact problem can be overcome by 
using semi-metal HgTe as a contact material or by considering mixed ternary alloys of 
HgCdTe for which preparation of ohmic contacts is easier than CdTe [4]. 
Other materials which are being extensively studied for use as absorber layers in thin 
film photovoltaic devices are copper based ternary and multinary compounds [7]. 
Copper Indium Diselenide (CuInSe) is a member of the I-IH-VI, semiconductor family 
with a chalcopyrite structure and a direct energy band gap of approximately 1.02 eV, 
at 300"K [201. Its excellent thermal stability, radiation hardness and high optical 
absorption coefficient make it an ideal candidate material in efficient and low cost thin 
film solar cells for both single and tandem junctions [211. Solar cells based on vacuum 
evaporated CIS films have been fabricated with a conversion efficiency of more than 
16% [221. The main limits to CIS based device efficiency are reproducibility, large area 
uniformity and the slightly less than optimum band gap. However, research is in 
progress to improve the efficiencies of the devices by improving the uniformity and 
developing better deposition techniques. 
Copper gallium diselenide (CuGaSe2, CGS) is another member of the I'III-VI2 
semiconductor family and has very similar properties to CIS in terms of structural and 
electrical behaviour. It has a direct band gap of 1.68 eV [231, slightly higher than the 
optimum value. Cell efficiencies better than 6% have been reached for CuGaSej(Cd 
Zn)S structures [241. 
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Thin film polycrystalline solar cells based on the ternary chalcopyrite compounds CIS 
and CGS have shown good photovoltaic properties. However, the fundamental limit on 
the efficiency of CuInSe2based solar cells is the small open circuit voltage due to the 
band gap value (1.02 eV) of the absorber layer, the optimum value being - 1.5 eV. 'Me 
band gap of CIS can be adjusted towards the optimum value by the partial substitution 
of Gallium for Indium. The band gap of the resultant CuInl-. Ga. Se2 (CIGS) can be 
increased continuously from 1.02 eV (for pure CIS) to 1.68 eV (for pure CGS) by 
varying Y between zero and one [25]. Hetero-junctions with (Zn, Cd)S as a window 
material have yielded more than 16% efficient cells [221. 
1.3 Aims and objectives 
Although, the I-III-VI2 family of semiconducting compound appear to be a promising 
candidate for use in optoelectronic devices, there are some members of this family, such 
as CuInl.. Ga. Se2, for which the infortnation conceming the electro-optical propegies is 
scarce. In addition, these properties are highly dependent on their structure and 
composition, which in turn are strongly related to the film growth parameters. Iherefore, 
the choice of the processing approach is very important to obtain compound films with 
good properties. A number of deposition techniques have been used in order to produce 
thin films of these materials. Whilst these have generated a great deal of scientific 
information none of the technologies employed have been widely accepted due to 
problems associated with stoichiometric non-uniformities and poor reproducibility. Initial 
studies have shown flash evaporation to be a technique with potential for producing 
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stoichiometric films of CIS and has been the subject of this investigation. 
The objectives of the present work can be summarised as follows: 
1. To investigate and develop the flash evaporation system to deposit reproducibly 
good quality CIS and CIGS films suitable for use in solar cells. 
2. To obtain a better fundamental understanding of the effect of deposition 
parameters on the properties of thin films. 
3. To characterise fully the compositional, structural and electro-optical properties 
using a variety of techniques. 
To improve the reproducibility by optimising the deposition conditions. 
5. To study and optimise the properties of thin films by the use of various post 
deposition processes. 
6. To study the defect chemistry using optical techniques such as photoconductivity 
and photoacoustic spectroscopy. 
7. To assess CIS and CIGS film properties required for the future fabrication of 
solar cells. 
1.4 Preview of the thesis 
Many advances in the technology of semiconductor devices were made possible by 
fundamental research concerned with both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of 
the physical and chemical phenomena in the semiconducting materials for their 
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photovoltaic applications. The use of materials, such as Cu(In, Ga)Se2, in device 
technology provide motivation as well as a basic frame work for the investigation Of 
many research problems. Extensive basic and applied research on Cu(In, Ga)Se2, both in 
thin film and single crystal form, have shown a considerable potential for success. 
However, there is a need for further investigations in order to gain a better 
understanding of the fundamental properties. 
Chapter 2 highlights existing research literature of Cu(In, Ga)Se. ternary and quaternary 
., lk IC I. a opyrite semiconducting compounds followed by the review of some of the more 
frequently employed deposition techniques used for the growth of this material in thin 
film form. There have been a number of perspectives employed by different researchers 
towards the ultimate objective of understanding the properties of this material. This 
chapter reviews the research by dividing the discussion into structural, electrical and 
optical properties and application of the materials in device preparation. Thin film 
deposition technologies are considered with respect to their use for the deposition of 
copper based ternary and quaternary compounds. 
Chapter 3 gives a survey of the experimental techniques for the measurement of 
different properties of thin films along with the preparation of pre-reacted starting 
material and the experimental apparatus for the deposition of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 thin films. 
The modifications made in the experimental system have also been considered. The 
analyzing techniques are explained in terms of their working principle preceded by a 
brief introduction about the technique. 
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A major consideration for most deposition processes is the effects of deposition 
parameters on the film properties. lberefore, the effects of deposition parameters such 
as source temperature, substrate temperature, source to substrate distance and source 
design, on the properties of deposited thin films are considered in chapter 4. r1be results 
obtained are explained in view of the existing literature. 
In many cases thin film properties can be tailored to achieve the required specifications 
for solar cells and this therefore merits investigation. Chapter 5 discusses the effect of 
post deposition heat treatments on the properties of thin films. The film's characteristics 
are compared with respect to the different ambients under which post deposition heat 
treatments are carried out. Results are explained by considering different mechanisms. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to the photoconductivity and photoacoustic studies on both the as- 
grown and annealed thin films. 7he mathematical analysis for the determination of 
carrier life time in photoconductivity mea=ements and the absorption coefficient and 
band gap calculations used in photoacoustic analysis is also considered. 
Finally, conclusions and future work recommendations are considered in chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Literature survey of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 
thin films photovoltaic materials 
00 
and their preparation techniques 
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2.1 Introduction 
The potential of the ternary and multinary family of compound semiconductor materials, 
such as CIS, CGS and CIGS, for use in various electronic devices continues to attract 
an increasing amount of interest. This has led to an extensive study of the growth and 
characterisation of these materials both in thin film and single crystal forms. Compound 
semiconductors have become leading candidates amongst photovoltaic materials because 
a wide range of physical, optical and electrical properties can be achieved compared to 
elemental materials. However, for cost effectiveness and high throughput required for 
large scale and large area production, the preparation of these materials in tin film form 
is necessary. It is generally accepted, therefore, that the next generation of high quality, 
low cost photovoltaic devices will be based largely on current and future developments 
in thin film technologies. 
The purpose of this chapter is to review relevant existing literature on copper based 
ternary and multinary compounds. The first section describes important work on the 
structural, electrical and optical properties of CIS, CGS and CIGS thin film materials 
along with their applications in heterojunctions. The deposition techniques used in the 




CIS, one of many I-III-Vl2 ternary semiconducting compounds, was first reported by 
Hahn et al. [261 and later studied by Tomlinson [27,28]. This material crystallises in a 
chalcopyrite structure [291 which has a diamond like lattice with a face centred 
tetragonal unit cell (space group I42d). The chalcopyrite structure is a super-structure 
of sphalerite (see figure 2.1), which arises from the ordered substitution of the 
zincblende lattice, resulting in the doubling of the c-axis [291. The lattice structure of 
chalcopyrite CIS is shown in figure 2.1. The detailed calculations of the lattice gave 
values of a=5.782A and c= 11.621A [301. 
In general, vacuum evaporation of many compounds, alloys and mixtures is a difficult 
process requiring a careful consideration of factors effecting their dissociation, which 
can take place below their melting points. Ilus the condensate does not necessarily have 
the same composition as that of the source material. Many workers [31,321 have 
observed this dissociation in the deposition of CIS. Partial vapour pressures of In2Se and 
Se2in the temperature range 900-1160"K using a mass spectrometer have been measured 
[331. 'Mennal dissociation [341 can thus occur via the following route: 
4CuInSe2-21n. Se(Vapor) +3Se, (Vapor) +4Cu(Solia) 
The pseudobinary phase diagram [351 of Cu-In-Se is shown in figure 2.2. This shows 
that CIS melts congruently at 986"C. Above 810"C, CIS lies in the 8-phase and 
crystallizes with the sphalerite structure, while below 810"C, it lies in the y-phase and 




















Cu2Se Mole % In2Se3 
Figure 2.2: The pseudobinary phase diagram of the CU2Se-ln2Se3 system [351. 
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Formula CuInSe2 
Molecular weight 336.28 [361 
Melting point (00 986 [371 
Phase transition (00 810 [371 
Density (gm cm-') 5.77 [381 
Lattice parameters (A) a=5.782 [301 
c=11.620 [301 
Symmetry Sphalerite [391 
Chalcopyrite [361 
Thermal expansion (7.89-8.32)10 [401 
coeff icient (at 2730K) 
Deby temperature ('K) 207 [411 
221.9 [421 
Effective mass Holes 0.73 Me [431 
Electrons 0.09 me [431 
Ionization energy acceptor 85 [441 
(meV) 400 [451 
donor 10 [451 
225 [451 
Dielectric constant High freq. 8.1 [361 
Low freq. 13.6 [361 
Refractive index 2.7-3.0 [461 
Then-nal 
conductivity (mW/Cm-K) 86 [471 
Electron affinity (eV) 3.97 [361 
Mobility (cm'/V. s) electrons 800 [481 
holes 20 [491 
Conductivity type both n- and p-type [501 
Band gap (eV) 1.02 ± 0.01 [49,51,52-541 
1.03 n-type crystal [551 
1.04 n-type film [561 
Table 2.1: Physical and electro-optical properties of CuInSe2 semiconducting 
compound. 
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chalcopyrite, high cooling rates lead to micro-cracking due to thermal stresses and/or 
different expansion coefficient. Table 2.1 summarises some measured and estimated 
properties of CIS. 
2.2.1 Structural properties 
Researchers at Salford University [571 reported the preparation of the first CIS thin films 
by the flash evaporation method. Since then the technique has been used widely [58-611. 
A systematic study of the effect of source temperature on the composition of CuInSe2 
thin films has been carried out [62]. These films were copper deficient at source 
temperatures below 1200"C. Comparable thin film composition to that of bulk material 
was realised at source temperatures greater than 1300T. This was later confirmed by 
Neumann et al. [63] and Hanemann et al. [64]. Ile effect of substrate temperature (27- 
500"C) on the elemental composition of flash evaporated thin films was examined [651. 
Nearly stoichiometric films were obtained at 447*C. Both lower and higher substrate 
temperatures resulted in depleted and enriched copper content respectively. Copper 
deficiency could be due to the reported source temperature just under 1300T. This 
temperature value is on the bottom edge of the source temperature range reported by 
Tomlinson et al. [621. On the other hand, higher substrate temperatures resulted in 
enriched copper samples (deficient in indium and selenium) which could be due to the 
re-evaporation of In-Se compound. 
Deposition of the first amorphous thin films with thicknesses in the range of 200-1000A 
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was reported in 1980 [661. A vibrating hopper and resistively heated tantalum source 
were used in order to deposit thin films onto glass substrates at 77111C. X-ray analysis 
confirmed the amorphous nature of the deposited films since no preferred crystalline 
direction was observed. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) confirmed the 
films to be copper deficient. 
Dissociation and decomposition of compounds and alloy evaporants made the single 
source evaporation technique very difficult for thin film deposition of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 
[67,681. However, some researchers [69,701 have reported successful growth of CIS by 
this technique. Single phase films were obtained at a substrate temperature of 500*K. 
X-ray and electron diffraction analysis of the films showed a preferred orientation 
dependent on substrate temperature and thickness [69]. 7lie loss of selenium (the most 
volatile element in CIS) was compensated for either by using an additional selenium 
source [711 or by using excess elemental selenium in the source material [72,731. 
Co-evaporation of copper, indium and selenium is a most widely used technique and is 
generally considered to be the most successful [36,48,74]. It has also been used by 
Dhere et al. [751. Indium, rich samples showed a sphalerite structure with <111> 
orientation and a small proportion of the chalcopyrite phase. Don et al. [761 reported the 
growdi of CIS layers, with different compositions, onto glass substrates and GaAs single 
crystals. Additional phases such as Cu2Se were observed in copper rich films deposited 
on glass substrates. A second phase, identified as CGS, due to out-diffusion of gallium 
from GaAs substrates was observed in Cu-rich films. Grain size, crystalline phase and 
crystalline orientation have been found [771 to be strongly dependent on the eposition 
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rate and substrate temperature. When electron bombardment heating methods were 
employed for copper and indium and with selenium being heated using a coil heater, 
similar effects were observed [78]. However, the substrate (either gold coated glass 
slides or gold metallized polycrystalline alumina discs) temperature range was varied 
between 200-500"C. The films were amorphous below 300"C and chalcopyrite at 
substrate temperatures higher than 420"C. 
Thin films have also been deposited [79-81] by r. f sputtering from CIS targets. 
However, sputtering from compound targets is reported to be limited in terms of 
reproducibility, due to difficulties in reliably fabricating large area targets [821. Near- 
stoichiometric but amorphous films were produced [80] at low substrate temperatures. 
It was observed that r. f voltage and r. f power and substrate temperature have significant 
effect on the film structure. Chalcopyrite structure was observed at substrate 
temperatures greater than 673*K. Further temperature increases showed a rise in 
crystallite size at the expense of film quality. Piekoszewski et al. [83,791 howevm 
reported that the composition of their films was insensitive to r. f voltage, argon pressure 
and target to substrate distance. A fine powder produced In rich and Se-deficient 
multiphase films whereas single phase and stoichiometric films resulted from targets 
made of coarse powder. 
CIS has been deposited onto US substrates using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [84- 
861. A minimum substrate temperature of about 573"K was found to be necessary to 
achieve epitaxial growth. The ratio of arrival rates of Cu and In are critical in goveming 
layer stoichiometry [861. The use of an ion gauge beam flux monitor, to control the 
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elemental fluxes, in an MBE system has resulted in a good layer stoichiometry [871. 
Many workers [88-901 have reported the use of the Chemical Spray Pyrolysis technique 
in the preparation of CIS films. Initial investigations [88,891 showed either a sphalerite 
or chalcopyrite structure along with secondary phases such as In203 in the as sprayed 
films. Higher substrate temperatures (250-350*C) revealed only sphalerite, structure 
without any additional phases. However, Bates et al. [901 observed the conversion of 
sphalerite structure to the chalcopyrite, when annealed for a short time in nitrogen at 
temperatures of 400-600"C. It was later reported [911 that the chalcopyrite phase in the 
as-sprayed films resulted from increase in pH of the original solution. 
Several other methods such as screen printing [921, electro-deposition [931, 
synthesization of stacked elemental layers by thermal [94] and laser annealing [951, 
close space chemical vapour trunsport (CSCVT) [961 and metal oxide chemical vapour 
deposition (MOCVD) [97,98] have also been used with varying degree of success to 
deposit CIS thin films. 
2.2.2 Electrical properties 
P-type polycrystalline films (600-800 Qcm) were deposited at substrate temperatures 
above 7001% [57,99], whereas, highly resistive n-type deposits were obtained at low 
temperatures (520-620"K). The resistivity of the first flash evaporated amorphous CIS 
films [661, measured by Van der Pauw's technique, was in the range 2.2-8.5X106 gCM. 
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Flash evaporated films of 1.2-1.6[un thickness were p-type with a hole concentration of 
2xIO` Cm-3 when the charge contained 20% excess selenium. For low, and sometimes 
for high, percentages of excess selenium, n-type conductivity was observed [731. A 
substrate temperature of 523"K was found to be the boundary between low and high 
resistivity films with p-type conductivity. KazmersId et al. [691 observed n to p-type 
change in conductivity when films were annealed in Ar/H2Se atmosphere. Haneman et 
al. [641 however, noticed p to n-type conductivity change in electro-deposited films by 
annealing at 350*K in the presence of indium, with an increase in resistivity. 
Electrical properties of co-evaporated thin films were dependent on Cu: In ratios [751. 
P-type films with resistivities in the range 0.02-27 Qcm with a variation of ±3 atm. % 
of In and Cu around stoichiometry were reported. Highly resistive films were realised 
when the indium. content was 5 atm. % higher than the stoichiometric value. Similar 
dependence of electrical properties on the Cu: In ratios was observed in CIS layers 
deposited by MBE [871. Ille selenium arrival rate was also found to be important as low 
selenium rates always produced n-type layers. 
It has been reported that films were p-type when selenium was more than 45 wt"/o with 
a change to n-type for lower values [1001. However, films deficient in copper were 
always n-type even though they contained excess of selenium [101]. The resistivity of 
the sputtered [801 and screen printed films [92] produced from starting materials 
contamimig extra selenium was found to be lower than those made from stoichiometric 
CIS materials. 
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2.2.3 Optical properties 
The highest absorption co-efficient (6xlO' cnf') for films of thickness nearly 2000A 
grown by the three source technique has been reported by Kazmerski et al. [1021. An 
improvement in the optical properties after heat treatments in argon, nitrogen and 
oxygen was also noted. High vacuum annealing, however, produced selenium 
deficiencies near the film surface which in turn degraded the absorption characteristics. 
A shift of the characteristic peak from the near absorption edge towards shorter 
wavelengdis was observed as the percentage of excess selenium was raised in the source 
material [731. For a near stoichiometric film an energy gap of 1.04 eV was found, 
whereas films with Cu: In ratio ýJ. 25 showed the presence of an additional phase with 
an energy gap of 1.23 eV, which was attributed to the Cu2Se. 
A detailed study [1031 of optical properties of co-evaporated CIS films has been made 
in relation to the composition and deposition process parameters. Ile films showed a 
direct optical transition gap with an energy near 1.0 eV. For some films there was a 
forbidden direct transition with an energy of 1.2 eV and strong dependencies of 
refractive index, absorption co-efficient and optical gaps on Cu: In ratio. The measured 
absorption coefficient was in the range 1-6xl 04 CM-1 for different atomic percentages of 
constituent elements [1041. The energy gaps for these films ranged from 0.94±0.01 to 
1.02±0.01 eV. A mild dependency of band gap on composition was found only in films 
deposited at 723"K. 
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Molecular beam deposited epitaxial p-type films [851 showed an increase in absorption 
below the edges as well as shoulder which can be attributed to the copper vacancy band. 
A higher band gap of 1.10 eV was formed in the as-grown electro-deposited films which 
after post deposition heat treatments was decreased [64]. Optical band gaps of relatively 
rough polycrystalline films of CIS were examined using photothermal deflection 
spectroscopy [1051. A slight shift in band gap towards lower energies occurred for air 
annealed samples. 
2.2.4 Heterojunctions 
The fabrication of solar cells utilizing CIS as an absorber layer has been reported by a 
number of researchers [106-108,791. Among the many possible materials, cadmium 
sulphide is promising as high band gap window material, due to the fact that the lattice 
mismatch is very small, especially with ZnCdS. Ihe fabrication of p-CuInSejn-CdS 
heterodiodes with 70% quantum efficiency in the wavelength range between 550 to 1250 
nm has been reported [1061. These heterodiodes in solar cell configuration reached a 
power conversion efficiency of 12%. 
A 5% efficient solar cell was produced by depositing US films onto rf-sputtered CIS 
film deposited on Au metallized alumina substrates [791. Heterojunctions made by 
molecular beam epitaxy of CIS layers onto single crystal US have also shown a 
maximum conversion efficiency of 5% [85]. An improved efficiency of 8.7% has been 
reported [109] for solar cells made entirely by screen printing. 
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The photocurrent of a thin film CIS solar cell was improved by 25% when a wide band 
gap conducting window layer of ZnO on top of an un-doped US layer over CIS was 
employed [1101. A post deposition heat treatment in air at 200"C was shown to be 
necessary to increase the efficiency of a CdS/ClS solar cell [1111. 
2.3 CuGaSe2 
Copper gallium diselenide (CGS), is a member of I-IH-VI2 group of semiconducting 
compounds, and in thin film form it has not been investigated in detail. CGS has shown 
less promise in stand alone devices, with only 6% efficient solar cells having been 
fabricated [24]. However, it is an ideal high bandgap partner for copper indium 
diselenide in tandem structures, for which the theoretical maximum achievable efficiency 
is as high as 33% [1121. 
Like CIS, this is also a direct band gap material of 1.68 eV [1131 with a chalcopyrite 
structure [291 and belongs to the tetragonal system (space group 142d). Crystallographic 
parameters of a=5.612A, c= 11.032A and c/a = 1.966 for CGS have been reported 
[1141. Various sections of the phase diagram of I-III-VI, ternary system have been 
published by PlaMik and Belova [1151. A part of the pseudobinary phase diagram with 
reference to the binary compounds Cu2 and G%Se3, in the concentration range 40-100 
mol% Ga2Se3,, iSshown in figure 2.3. The melting point has been established as 1070"C 
[1161. UnUe CIS, CGS can only be made with p-type conductivity [117,1181, therefore 
















Figure 2-3: Ile pseudobinary phase diagram of the Cu2Se-Ga2Se3 system 
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Compotind properties CuGaSe2 
Melting Point ("C) 1040 [1161 
Density (gm cnf3) 4.35 [1191 




Carrier Type p-type only [1211 




Electro-conductivity (9-cm) 1-10-5 [1171 
Mobility (CM2/V. S) 2-5 [1231 




Table 2.2: Properties of CuGaSe2semiconducting compoundL 
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heterojunctions. Fundamental properties of CGS are listed in table 2.2. 
2.3.1 Structural properties 
A number of techniques, such as flash evaporation [1251, electron beam evaporation 
[1131, laser beam evaporation [1261, elemental constituent evaporation [1271p 
selenization [1281, etc. have been used for the deposition of CGS thin films. Epitaxial 
layers were prepared by flash evaporation onto <100> oriented GaAs and GaP substrates 
[1291. The orientation of the epitaxial layer was different for different types of substrate. 
For example, for GaP the c-axis of the deposit is parallel to the substrate surface. On 
the contrary, the c-axis of the deposit is perpendicular to the GaAs substrate surface. The 
temperature range for epitaxial growth was larger for GaP (795-8951K) compared to 
GaAs (870-895"K). 
The structure of sputtered CGS films [1241 was amorphous with binary phases at low 
substrate temperatures and became single phase with (112) preferred orientation at 
temperatures more than 573"K. Ile measurement of granular structure with average 
grain size of 5000 to 7000 A was only possible in the films grown at about 623"K 
whereas temperatures lower than 573"K showed no surface structure. The application 
of electron beam evaporation in the temperature range of 673 to 723"K for the 
deposition of CGS thin films resulted in a change of sphalerite structure to chalcopyrite 
[1201. 
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To study the composition and substrate effect on the structure of CGS films, samples 
were prepared on four different substrates by the co-evaporation of elemental 
constituents [1301. 'Me resultant film thickness was in the range of 1.0-2.0 Pm. 'Me 20 
value for the <112> peak was found to increase with increasing molecularity for A1203 
and glass substrate while a decrease was observed for Mo-coated substrates. Dittrich et 
al. [1311 introduced a new selenization method to produce single phase chalcopyrite thin 
films. Elemental layers of Cu, Ga and Se were deposited onto molybdenum coated glass 
substrates by sequential thermal vacuum evaporation and were subsequently heat treated 
in a quartz tube flooded with argon. ne surface morphology of metal films depends 
strongly on the sequence of deposition. For example, Cu on Ga films showed a granular 
agglomeration of the Cu rich phase on the liquid Ga. On the other hand Ga on Cu films 
exhibited polycrystalline appearance. 
2.3.2 Optical properties 
The optical absorption data of electron beam evaporated CGS thin films [1201 showed 
three energy gaps corresponding to fundamental, band splitting and copper 3d level 
transitions at 1.66,1.76 and 2.45 eV respectively. The dependence of absorption 
coefficient on substrate temperature was also observed and found to decrease with 
increasing substrate temperature. Similar observations have been reported [1261 for laser 
evaporated CGS thin films. 
A study [231 of the optical properties of CGS thin films near and above the fundamental 
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absorption edge for the flash evaporated films, deposited onto glass substrates at 920"K 
was carried out by Horig et al. The characteristic energy gaps at 1.67,1.78 eV are 
similar to those observed later by Reddy et al [120,1261. However, transition at 2.8 eV 
is higher and attributed to the p-d hybridization of the valence band predicted in a 
theoretical model [1321. 
2.3.3 Electrical properties 
A change in resistivity from 10' to 1 Qcm corresponding to the variation in growth 
temperature was observed in r. f. sputtered films of CGS [121] due both to changes in 
compositional and structural properties. The conductivity of the films was always p-type 
with no measurable Hall effect. Similar effects were observed for co-evaporated films 
with a corresponding change in resistivity from 106 to 0.1 Qcm [1341. 
2.3.4 Heterojunctions 
Gopalswamy and Reddy [123] reported the fabrication of an all thin film 
ZnO/ZnCdS/CGS heterojunction, in which a window layer of ZnO was deposited by 
spray pyrolysis and a CGS absorber layer by electron beam evaporation. A thin film of 
ZnCdS was used as the buffer layer to reduce the lattice mismatch between window and 
absorber films. Ile measured open circuit voltage was 400 mV and the short circuit 
current was 10.5 mA/cm, giving an electrical conversion efficiency of about 2%. 
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A p-type, thin film of CGS was laser evaporated onto vacuum deposited n-tyrpe US 
films at a temperature of 643"K to prepare a thin film heterojunction [122]. This was 
then heat treated in Se-atmosphere to compensate for the loss of selenium in the films. 
From the dark IN measurements on these junctions at different temperatures it was 
found that tunnelling is the predominant current transport mechanism below room 
temperature, while recombination of charge carriers is observed above 303*K. 
A significant increase in efficiency of a solar cell consisting of CGS as the absorber 
layer was found [1341 when CGS layers were chemically etched in Br2-MeOH and KcN 
solutions, before the deposition of window layers. The cell properties were investigated 
by quantum efficiency, electron beam induced current and capacitance measurements. 
A significant increase in fill factor (FF) up to 56% for a CGS/(Cd, Zn)S cell has also 
been reported [1351. Measurements of conductivity and carrier density showed the 
removal of secondary phases, by KCN dip, from Cu-rich films. 
2.3.5 Photoconductivity 
Laser evaporated films [1361 showed a dependence of photoconductivity on thickness 
and a maximum photoresponse at 750 nm was observed for a thickness of 1.2 pm. 
Annealing in selenium ambient showed no change in the position of the peak but the 
photoconductivity increased sharply. Analysis of the shoulder observed on the high 
energy side at 720 nm revealed that the transition originated from the split p-state. A 
variation of photocurrent with applied bias voltage and temperature (303 to 373% can 
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also occur. Highly resistive, p-type copper deficient films deposited by the co- 
evaporation technique were used in the photoconductivity experiments to measure the 
mobility life time products [1371. Ibe mobility life time product ýa=6x10-6cm2/V for 
holes and 2.6xlO-9cm/V for electrons were found at an illumination of about 0.25 AML 
Much improved photoresponse due to the decrease in effective doping levels and 
increased effective minority carrier diffusion lengths on chemical and electrochemical 
etched CGS fla films was revealed [1381. 
2.4 Culn,, Ga,, Se2 
Copper Indium gallium diselenide is another member of I-HI-VI2 family of chalcopyrite 
semiconductors [29]. This material has received an increasing amount of attention 
recently due to the fact that it's band gap is direct and can be varied from 1.02 to 
1.68 eV [671, the range of maximum efficiency for photovoltaic conversion, by varying 
the composition. The lattice parameters are a=5.696, c= 11.322 for 50% gallium 
[1391. Other values of lattice parameters, corresponding to different values of x 
composition, has also been reported by the same author [1401. 
Except for some investigations about the lattice parameters, composition dependence of 
energy band gaps, preparation in the form of single crystal and thin film and some 
characterization of the electrical and optical properties, only a very small amount of 
information is available in the literature about the properties of CuInl, Ga. Se2. 
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2.4.1 Structural properties 
Ile deposition of CuInD3Gao. 5Se2 diin films by flash evaporation onto glass substrates 
at 30-400"C has been demonstrated [1391. A molybdenum boat source was heated to 
about 1500"C for the evaporation of pre-synthesized powder. Films were amorphous at 
substrate temperatures lower than 200"C. Above 200"C, single phase and polycrystalline, 
films with strong <112> orientation were observed. However, the XRD clearlY showed 
a small peak at about 2311 which the authors failed to identify. For chalcopyrite structure 
there should not be any peaks other than <112> and <103> between 20 values of 20 
and 30*. Hence, it appears that this peak was due to the presence of secondary phases 
such as Cu. Se. EDAX analysis of the films revealed that film composition depends 
critically on the deposition temperature. 
The preparation of thin CuIn. Gal-. Se2films onto mica substrate (with x=30 and 507o) 
by single source evaporation and flash evaporation techniques has been investigated 
[681. The temperature of the substrates was varied between 200-300*C and 200-250*C 
respectively. The flash evaporation method was found to be better in terms of 
reproducibility. Similar conclusion was drawn by Romeo et al. [67]. 7hey used a 
tantalum source temperature greater than 1500"C to deposit CIGS films. Mica sheets 
were used as substrates heated at temperatures in between 473-523"K Successful growth 
of CUh'0.5Gao. 5Se2 thin films by the single source evaporation method has also been 
reported [141]. In order to compensate for the loss of selenium during film growth 
polycrystalline powder with 3 mol. % excess selenium source material was used in a 
resistive heated molybdenum boat at about 1650"K . The substrates used were glass 
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slides, maintained at constant temperature in the range between 303-700*K. 
2.4.2 Electrical properties 
Romeo et al. [67] reported that their films were always p-type with resistivities in the 
range of 1-100 9-cm. Hole mobility was found to be 1-2 cm/V. s. P-type films with 
resistivities ranged from 0.1-10 Qcm were obtained [68,142] by flash evaporation. 'Me 
effect of higher evaporation rate on the film resistivities was also observed. The 
influence of copper diffusion from the film to the ZnSe single crystal was enhanced at 
elevated substrate temperatures [1421. 
The effects of deposition temperature and film thickness on the electrical resistivity and 
Hall mobility of flash evaporated CuIno. 5GaO. 5Se2 thin films have been investigated [1381. 
An increase in film thickness and substrate temperature resulted in a decrease in 
resistivity, from 104 to 102 . However, Hall mobility changed inversely with substrate 
temperature and directly with film thickness. 
2.4.3 Optical properties 
Optical absorption studies [143] on flash evaporated P-CUInO. 75GaO25Se2 thin filMS 
revealed three energy gaps of 1.16,1.22 and 1.38 eV, due to the fundamental edge, band 




Se2 films [681, measured from absorption spectra was reported as 1.29 eV for 
x--0.5 and 1.36 eV for x=0.7. Determination of the optical constants of CIGS thin films 
[1411 by transmittance and reflectance measurements in the wavelength range from 0.4 
to 1.2 pm revealed three characteristic energy gaps of 1.30,1.55 and 2.46 eV. 
2.4.4 Heterojunctions 
Thin film polycrystalline ZnCdS/CuInl-. Ga. Se2solar cells produced by elemental vacuum 
evaporation have been reported [1441. The best cell, made from the selenide films with 
23% Ga and anti-reflection coating, showed a total area efficiency of 10.7%. 
Improvements in open circuit voltage and fill factor after 5 minutes bake in oxygen 
enviromnent have also been observed. As deposited cells without anti-reflection coatings 
showed an efficiency of 9% which was increased up to 10.06% after post deposition 
annealing [1451. Heterojunctions with nearly zero mismatch between flash evaporated 
CIGS thin films and Al-doped ZnSe single crystal have been reported [681. 
2.5 Post deposition processing 
Post deposition treatments can considerably improve the properties of absorber layers 
and hence the parameters of photovoltaic devices [1461. The literature contains a number 
of reports on post deposition heat treatments of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 compound material 
prepared by different deposition techniques. However, they are mostly concerned with 
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the structural properties. 
Two stage processing of compound t1iin. films involves two distinct processing steps. 
During the first stage of the process a precursor film which contains all or some of the 
constituent elements of the compound is deposited on a substrate which may or may not 
be heated. During the second stage of the process the constituents are reacted with each 
other and/or with other species introduced from a reactive atmosphere to form a 
continuous and compact compound film of CIS. 
Rapid thermal annealing of stacked elemental layers (SEL) in different gas ambients at 
50-600*C for a range of annealing time (from a few seconds to two hours) have been 
reported by Ournous et al. [94]. Reaction mechanism studies [147] showed that, prior 
to the fon-nation of CIS, the material goes through different phases such as Cu. Se and 
B-In2Se3, Sphalerite or chalcopyrite phase was only observed at annealing temperatures 
of > 30011C. 
Effects of thermal and chemical post deposition treatments on the composition and 
structure of one-step electro-deposited thin films of CIS have been reported by Guillen 
and Herrero [1481. In this process, co-deposited copper, indium and selenium were first 
heat treated at or above 400"C to eliminate the Cu. Se and InýSe phases, followed by a 
subsequent KCN treatment to remove the remaining secondary phases. An increase in 
grain size of about 50nm has also been observed. Ile properties of treated thin films 
showed a strong dependence on the sequence of annealing and chemical treatments used. 
Laude et al. [1491 have demonstrated the synthesis of CIS by laser irradiation of vacuum 
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evaporated multilayer sandwiches of copper, indium and selenium in an atomic ratio of 
1: 1: 2. Electron diffraction analysis revealed that CIS was formed, apparently in isolated 
areas. However, no detailed optical and electrical data was presented. 
Another approach for the preparation of good absorber layers for photovoltaic 
applications is selenization. Copper and indium/gallium layers prepared by co- 
evaporation [1501 are selenized in a selenium environment to form the required CIS of 
chalcopyrite structure. This approach, however, has a problem due to the use of toxic 
H. Se. To avoid this problem, several routes have been demonstrated including annealing 
of elemental layers of Cu/(In or Ga)/Se in an inert gas environment [151,152,941 and 
annealing of copper, indium alloy layers in the presence of selenium vapour [1531. 
2.6 Thin film deposition techniques 
To a large extent, the choice of any one of the many available methods for growing thin 
films of the I-HI-VI2 compounds is dependent upon the application which dictates the 
desired material properties such as crystalline order, perfection and the impurity 
concentration in the film. 
A wide variety of deposition techniques are available. For the fonnation of high quality 
thin films for photovoltaic applications, the preferred techniques are generally vacuum 
deposition processes. 'Mese can be classified into two categories, Physical Vapour 
Deposition such as evaporation, sputtering, laser, electron and molecular beam 
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evaporation, and Chemical Vapour Deposition such as laser or plasma assisted 
deposition, spray pyrolysis, screen printing, etc. 7he following section discusses some 
of the thin film deposition techniques. 
2.6.1 Physical methods 
Physical methods have been widely used to deposit thin films by condensation of 
vapours in high vacuum, 10' to 10' mbar, atomistically at the substrate surface. 71lie 
technique is extremely versatile and covers a wide range of variants including thermal 
evaporation, activated reactive evaporation, ion-beam sputtering and ion-plating. 
Virtually any metal, alloy, ceramic, inter-metallic and some polymeric type materials and 
their mixtures can be easily deposited on to virtually any substrate material which are 
stable at operating temperatures in vacuum. 
I) Flash evaporation 
This method involves rapid evaporation of multi-component compound or alloy (powder) 
by dropping it continuously onto a source, heated at a temperature high enough to 
evaporate all the disassociation products of the compound. Historically, flash evaporation 
was described in 1948 for the first time, in connection with the evaporation of brass and 
other alloy metal films [1541. Since then, this method has been applied to the deposition 
of a large number of alloys and compounds such as copper ternary and multinary 
compounds. 
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u) Single/double source evaporation 
Single source evaporation is the simplest method for the evaporation of required material 
in thin film form. The suitability of this technique is limited for single element 
evaporation, because, in compound and alloy evaporants the constituent elements have 
different vapour pressures and may evaporate at different rates with respect to the rate 
of increase of source temperature, which makes it very difficult to produce 
stoichiometric films. However, the successful growth of CIS thin films by single source 
evaporation method has been reported [69]. Ile disadvantages of disassociation and 
decomposition leading to the loss of the most volatile components (selenium) can be 
overcome by using another source in the system [671, known as double source 
evaporation technique. 
iii) Co-evapomtion technique 
Multi-component compounds or alloys of thin films with precisely controlled 
composition can be prepared by evaporating each component from a separate source. 
This technique has been developed [1551 and used most successfully by workers at 
Boeing Aerospace Company [1561, University of Stuttgart [1571 and Swedish Institute 
of Microelectronics [1581. The temperatures of the sources can be controlled by using 
an appropriate thermocouple spot welded onto the base of each evaporation boat. 
Thickness of the deposited films can be monitored by frequency controlled quartz 
crystals. 
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Three source evaporation technique has been greatly successful in producing large area 
Cu(In, Ga)Se. thin film solar cells modules, and devices with efficiencies of more than 
16% have been fabricated [221. 
iv) Electron beam evaporation 
The use of a focused beam of electrons to evaporate the material under vacuum has 
broken many barriers in the field of thin film deposition. Materials can be evaporated 
by focusing a beam of high voltage electrons, provided by an electron gun, onto a small 
area of the material. The energy of the electrons which strike this area heats the material 
directly, causing it to evaporate. The advantage of this technique is that crucibles or 
boats, which might contaminate or react with the materials, are not required. 
V) Laser beam evaporation 
Ile use of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was first reported [1591 in the mid 1960's to 
investigate the deposition of thin films of a variety of materials including 
semiconductors, dielectrics, organometallics and chalcogenides [ 1601. However, it is only 
relatively recently with the success of the technique for the deposition of an important 
class of materials called high temperatur-e superconductors, that it has been widelY 
accepted by industry as a viable process technology for industrial use. The technique has 
the ability to deposit almost any material and preserve the stoichiometry of multi- 
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component compounds. Recently it has been used successfully to deposit Cu(In, Ga)Se2 
thin film semiconducting compounds [161-1631. 
A laser pulse enters the vacuum chamber through a window and impinges on the target 
of material to be deposited. The pulse is about 20-30 nanoseconds wide with an energy 
density of approximately 1-10 J/cm. It vaporises: the target material in the fonn of a 
plasma plume containing neutral, ionic and molecular species, which have a kinetic 
energy of a few electron volts which travel towards the substrate and deposit to form 
a coating. 
Vi) Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
MBE is defined as epitaxial growth onto a substrate resulting from the condensation of 
directed beams of molecules or atoms in a vacuum system. This is basically a vacuum 
evaporation system consisting of effusion cells in a source-shroud assembly which 
provides water cooling around the cells and a liquid nitrogen shroud to separate the 
beams, around the entire assembly. 'Me emergent beam of molecules produced by 
heating the material contained in an evaporation cell are monitored periodically by using 
a mass spectrometer. Molecular beam epitaxy has been used to deposit a variety of fla 
films of semiconducting compounds including Cu(In, Ga)Se2 [1651. 
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vii) Sputtering process 
Sputtering is a process which involves the ejection of atoms from the surface of a target 
material by bombardment with energetic particles and condensation of ejected material 
onto a substrate to form a thin film. The fast moving atomic sized particles knock out 
the surface atoms of the target material by the transfer of energy. The atoms that leave 
the target surface are able to travel in straight lines to condense on a substrate, because 
both the target and substrate are under a vacuum. Ille large number of atomic sized 
bombarding particles can be obtained by putting the target in a plasma and by applying 
negative high voltage to the target surface. This negative voltage attracts the ions from 
the plasma to the target surface. The ejection of atoms due to positive ion-bombardment 
is known as cathodic sputtering whereas sputtering done in the presence of mixture of 
inert and reactive gases is referred to as reactive sputtering. RF [165], DC [71] and ion 
beam sputtering [601 have all been used in the preparation of CIS thin films. 
Ile deposition rate, system pressure, power density, target size and target to substrate 
separation are some of the parameters which can affect the quality of films. rMe 
advantage of sputtering is that it can also be used for the etching of oxide layers from 
the surface of a metal target and pure metal can be readily sputtered onto the substrate. 
2.6.2 Chemical methods 
Chemical processes utilise volatile components of coating materials which are 
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chemically decomposed or reacted with the substrate to form a coating atomistically on 
the hot substrate. The chemical reactions, generally, take place in the temperature range 
of 150 to 2200"C at pressures ranging from a few mbar to atmospheric pressure. rMese 
methods are highly versatile and flexible in producing a wide range of thin films with 
excellent adhesion. 
i) Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
CVD is the formation of thin films from the decomposition of chemical precursors onto 
heated substrate. The occurrence of a chemical reaction is an essential part of the CVD 
method. Mostly, the deposition reaction at the surface of the substrate is heterogeneous, 
but sometimes homogeneous reactions (which usually affect the composition of the 
gaseous phase) can produce powdery or flaky deposits, which should be avoided. Ile 
following is a sequence of events which occur during the deposition process. 
1. Transport of precursors to the substrate surface. 
Adsorption of precursors onto substrate surface. 
I De-composition of precursors to solid films and gaseous by-products. 
4. Desorption of gaseous products and un-reacted precursor molecules. 
5. Transport of un-reacted and gaseous by-products away from the substrate surface 
into main gas stream. 
In any CVD set-up, the reactor plays an important role. The physical and chemical 
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characteristics of the system determine the reactor geometry employed for a particular 
process. 7lie provision of sufficient energy to decompose the chemical precursors at the 
site of reaction (substrate surface) is essential in all types of reactors, and this can be 
accomplished in different ways. 7he most frequently and successfully used method is 
resistive heating. 7le reaction at the surface of the substrate can be enhanced by the use 
of a laser beam (in laser assisted CVD), an ion beam (in ion assisted CVD) or by r-f/d-c 
(in plasma CVD) etc. Recently, thin films of polycrystalline chalcopyrite CIS have been 
grown successfully by using plasma enhanced and metal organic chemical vapour 
deposition techniques [166,167]. 
ii) Electrodeposition 
Electrodeposition is a process of depositing films onto an electrode, with the chemical 
changes in a solution. Metals in solutions may be either in cationic or anionic fon'ns, and 
ions move with individual mobilities toward the electrodes under the influence of an 
electric charge. Since the mobilities of various ions are different, it follows that, in a 
given solution, more current may be carried by cations than by anions or vice versa. 
Different factors like pH, current density, bath composition etc. can influence the 
properties of electrodeposited material. Bhattacharya [1681 first made electrodeposited 
CIS thin film in 1984. This technique, although, at early stages in its development for 
CIS, has considerable potential for coating large area substrates. 
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iii) Chemical spray pyrolysis 
Spray pyrolysis is a chemical process in which metal compounds are dissolved in a 
solvent and atomized into fine droplets which are then blown onto the hot surface of the 
substrate with the aid of a carrier gas, where they react and form the desired chemical 
compound. Chemical reactants are selected such that all the products other than the 
desired compound, are volatile. This method was described by Chamberlin and Skarman 
[1691 for the production of CdS films onto heated substrate following a patent by Hill 
and Chamberlin [170]. 7be preparation of copper ternary compound films by chemical 
spray deposition was first reported by Pamplin and Feigelson [391. 
71e spraying solutions normally contain CuCl or CuCl2as the Cu source, sulphur and 
selenium in the form of dimethyl thiourea and dimethyl selenourea respectively and 
trichloride sources for gallium and indium. Ile major advantage of spray pyrolysis is 
its ability to produce thin films from a simple and low cost apparatus as compared to 
vacuum deposition techniques. A disadvantage of this method is the wastage of high 
cost material during spraying due to the deflection of gas flow out of the coating region 
and the vaporization of significant amount of small droplets before reaching the 
substrate. 
iv) Screen printing 
Screen printing is a cheap and scalable thin film fabrication technique which includes 
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the printing of semiconducting material (pastes) through a screen onto a substrate 
followed by sintering. 'Me elemental powders or pre-reacted compound materials (in the 
form of powder) can be mixed with an appropriate amount of glycol (which acts as a 
binder) to form a screen printable paste. The screen printed films then need sintering 
which can be achieved in an inert atmosphere over a period of time at an appropriate 
temperature. This method can also be used in making the front grid and back metal 
electrodes for solar cells. Hetero-devices of (Zn, Cd)S/CIS, have achieved efficiencies of 
8.75% [1091. 
2.7 Condusions 
In the last two decades, extensive research has been done on the growth, structural and 
electro-optical characterization of I-HI-VI2 semiconducting compounds and their 
applications in opto-electronic devices. Among these compounds, CIS has raised the 
most interest and represents the major part in existing literature. In comparison other 
members of this family of compounds, for example CGS and CIGS, have attracted less 
interest. 
Some very promising deposition techniques used for the preparation of thin films of 
copper ternary and multinary compounds have been reviewed. Each method has its 
specific advantages and disadvantages with respect to film quality, reproducibility. 
production costs and need for post deposition treatments. 77herefore, the selection of a 
particular technique is dependent upon a complicated set of factors including the 
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application requirements. Physical vapour deposition techniques, particularly co- 
evaporation, have shown the capability of producing good quality films for efficient 
solar cells. Other methods have not yet produced devices with comparable efficiencies. 
However, results from initial studies are promising and require further research and 
development. 
For the production of suitable devices precise control of the deposition process is 
necessary and is proving to be major obstacle in most thin film technologies employed. 
In particular, good stoichiometric unifonnity over large areas is a difficult issue which 
needs to be resolved. Ile simplest solution has been to use a two stage process, such 
as selinization. However, this involves the use of toxic chemicals and a more attractive 
alternative is to use a PVD based technique employing solid sources. Of the PVD 
processes investigated, flash evaporation appears to be suitable from the point of view 
of stoichiometric control. Miis technique has therefore been the focus of this work. 
However, preparation of uniform and pin hole free thin films with suitable 
characteristics cannot be achieved without controUing the deposition parameters. 
Although some success with this technique has been reported by various workers further 





Numerous experimental investigations have shown that the properties of the ternary 
chalcopyrite semiconductor are dominated by various types of defects [1711 which can 
be due to variations from the ideal stoichiometry of the compound. 7he compositional, 
structural, and electro-optical properties of the films can in most cases be determined 
by conventional measurement techniques used on bulk material. However, for thin films, 
due considerations must be given to the small mass of the films, their irregular 
topography, the strong effect of micro-inhomogenities, the large surface-to-volume ratio 
and the effect of substrate material [1721. It is, therefore, useful to employ several 
different measurement procedures to determine accurately the same film parameters. 
In the following section, some of more frequently employed measurement techniques 
used in the characterisation of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 thin films are described. A brief 
introduction to each technique, it's working principle and the experimental conditions 
are considered. Ile first part, however, describe the preparation of pre-reacted starting 
material and the deposition of thin films of Cu(In, Ga)Se2semiconducting material. 
3.2 Preparation of stoichiometric mixture 
Direct vacuum fusion [1731 of a stoichiometric mixture of the elements was employed 
for the preparation of CuInSe2 and CuInl-. GkSe2 compounds. Elements of copper. 
indium, gallium and selenium with a 6N purity were used instead of compounds because 
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of low price and purity advantages. The following steps were used in the preparation of 
the stoichiometric mWwe. 
Cleaning of ampoule 
ne quartz ampoule was: 
etched with 15% HF for one hour to remove dirt, grease. finger prints etc. 
washed with nmning water. 
filled with diluted HN03 and left for two hours to remove metallic impurities. 
soaked in cleaning agent (RBS-35) followed by washing in deionized water. 
outgassed in a vacuum oven at NOT for 15 hours. 
Weighing of elements 
Copper bars were cut into small pieces, etched in diluted nitric acid, rinsed in 
deionized water and, after weighing, were stored in the cleaned ampoule. 
The weights of other elements were calculated according to the following 
relations [1731, with respect to the weight of etched copper. 
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Tot. Wt. (Se)=2 Tot. m. (Cu)At. wt. (Se) At. wt. (Cu) 
u) Tot wl ( u) (3.2) Tot. Wt. (1n)=(l -x) ý ýwevww*'£-At. Wt. (In) At. sw. (Cu) 
Tot. wt. (Ga)=(x) 
Tot. W. (Cu) At. ut. (Ga) (3.3) At. ul. (Cu) 
After weighing, each element was put inside the ampoule, which was then 
mounted onto the vacuum system. 
Preparation of compound 
7be ampoule and elements were baked under a vacuum of 10" mbar at 100"C. 
During Us process, dry nitrogen from a liquid nitrogen boiler was used to 
remove the moisture both from the ampoule and elements. 
The ampoule was then sealed and further processed in a furnace whose 
temperature was accurately controlled using a Eurotherm 818 controller. rMe 
temperature was first raised to 200*C for 8-10 hours and then raised to 1100*C 
at a rate of 5*C/min. 
Ile temperature was maintained at 1100*C for a further 8-10 hours. 
Ile furnace was rocked mechanically at regular intervals to ensure that all the 
elements were well mixed. 
In the final step, the furnace was rapidly cooled down to room temperature 
simply by switching off it's power. 
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3.3 Flash evaporation system 
As described earlier, thermal evaporation can be achieved by a variety of physical 
methods. Ile flash evaporation technique has the advantage of producing stoichiometric 
films of multi-component compounds. 71e evaporation apparatus can be divided into 
three main parts; the vacuum system, the working chamber and the electrical control 
unit. In the following section, these units and the improvements made to them are 
discussed. 
3.3.1 Vacuum system 
The vacuum system, including a chamber or bell j ar, is an important part of the 
deposition system because the properties of films may be influenced by the residual 
gases and their partial pressures. Ile vacuum quality may also affect the adherence of 
the film to the substrate. Ilerefore, a high vacuum must be maintained in the reaction 
chamber in order to suppress any undesirable impurities which can reduce the ultimate 
purity attainable in the deposited films. 
A schematic arrangement of the vacuum system is shown in figure 3.1. It consists of a 
main working chamber coupled with a water cooled oil diffusion pump backed by a 
Speedivac rotary pump, also used to obtain a roughing vacuum. Ile diffusion pump is 
connected with the system via an oil vapour baffle which prevents oil vapour molecules 
entering the vacuum chamber. A Pirani gauge connected in the rotary pump line was 




used for the high pressure range of the working chamber whereas the low pressure was 
measured with a Penning gauge. Some successful attempts were made to increase the 
ultimate vacuum attained after extensive exhaustion by increasing the temperature of the 
chamber temporarily both from inside and outside to desorb trapped vapour gases. A 
vacuum of 10' mbar in the chamber was achieved. Ile system was also protected 
against vacuum and water supply failure by means of a magnetic valve. 
3.3.2 Working chamber 
A glass bell jar working chamber with a metal protective cage and a moulded rubber 
gasket (vacuum seal) was used in the flash evaporation system. 7be baseplate was fitted 
with several feedthroughs which were used to connect power supplies, thermocouple 
wires, vibratory hopper supply, etc. This enabled the measurements of important system 
parameters such as, source and substrate temperatures. Most of the material used in this 
unit was made of stainless steel. ne internal arrangement is shown in figure 3.2. 
3.3.3 Control unit 
7be control unit used with the flash evaporation system consisted of a temperature 
monitoring system and power supplies. 'Me temperature of the source was monitored 
with a B-type Pt-6%Rh/Pt-3 O%Rh thermocouple placed just under the source boat inside 















Mo vacuum system 
Figure 3.2: Internal arrangement of the vacuum chamber. 
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controller. The power supply used for the evaporation boat heating was a 6V-300 Amps 
transformer controlled by a variac. The temperature of the substrate block was measured 
and controlled by the Eurotherm temperature controller via a NiCr-NiAI 
thermocouple. 7be power supply used for the substrate heater was a transforrnerý 
controlled by a variac. 
3.3.4 Evaporation sources 
In this study a flat tungsten sheet was initially used as a source but it was found to be 
unsatisfactory as it always produced films with non-unifonn thickness. Ilerefore, a twin 
chimney type boat made of Molybdenum was used. Although these types of sources are 
commercially available in the market, due to their high costs it was decided to make 
these in the laboratory. Different materials such as Tungsten, Tantalum, Molybdenum 
etc. were used to make a number of sources and finally Molybdenum was found to be 
the most suitable material. Twin chimney type boats as shown in figure 3.3. were 
designed and made in accordance with the requirements for evaporution and facilities 
available in the department. 
3.3.5 Improvements made in the system 
It is well known that, even under ideal conditions of high vacuum, position of source 













Figure 3.3: Design of the-molybdenum twm' chimney evaporation source. 
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uniform thickness [1721. This problem is more severe when using a single evaporation 
source, whose size is small in relation to the distance from different points on the 
substrate and where this distance is not identical for all of these points. As mentioned 
earlier in section 3.3.4, to over-come this problem of non-uniform thickness, a twin 
chimney type boat was designed and manufactured from Molybdenum. The custom- 
designed boat is shown in figure 3.3. It consists of a top section, with the same 
dimension as that for the base excluding wings, incorporated two holes, one used for the 
entry of the pre-reacted material, other for the exit of vapour. 
At the start of this work, there was no heating arrangement for the substrate. However, 
it has been shown for a large number of materials that the fundamental film properties 
such as adherence and microstructure are strongly dependent on the substrate 
temperature. In general, at low substrate temperatures, the adherence of the film to the 
base material is relatively poor and grain size comparatively small [172]. In order to 
achieve a better adherence and large grain sizes, it is necessary for an experimental 
system to be able to function over a range of temperatures. Therefore, a substrate holder/ 
heater was made from a copper block which was resistively heated by means of 10V - 
60A power supply. A K-type NiCr/NiAI thermocouple was placed in a blind hole, 
drilled on one side of the copper block as shown in figure 3.4. Due to the low resistance 
of the wire used and the thermal mass of the heater block, the maximum temperature 
of 200*C was recorded within a reasonable time (- 30-40 mins. ). Higher temperatures 
WOOT) could be achieved, but longer times (. 2 hours) were necessary. 
Ile facility of measuring the source (twin chimney type boat) tempemture was also 
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Figure 3.4: Design of substrate holder/heater 
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arranged by placing a Pt-6%Rh/Pt-30%Rh thennocouple in a small basket under the 
source. For accurate measurements of source temperature it is necessary to achieve a 
good contact between thermocouple and the base of the evaporation source. However, 
considerable difficulties were encountered in spot welding the thermocouple to the base 
of the molybdenum boat. rMe basket was made of the same material as the evaporation 
source. In this type of arrangement, there is a possibility of a temperature gradient 
between the top side of the boat and the thermocouple. A calibration table was 
constructed (see table 3.1) in order to obtain an accurate estimate of the evaporation 
temperature. Thermocouple temperature measurements were compared with those 
obtained using an optical pyrometers focused on the top of the source. In general a 
difference of 250*C was observed over the temperature range considered. rMe measured 
thermocouple temperatures were therefore adjusted in order to compensate for the 
temperature gradient effect. 
In the flash evaporation of Cu-ternary compounds, fluctuations in grain delivery into the 
boat produce corresponding deviations from homogeneity in the deposited films. When 
a grain of the Cu-compound strikes the hot boat, it first gives off a vapour consisting 
mostly of it's more volatile elements followed by a vapour whose composition changes 
such that it is gradually richer in the less volatile elements. The final composition of the 
vapour consists almost completely of copper (the least volatile element). A non constant 
delivery rate of the powder to the source can result in alternating layers of the 
component elements on the substrate. To obtain a uniform feed of compound to the boat, 
a vibrating hopper and funnel arrangement was designed which maintained a continuous 









of Temp. ("C) 
170 880 1140 260 
200 950 1210 260 
240 1050 1290 240 
270 1120 1360 240 
00 1200 1470 270 
320 1300 1560 260 
Table 3.1 A calibration table to obtain an accurate estimate of the evaporation 
temperature. 
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to a discontinuous feed of compound into the boat resulting in non-homogeneous films. 
3.4 Prepamtion of thin films 
The fine grain (150-250 pm) starting material for the flash evaporation process was 
made by repeated grinding and sieving of polycrystalline CuInO. 75GaOzSe2 and CuInSe2 
ingots (preparation method described earlier in -section 3.2). Both flat tungsten strip and 
molybdenum twin chimney boats were used as the evaporation sources. Ile non 
compensated temperature of the source was varied between 900-1300"C, as measured 
by a Pt-6%Rh/Pt-30%Rh thennocouple placed directly below the source. The continuous 
feeding of fine grain CIGS onto the hot source was established by means of a motor- 
controlled vibrating hopper and a specially designed feeder tube. A source-to-substrate 
distance of 12 cm, and a measured pressure lower than 10-6 mbar were found to be 
optimum for the successful growth of CIGS thin films. These were deposited on to 
ultrasonically cleaned glass slides (cleaning process is explained in Appendix A), the 
temperature of which was varied between room temperature and 200T. 
3.5 Post deposition heat treatments 
In order to investigate the effect of annealing on the physical and electro-optical 
properties of the thin films, selected as-grown films were heat treated in different 






Figure 3.5:. Pyrex ampoule used for post-deposition annealing of thin films. 
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in an ambient of 9: 1 mixture of N2: H2, annealing in the presence of an inert gas such 
as argon and annealing in a selenium atmosphere. 7be influence of various temperatures 
in the range 200 to 500"C was investigated. Two stage annealing was then employed to 
optimise the compositional, structural and electro-optical properties. 
Post deposition annealing in vacuum and selenium atmospheres was carried out in closed 
ended pyrex tubes evacuated by means of rotary pump. The shape of the ampoule 
allowed the sample and selenium to be physically separate (see figure 3.5). However, 
at elevated temperatures the selenium vapour was able to pass through the narrow neck 
of the ampoule from the selenium source to the sample by a diffusion process. 
3.6 X-my diffmctometer 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique used to identify the crystalline phases present in 
materials and to measure the structural properties such as grain size, preferred 
orientation and defect structure of the phases [1741. XRD is a non-contact and 
nondestructive technique which can be used for the analysis of materials composed of 
almost any element. However, it is more sensitive to high atomic number (Z) elements, 
since the diffracted intensity from these is much larger than from low Z-elements. Most 
of the laborutory based equipments have sensitivities down to a thickness of 50A [1741. 
Figure 3.6 shows the basic operating principle of an XRD setup where the diffraction 
angle 20 is the angle between the incident and diffracted X rays. In a typical experiment 
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[1741, x-ray beams from the target are incident on the sample which rotates about a 
goniometer axis. The radiation diffracted at an angle 20 is measured by goniometer and 
a detector in the form of a moveable counter assembly. 7he detector is rotated about the 
same axis as the sample but at twice the angular velocity of the latter. The diffraction 
spectrum of the samples is then plotted on a chart recorder as a function of 20. Ile 





where 0 is Bragg's angle of diffraction and % is the wavelength of monochromatic 
radiation. For a tetragonal lattice, the relationship between inter-planar V values and 
lattice parameters a&c, given below, can be used to estimate the 'hkl' miller indices: 
d(hkO 
212 12 (3.5) h +k 
a2 C2 
Ile XRD apparatus used in this work, consisted of a Phillips x-ray generator, type PW 
1010 and a goniometer, type 1-050/25 with a detector probe (Geiger Muller Counter) 
type PW 1965/30. Copper Y,,,, radiation of wavelength 1.54178A, was used and a nickel 
filter was employed to suppress the intensity of the K, component in the characteristic 
spectrum. A working tube voltage of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA were employed. 
The resultant patterns of diffracted x-rays were recorded using either a chart recorder 
or a computer. The peak positions of phases likely to occur in Cu(In, Ga)Se2 systems 
Moveable counter 65 
assembly 
20=0 
Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the x-ray diffractometer. 
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were then compared with that of the starting pre-reacted material, Joint Council on 
Powder Diffraction Studies (JCPDS) diffraction powder index file, card no. 35-1102, as 
well as with published research. 
3.7 Raman scattering spectroscopy 
Raman scattering spectroscopy has emerged as one of the principle characterisation 
techniques for the non-destructive investigation of the structure and composition of a 
wide range of materials [1751. The early applications of Raman spectroscopy, utilising 
mercury arc excitation and photographic detection, was limited [1761. However, as a 
result of the development of powerful sources of monochromatic radiation, such as 
lasers, and the substantial improvements in detection techniques, Raman spectroscopy 
may now be used for almost any type of material under almost any physical conditions. 
The block diagram of figure 3.7 shows the components of the equipment necessary for 
the observation of Raman spectra [175,1761. The gas laser provides the highly 
monochromatic, self collimated and plane polarized radiation, further focused to produce 
a beam of much smaller diameter, giving a high irradiance at the sample. Focused laser 
beams are normally used for the production of Raman spectra except in the special case 
where the high irradiance may be damaging to the sample. For high resolution studies, 
the single mode of a laser can be achieved by using a mode-selecting device. 'Me 
intensity of the scattered radiation can then be increased by additional optical devices. 
'Me subsequent dispersion is accomplished by a grating dispersing system. Finally, the 
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photomultipliers detect these scattered radiations which subsequently pass through 
electronic devices such as a lock-in amplifier to discard the thermally generated 
unwanted signal before recording in a computer. 
In the present study, the Raman analysis was carried out at the Microelectronics and 
Material Physics Laboratories, University of Oulu, Finland. Unpolarised Raman spectra 
of the Cu(In, Ga)Se. films and target materials were measured on a Jobin-Yvon T 64000 
triple Raman spectrometer equipped with a CCD detector. Ile spectrometer was used 
in a configuration where the first two stages were in a double subtractive mode and the 
last stage worked as a spectrometer. 'Me slits were chosen to give a resolution of 5cm7l. 
Excitation was by means of the 514.5nm and 488mn lines of an argon ion laser in the 
backscattering configuration using a 50x microscope lens. To avoid heating effects, the 
measurements were done using a defocused. spot of approximately 15pm diameter. Ile 
power on the sample was estimated to be about 30mW. Ilie measured spectral region 
was from 75cm7I to 300cm7l. A 300s integration time was generally used for each region 
of the CCD coverage. The full wave half maximum (FWHM) values for thin films were 
calculated from the room temperature Raman spectra and compared with those obtained 
from a standard single crystal sample grown with the same compositions. Some useful 
informations concerning the structure and composition of the samples can be obtained 
from these values. In general, a sample indicating lower values of FWHM is considered 






















3.8 Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) is a very useful technique for gaining 
qualitative information about the compositional uniformity (through the sample), 
quantitative information about the surface composition and for the identification of 
surface and bulk impurities [177]. This technique is also non-contact and has been 
reported [1781 not to affect the distribution of atoms within the target. It can be used for 
the analysis of single and multi-element materials. In multi-element materials the 
measurement accuracy is high (0.201o) for thin samples (<500nm) in which the individual 
peaks of each element are well resolved [179,1801. However, for thicker films the 
accuracy deteriorates to ±5% [1791 due to the overlapping of respective peaks of 
constituent elements in a multi-component compounds. ribe necessary conditions, 
required in this technique are the use of an intense beam of Helium ions and a highly 
evacuated chamber, to avoid the problems due to the absorption of scattering in air. rMe 
use of a liquid nitrogen cold shield around the sample can also reduce the chance of 
hydrocarbon build up on the target surface. 
The schematic outline of the main parts used in this system is shown in figure 3.8 and 
the basic operating principles are described [1771. Helium ions produced from an ion 
source are accelerated up to 2 MeV by a Van de Graaff accelerator. This high energy 
beam then passes through a series of devices which collimate or focus and filter it for 
a selected type of particle and energy. The beam then enters the scattering chamber 
where it impinges on the sample. Backscattered particles from the sample then strike the 
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fast analogue and digital electronics. The RBS spectra of the yield against energy can 
be recorded on a multichannel analyzer (MCA) and the composition of the sample can 
be estimated by using computer software. Theoretically, a signal generated from an 
element of heavy mass will appear in the backscattering spectnun at high energies and 
for light mass elements it will be placed at low energies [177]. Ile strength of the 
signal corresponding to that element estimates the composition in the material. 
Ile present work involves the use of typical RBS equipment for the analysis of 
Cu(In, Ga)Se2thin film surface composition and depth profile. A2 MeV He ion beam 
from a Van de Graaff accelerator was focused down to 2 mm x1 mm on the surface 
of the sample, incident at 90", by using a series of slits. ne chamber pressure was 
normally maintained at 10-6mbar. The target chamber was separately pumped tO allOw 
quick changes of the sarnples. 7be backscattered He' ions were detected by a solid state 
detector with 15 keV resolution. The energy spectra of the backscattered particles was 
recorded on the multichannel analyser. For the estimation of composition, a RLW 
simulation computer software [1811 was used. Ws software works by generating 
successive simulations until a best fit is achieved. 
3.9 Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX) 
The detection and measurement of characteristic x-ray energies, for materials excited bY 
energetic electrons is the basis of EDAX [ 182,1831. It can be utilized for the quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of the elemental composition of a wide range of materials. This 
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analysis is accomplished by the coupling of the x-ray analysis device with a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). Ile resultant combination can allow the analysis of the 
microscopic and macroscopic composition of a sample simultaneously with the visual 
representation of the identical area. 'Me entire analysis can be performed quickly, often 
with minimal specimen preparation. More importantly, it is non-destructive to the 
sample. In recent versions [1831 of SEM-EDS, a thin metallic film is placed in the path 
of the primary electron beam in the SEM column, converting the electron beam to an 
x-ray beam. However, the generation of specimen x-rays is more efficient with an x-ray 
flux than with the use of the primary electron beam and with this an-angement a 
significant decrease of background radiation results which is more useful for the 
detection of trace amount elements. 
'Me operation [183] of EDAX involves the use of a primary X-ray or an electron beam 
which when strildng the specimen, removes an electron from the inner shell of an atom 
and creates a vacancy which may be filled by an electron from any shell of greater 
energy. This produces a spectrum of the specimen x-rays for each element. An x-ray 
which is created by the filling of a vacancy in the K shell is named aK x-ray. Similarly, 
the filling of an L shell creates an L x-rays. The x-ray is further distinguished by the 
size of the electron jump to fill the vacancy which created a particular type of x-ray. If 
the vacancy is filled by an electron from the adjacent shell, the created x-ray is termed 
as a. If the electron filling the vacancy is coming from a difference of two shells, then 
it is known as aP x-rays. Iberefore, an electron that jumps from an L shell to aK shell 
will create a K, x-rays. The specimen x-rays are then allowed to strike on a 
semiconductor detector, usually a Si(Li) crystal, to convert it into a purely electronic 
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signal. Finally the signal is processed with fast analogue and digital electronics before 
recording it ne quantification of elemental composition is a complicated task- 
However, developments in computer software have resulted in greater ease and 
flexibility of compositional analysis. 
The basic operation [1831 of SEM can be described as follows. A beam of electrons 
emitted and accelerated by the electron gun is focused by a number of electromagnetic 
condenser lenses onto the specimen and is systematically scanned across the surface of 
the specimen. The interaction of the electron beam with the specimen surface results in 
the generation of secondary and backscattered electrons from the specimen which are 
attracted to and pass through a positively charged grid to strike a scintillator where they 
are absorbed and lose their energy by generating light photons. The photons pass down 
a light guide to impinge on the photocathode of a photomultiplier where they in turn 
lose their energy in generating photo-electrons. The final amplified output is collected 
at the anode of the photomultiplier in the fonn of a voltage pulse. This voltage pulse is 
further amplified electronically. The series of voltage pulses produces a voltage wave 
fonn which, when applied to the brightness control of a cathode ray display (scanned 
in synchronisation with the scan on the specimen), produces lines of varying brightness 
which form a true picture of the specimen on the display. This information can be stored 
in the form of a photographic image. 
In this present study, the Cu(In, Ga)Se2thin films were characterised. for their elemental 
composition by using energy dispersive x-ray analysis in conjunction with a JEOL 
scanning electron microscope, model JSM-6400. An accelerating voltage of 20 kV was 
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used to accelerate the x-rays which in turn result in a penetration depth of 1 ýun. 'Me 
detector resolution was 150 eV. Other parameters were fixed at optimum operating 
conditions to give accurate information about the sample. In the compositional analysis, 
ZAF correction was used to compensate the effects of (Z) atomic number on initial x-ray 
generation, (A) absorption and (F) fluorescence effects. 
3.10 X-ray fluorescence 
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) is a non-destructive analytical technique to 
identify and determine the concentrations of elements present in solids, powders and 
liquid materials [1841. XRF can be used to determine all elements in the periodic table 
between boron and uranium - from trace levels often below one part per million, up to 
100%. Its wide range application in research derives from the ability to deliver 
extremely accurate results at very high speeds. With modem computer - controlled 
instruments, analyses are typically completed within minutes. 
The working principle is [1841 similar to that of EDAX and consists of bombarding a 
sample with radiation from an x-ray tube (primary radiation) which causes the 
constituent atom to be energised, so that individual electrons move out of their normal 
positions and into orbitals further from the central nucleus. As the atom returns to a 
stable state, the electrons drop back into the inner orbits and give up their excess energy 
in the form of secondary radiation (fluorescence). Fluorescence radiation is emitted for 
each energy transition, with the wavelength inversely proportional to the difference 
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between the electron's initial and final energy levels. 
XRF compositional analysis of CIGS thin film samples was carried out at the Health and 
Safety Exective (HSE) laboratory, Sheffield, LJK A Philips PW 1480 sequential 
wavelength dispersive x-ray spectrometer was used. A working tube voltage 100 W and 
a current of 25 mA were employed. The XRF was calibrated for 25mm filters using one 
of two methods; sampling from a dust cloud or spotting solutions on filter papers. 
Analysis of deposits on glass slides was conducted with only 0.21crn2 of the area on 
each slide irradiated by using a suitable mask (0.7cm x 0.3cm). 
3.11 Dektak measurements 
In most of the applications of diin films, particularly optical applications, it is desirable 
that the surface of the film be smooth. High roughness can introduce high scattering 
from the surface of the optical component thus degrading the response of the whole 
optical system. Since CIGS and related materials have potential applications in 
photovoltaic devices the surface of the coating have an important influence on the 
optical properties. These surface characteristics have been studied using surface 
profilometry described [185] in this section. 
Ile stylus instrument operates on a very simple principle [1851, involving the 
comparison of the movement of the stylus displaced at a constant velocity on the flat 
and smooth surface to be measured. The instrument consists of a stylus driven by a 
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traversing unit, an electronic amplifier to boost the signal from the stylus to a useful 
level and the associated computer which calculates all necessary surface roughness data. 
Most of the instruments in use nowadays have a video camera which can be focused On 
the desired part of the sample. In this way specific areas could be scanned and observed 
as the stylus moves across the sample. Diamond styli are universally used with a tip 
radius of 5 to 10 pm. 
The Dektak ST 3010 was used for surface roughness as well as for thickness 
measurements of the Cu(In, Ga)Se2 thin films deposited on glass substrates. For 
comparison, uncoated glass slides were also analysed for their surface roughness. 
3.12 Resistivity and canrier type measurements 
The resistivity and conductivity type are the basic material parameters whose 
measurement is required for determining the sign, density and interaction of charge 
carriers with impurities [172]. The measurement of conductivity type of semiconducting 
materials was carried out by the hot point probe method [1861. This apparatus, as shown 
in figure 3.9, consists of a low impedance galvanometer connected with two spring 
adjustable needle electrodes onto a sample holder. 7hese can be brought into contact 
with the sample by adjusting the spring pressure. When a small area of sample around 
the contact is heated a local heating effect is produced which causes the flow of majoritY 
carriers from the hot to the cold junction. This in tum produces a potential difference 
across the elect-ode, whose polarity can be observed by the deflection of the 
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galvanometer. The direction of this deflection indicates the carrier 
Ile surface resistivity of the sample can be measured by using the four point probe 
method. 7be main advantage of this method is that it is simple in operation and does 
not require the fabrication of permanent contacts. The basic arrangement shown in figure 
3.10, consists of four equally spaced and in line probes which are lowered onto the 
surface of the sample. As a result a cun-ent passes through the outer probes while the 
potential difference is measured across the inner two probes. The resistivity of a thick 
sample [1861 can be calculated simply by using the following relation: 
p(CI-cm)=27cS- 
v 
W, (3.6) IG(-") 
s 
Where S is the spacing between any two adjacent probes (the equipment being used had 
a probe spacing value of 1mm). A correction factor G(W/S) should be used for samples 
having thicknesses comparable to the probe spacing, where W is the sample thickness. 
A plot of G (W/S) against W/S is shown in figure 3.11. However, the resistivity of thin 
films [1871 will include the thickness (t) of the sample and be: 














Figure 3.11: Correction divisor for probes on a thin film (non-conducting substrate). 
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3.13 Photoconductivity system 
'Me phenomenon in which the conductivity of a semiconducting material increases due 
to the absorption of light is called photoconductivity [188]. Almost all semiconductors 
exhibit a certain degree of photoconductivity at room temperature, due to the partially 
filled conduction band. 'Meir photoconductivity can be increased when they are exposed 
to photons having sufficient energy. In an intrinsic semiconductor, a photon may 
produce electron-hole pairs and both can contribute to current, whereas in extrinsic 
semiconductors, only one type of carrier is available for conduction, i. e. electrons for 
n-type material and holes for p-tyrpe [1881. The spectral response may be modified by 
doping, since donor or acceptor levels fall between the valence band and conduction 
band. 
Ile apparatus for the photoconductivity measurements of single crystal and thin film 
samples is shown in figure 3.12. It consists of: 
1. A 150 watt quartz halogen lamp, which is calibrated to provide a constant 
power density over the required wavelength range, followed by an optical 
focusing lens. 
2. A Bentham 218 optical chopper consisting of a remote mounted chopping head 
linked with a control unit by means of a cable. Ille chopping frequency can be 
varied in the range between 10 Hz to 1 kHz by using blades with different 
numbers of slots. 
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3. A Jobin-Yvon H. 10 monochromator incorporating a concave holographic 600 
grooves/mm grating. Wavelength scanning is linear throughout the range from 
200 to 800 mn with direct readout in nanometres on a mechanical counter. 71e 
readout counter is directly coupled to the grating and was initially calibrated for 
a 1200 grooves/mm grating. For the H. 10 monochromator (600 grooves/nun), the 
counter display must be multiplied by 2 to get the actual wavelength. 
4. An Oxford InstrLunent DN 1704 cryostat which operates on the principal of the 
controlled and continuous transfer of liquid nitrogen from a reservoir to a heat 
exchanger which surrounds the sample space. The s=ple temperature can be 
varied continuously from 77 to 300"K and is measured by a platinum 
temperature sensor connected to the heat exchanger. A sorption pump of charcoal 
is also fitted, which pumps out the residual gas when cooled by the liquid 
nitrogen reservoir. The main parts and dimensions of the cryostat are shown in 
fig. 3.13. 
5. A Brookdeal 452 precision ac amplifier with very low short ci it noise and Ircul 
high input impedance. These specifications make it ideally suited to the 
arnplification. of low level signals from cryogenic sources. 
6. A Bentham 211 broad band current input lock in amplifier suitable for 
applications where stray light or dark current drift make the normal current 
amplifier unacceptable. The unit includes a high gain ae amplifier followed bY 
a synchronous detector and low pass filter. Other features include: - switched and 
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continuously variable sensitivity, nns deviation control, zero offset, zero check 
facilities, etc. It is operated by a built in 15 V, 100 mA power supply. 
7. Finally the output can be recorded by chart recorder or computer. A computer 
connected at the output has an extra advantage that the recorded data can be 
further processed by using commercial software. In the present work a BBC 
computer was connected to run the monochromator and record output data 
through a laboratory built interface. The control software is shown in Appendix 
B. 
The photoconductivity spectra were measured in the photon energy range hv--0.75-3.1 eV 
as a function of temperature in the range T= 80-320*K ne optical system, as 
described earlier, consisted of a 150 W tungsten halogen lamp calibrated to provide 
constant power density over the photon energy range covered in the experiments, 
followed by a focusing lens, a Bentham 218 optical chopper and a Jobin Yvon H10 
monochromator. The photocurrent was phase-sensitively detected using a Bentham 211 
current input lock-in amplifier. The output of the phase sensitive detector was read with 
a Keithley 175 digital voltmeter. For the temperature dependent measurements the 
samples were placed in an Oxford Instruments DN 1704 liquid nitrogen cryostat 
equipped with an Oxford Instruments ITC4 temperature controller. All the spectra were 
corrected for the spectral distribution of the optical system and normalized to constant 
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Figure 3.13: Cross-sectional view of the cryostat used for low temperature 
photoconductivity measurements. 
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3.14 Photoacoustic spectroscopy 
Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is a contactless and hence non-destructive technique 
for the study of a wide variety of materials such as insulators, semiconductors and even 
metallic systems that can not be studied readily by conventional spectroscopic techniques 
[1891. However, for metals with very large absorption coefficients, this technique may 
be used only if the reflectivity is first diminished by grinding or through the use of 
powders [1891. According to Rosencwaig [1891, PAS is a method that measures how 
much of the incident energetic radiation absorbed by a sample is actually converted to 
heat. As a result, it can be used to obtain spectroscopic measurements such as the 
absorption spectntm, lifetime of the excited species, and the energy yield of radiative 
processes. PAS can also be used to measure thermal and optoelectronic properties of 
materials, the thickness of layers, and to perform a variety of other non-spectroscopiC 
investigations. Furthermore, spectra can be obtained quickly from gas, liquid and solid 
crystals as well as from thin films. Another advantage is the capability of obtaining 
optical absorption spectra on materials that are completely opaque to transmitted light, 
since the technique does not depend on the detection of photons. PAS yields direct 
information on non-radiative absorption processes which are usuany associated with 
band structure and defect related energy loss mechanisms. Such information is necessary 
for materials which could find applications in electronic devices. 
The basic theory behind the photoacoustic technique is quite simple [1891. Light 
absorbed by a sample is followed by non-radiative de-excitation-relaxation processes. 
Ilese give rise to a heat source in the sample, which may be distributed throughout its 
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volume or confined to its surface. This heat source gives rise to both temperature and 
pressure fluctuations within the sample, which are then detected by thermal and/or 
acoustic sensing devices. Photoacoustic detection is unique in that it is a direct monitor 
of the non-radiative relaxation channel and, hence, complements absorption and other 
spectroscopic methods [1901. The schematic arrangement of the equipment is similar to 
that of the photoconductivity system. rMe only difference is that, in PAS, the sample is 
placed within a closed cell without any contacts on its surface. 
Ue experimental conditions used in the present study were as follows. A 400 W 
Cenmax xenon short arc lamp was used as the radiation source. 71be light source, after 
being modulated by a servo-controlled mechanical chopper, was dispersed through an 
f/4 Spex Minimate monochromator driven by a motor scanning at a speed equivalent to 
less than 0.5 nm/second. Modulated light from the monochromator, after passing through 
an infrared filter, was then directed by an f/0.7 off axis elliptical min-or to the 
photoacoustic cell. The elliptical mirror was used to concentrate and increase the 
efficiency of the system and makes it suitable for the characterisation of solids, powders 
and liquids. The cell was made of stainless steel with a geometry designed to give a 
non-resonant cavity configuration. The microphone output signal was phase detected 
using a Brookdeal 9454 precision a. c. =plifier with input filters (prewnplifier) and a 
Brookdeal lock-in amplifier comprising of a 9412 Phase sensitive Detector and a 942 
reference unit The output of the phase sensitive detector was read using a Keithley 175 
auto-range digital voltmeter. An IBM personal computer was used for the acquisition 
and processing of data from the digital voltmeter through an IEEE 488 interface card, 
also used for controlling the monochromator scanning motor via a laboratory-b .t 
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interface. AR the measurements were recorded at room temperature using Chopping 
frequency values of 30,112,185 and 312 Hz. The scans were recorded in the photon 
energy range hv--0.7 to 1.4 eV. The photoacoustic spectra were corrected for the spectral 
distribution of the optical system, cell and microphone response by non-nalising the 
output signal of the specimen to that of a fine grained powder of carbon black. 
3.15 Conclusions 
The experimental and the appropriate conditions for the preparation of pre-reacted 
starting material of Cu(In, Ga)Se2 have been discussed. Key parts of the deposition 
system and their impact on eventual film characteristics have been considered. 
Modification to the flash evaporation system in order to achieve better film quality are 
described. rMe experimental conditions of various post-deposition annealing regimes and 
the effects of annealing parameters, such as ambients, time and temperatures, on the film 
properties have been considered. 
Basic principles of analytical techniques for the characterisation of fliln films of CIS and 
CIGS and specific conditions employed for this work have also been addressed. 
Chapter 4 
00 Effects of deposition parameters on 
the properties of as-grown thin films 
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4.1 Introduction 
The development of low cost and efficient photovoltaic devices is a major technological 
challenge which could be met with the appropriate use of thin films of copper based 
temary and quatemary photoactive materials. Devices made from these materials have 
shown high energy conversion efficiencies in the order of 16% [221. However, 
researchers have constantly reported difficulties relating to the reproducible production 
of material with the desired properties [1911. A fundamental understanding of the growth 
processes is therefore essential if thin films of these compounds are to be commercially 
grown. 
1911.0 Aa previously discussed, one of the most promising thin film materials is copper 
indium/gallium diselenide (CIGS). To date, very little work has been carried out on the 
relationship between the growth conditions and the fundamental properties, although the 
degree of interest in these types of materials has greatly increased in recent years. A 
better fundamental understanding of the growth behaviour will have a major impact on 
the ultimate device performance. 
In this chapter the effect of growth par=eters on the properties of CuInl-. Ga. Se2 thin 
films with x=O & 25% are described. It is shown that the film properties are highly 
dependent upon the deposition parameters such as source and substrate temperature, 
pressure, source geometry and feed rate etc. Common deposition problems, such as lack 
of control over the feed rate, source and substrate temperature can produce significant 
deviations in the film composition and create undesirable variations in the structural and 
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electro-optical properties of the films. Miese problems are discussed in detail. 
When depositing thin films for a particular application it is necessary to outline the 
desired properties. In the case of CIGS for photovoltaic applications the films should 
have the correct composition (comparable to the starting material), structure 
(chalcopyrite), a large grain size W[un), the desired resistivity (<5 Qcm) etc. [192,1931. 
Initially it was decided to optimise the deposition process to produce the desired 
structure, grain size and composition. 
4.2 investigation of the starting material 
For the deposition of thin films of CIGS and CIS by flash evaporation, the source 
materials were prepared by the direct fusion of elements in a quartz ampoule as 
described in section 3.2. Since the flash evaporation technique involves the rapid 
evaporation of pre-reacted starting material it is necessary to characterise the starting 
material to compare and contrast it's properties with that observed in the deposited 
films. Mie elemental composition and structure of the starting materials were analyzed 
using EDAX and XRD respectively. 
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4.2.1 Culn,. 7, Ga,. 2, Se2 
XRD analysis of the starting material of CIGS revealed a typical spectrum as shown in 
figure 4.1. It can be seen that the structure is chalcopyrite from the observed 
characteristic peaks <101> and <211>, at 20 values of 17.21' and 35.711 respectively. The 
most intense peak is the <220,204> with the <112> (the second most intense peak) 
observed along with the other CIGS related diffraction lines. Since the ionic radius of 
gallium is smaller than indium, a smaller unit cell is expected when gallium is 
substituted for indium Therefore, CIGS has consistently lower d-spacing (higher 20) 
values. Ile measured and calculated d-values from the spectra were compared with the 
reported data [1861 to calculate the hk1 values of the corresponding peaks, table 4.1. It 
is evident that the measured and calculated d-values of our material are in good 
agreement with each other. However, the reported [1861 d-value of the <112> peak, 
3.29, is slightly lower than the measured/calculated value of 3.31. This could be due to 
a small measurement error. In addition, peaks corresponding to <101>, <103>, 
<213,105> and <411,217> have not been reported, probably due to limited sensitivity 
of the XRD equipment used. 
In order to perform the compositional analysis of the pre-reacted starting material, the 
powder was re-melted in an evacuated quartz ampoule for 6 hours at 1200*C. 
Mechanical rocking was performed regularly to completely homogenise the mixture. The 
resulting ingot was characterised using EDAX technique. Analysis was perfonned at 
several different sites on the ingot and the results are tabulated in table 4.2. 
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Ile average value of the copper content in the starting material was found to be 23.65 
atm. %, approximately 5% lower than the theoretical value of 25 atm. %. The average 
atm. % contents of gallium and selenium were found to be 5.8 and 49.65 respectively. 
Ilese values differ by approximately 6.4% and 0.7% from that of the theoretical values. 
Ile indium content of 20.8 atm. % was about 10% higher than the theoretical value of 
18.76 atm. %. If we consider the accuracy of the EDAX technique which has a reported 
[1941 measurement error of ±4%, the deviation in copper, gallium and selenium are 
within this measurement error. However, the variation between the theoretical and 
measured indium content is greater than this reported measurement error. This is to be 
expected due to copper segregation [195] (to the grain boundaries) giving a false indium 
content. 
A representative EDAX spectrum for CIGS is shown in figure 4.2, iflustrating the 
respective peaks of copper, indium, gallium and selenium. For each element there are 
two peaks that can be distinguished, these are designated alpha (a) and beta (8). Ilese 
peaks originate from the relaxation of excited electrons, see section 3.9. In the spectrum 
shown in figure 4.2, all elements except In show the K, and Y., peaks which indicates 
both the final place of the electron and also the type of transition that has taken place. 
V- 
Fur example, K,, indicates that the electron has jumped to aK shell from the nearest 
outer L shell. Since the probability of transition from the nearest shell is greater the peak 
intensities for K. transitions are larger than that for V. 0 peaks. This is observed for all 
elements except indium in which case the L,, peak is observed, this is due to the K. 
peak being out of the considered range. In addition the K. peak intensity for indium is 





Figure 4.1: XRD spectrum of the polycrystalline CuInO. 75GaOzSe2 pre-reacted starting 
material. 














1 5.14 17.2 12.2 5.13 101 - 
2 3.32 26.82 94.81 3.313 112 3.29 
3 3.19 27.94 2.89 3.18 103 - 
4 2.51 35.74 8.52 2.50 211 2.495 
5 2.13 42.34 2.20 2.129 213,105 - 
6 2.03 44.58 100 2.025 220,204 2.015 
7 1.88 48.16 2.89 1.88 301 1.899 
8 1.72 52.98 67.33 1.728 312,316 1.723 
9 1.46 63.26 1.37 1.469 305,323 1.476 6 
10 1.43 64.88 7.18 1.433 008 1 1.435 5 
11 1.38 67.76 1.43 1.381 411,217 - 
12 1.31 71.61 11.06 1.315 332,316 1.316 
13 1.17 82.17 
1 
15.21 1.170 424,228 7 1.1 
Table 4.1 X-ray powder diffraction data of CIGS pre-reacted starting material. 
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Figure 4.2: EDAX spectrum of the polycrystalline CUnO. 75Gao, 25Se2 pre-reacted 
starting material. 
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1 23.3 20.9 6.1 49.6 
2 24.3 20.5 5.6 49.6 
3 23.5 21.0 5.6 49.8 
4 23.5 20.8 5.9 49.6 
IL Avemge 23.65 20.8 5.8 49.65 
Table 4.2. EDAX compositional analysis of CIGS pre-reacted starting 
material. 
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unacceptably large [1941. 
Pre-reacted starting material of CIGS was p-type, as measured by the hot probe 
technique. The observed value of resistivity was 13.21 Qcm. 
4.2.2 CuInSe2 
PLe-reacted starting material of CuInSe. was also analyses by XRD and EDAX. The 
observed XRD spectra is shown in figure 4.3. It can be seen that the structure is again 
chalcopyrite, the <101> and <211> diffraction peaks being present. The d-values 
corresponding to different diffraction peaks from the spectra were compared with those 
of Parkes et al. [173] and were found to be in good agreement. rMe only difference 
observed is in tenns of the intensity of the diffmction peaks as shown in table 4.3. It is 
also evident from the spectra that the structure is oriented in the <112> plane as the 
<112> is the most intense peak. 
A similar process of re-melting was performed to prepare a piece of ingot of CIS 
material for the EDAX compositional analysis. The EDAX results obtained from 
different areas of the ingot are shown in table 4.4. Once again the average value of 
indium was found to be 27.8 atm. %, approximately 2.8 atm. % (approximately 1111b) 
higher than that of the theoretical value of 25 atm. %. The atm. % of copper and selenium 
were approximately 7% and 2% lower than that of theoretical values of 25 and 50 




Figure 4.3: XRD spectrum of the polycrystalline, CuInSe2 pre-reacted starting 
material. 














1 5.204 17.02 11.95 5.20 101 6 5.20 
2 3.343 26.64 100 3.34 112 70 3.34 
3 3.224 27.65 7.75 3.20 103 6 3.20 
4 2.530 35.44 7.62 2.52 211 15 2.52 
5 2.157 41.83 3.62 2.15 105,213 6 2.15 
6 2.047 44.20 87.43 2.04 204,220 100 2.04 
7 1.899 47.85 3.45 1.90 301 6 1.900 
8 1.747 52.31 37.52 1.74 116,312 85 1.743 
9 1.482 62.63 1.40 1.48 305,323 6 1.480 
10 1.447 64.30 6.75 1.44 400 25 1.446 
11 1.395 67.02 1.35 1.39 217,411 4 1.393 
12 1.328 70.91 15.74 1.32 316,332 35 1.327 
13 1.257 75.54 1.09 1.25 109,307 2 1.256 
14 1.200 79.84 1.09 1.20 415 2 1.200 
15 1.182 81.31 17.44 1.18 424 60 1.181 
Table 4.3 X-ray powder diffraction data of CIS pre-reacted starting material. 
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Figure 4A EDAX spectrum of the polycrystalline CuInSe2 pre-reacted starting 
material. 
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1 22.5 28.2 49.3 
2 22.6 28.6 48.8 
3 23.6 26.8 49.6 
4 22.6 28.4 49.0 
5 24.3 27.1 48.6 
Avemge 23.2 27.8 49.0 
Table 4.4. EDAX compositional analysis Of CIS pre-reacted starting 
material. 
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process as reported in literature [186,1951. 
Ile EDAX spectrum of the remelted CIS is shown in figure 4.4. This spectrum is 
identical to the one for CIGS starting material except for the missing gallium peaks. 
Once again the a and B peaks corresponding to copper, indium and selenium are 
identified. 
Electrical characterisation revealed that the pre-reacted material was p-t3rpe with an 
average bulk resistivity value of 5.56 Qcm. 
4.3 Effect of source temperature 
It is an established fact that the properties of vacuum evaporated thin films depend upon 
the deposition conditions. The source temperature, in particular, is a critical factor in 
determining the composition and structure of the films deposited. Ilerefore, for the 
preparation of homogeneous and stoichiometric thin films of the multi-component alloys 
and compounds of interest here, the source temperature must be precisely controlled and 
should be high enough to evaporate all the constituent elements. 
A systematic study of the effect of the evaporation temperature, on the composition of 
CIGS thin films has been carried out and the results are shown in figure 4.5. rae source 
temperature was systematically varied from 1100"C to 1550'C in 50"C steps. The 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of source temperature on the composition of polycrystalline, CIGS 
thin films. 
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maintained throughout the deposition process. A flat tungsten strip type source was used 
for the initial flash evaporation experiments. Pre-reacted CIGS powder was dropped onto 
the source from a hand driven vibratory hopper. Ile composition of the films were 
determined using the EDAX technique. 
A complete absence of copper was found in films deposited at source temperatures less 
than 11001C. At elevated temperatures from 1100 to 14000C, the copper content 
gradually increased from 2 to 20 atm. %. Increasing the temperature to 1550"C resulted 
in a film content of 25 atm. %, this is comparable to that of the starting pre-reacted 
CIGS material. One of the major objectives of this study was to reproduce the 
composition of the starting material. Ilese results thus demonstrate that the efficiency 
of mass transfer at this temperature is at its optimum for copper. 
A consideration of the indium content from figure 4.5 shows that it is relatively constant 
at about 35 atm. % between the temperatures of 1150*C to 1300T. The indium, content 
then decreased rapidly to a level of 24 atm. % with a further 500C increase in 
temperature and then decreased very slowly to 23 atm. % up to a temperature of 1550"C. 
Between the temperatures of 1150*C and 1250*C the gallium content remained relatively 
constant at approximately 10 atm. %. A further 5011C increase in temperature caused the 
gallium content to decrease to about 7 atm. %. The change in gallium content was 
insignificant at between BOOT to 1550*C as only aI atm. % decrease was observed. 
Ile atomic percentage of selenium (the most volatile component) was initially 55 atm. % 
at a temperature of 1200T, this slowly decreased to 47 atm. % between the temperature 
range of 120011C to 1300T. At 15500C a value of 46 atm. % was recorded. 
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It is evident from figure 4.5 that the temperature at which indium. and gallium starts to 
decrease is at about 1350*C. At this temperature the copper content is also approaching 
that of the starting material. However, in the case of selenium, the temperature at which 
the film composition matches that of the starting is about 1500C lower than that for 
gallium and indium. The films produced at temperatures greater than 130011C can be 
considered to be close to the bulk composition. This is in good agreement with the 
observations reported by Tomlinson et al. [62] who also proposed a minimum source 
temperature of 1300"C while studying the effect of source temperature on the 
composition of CIS thin films. 
Careful ex=ination of data plotted in figure 4.6 reveals that for all the constituent 
elements of the CIGS films there are 3 main regions. 'Mere exists a low temperature 
region where the composition is relatively constant, a transition region where there are 
significant changes occurring and a high temperature region where once again the 
elemental variations become minimal. When comparing the temperature ranges of the 
transition regions for gallium, indium and selenium with the published vapour pressure 
data it appears highly likely that there is a relationship between them. Ile elements with 
the higher vapour pressure have lower average transition temperature values compared 
to elements with a lower vapour pressure. Figure 4.7 shows the vapour pressure data 
[196] for copper, indium, gallium and selenium. ne elements copper, indiuM and 
gallium show a similar rate of increase of vapour pressure with increased temperature, 
whereas, the rate of increase of selenium is much more rapid. In addition, in order to 
obtain a vapour pressure of 10' mbar for copper, gallium, indiurn and selenium, 
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Figure 4.6: Different regions of indium, gallium and selenium curves exhibiting the 
behaviour of polycrystalline CIGS film composition with respect to 
source temperature. 
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Figure 4.7: Vapour pressure data of copper, indium, gallium and selenium [1961. 
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Element/Compo=d 6TW298 AP0298 
W mor' 0 mor, 
CIIW 338 299 
CU2W 484 432 
Clio) 0 0 
CuSeW 309 253 
CuSe(, ) -40 -40 
Cu2Se(, ) -59 -74 
CuSe2(, ) -43 -40 
InW 243.3 209 
In2W 381 340* 
In(sj) 0* 0 
InSew 234 185 
InSe4) -117 -112 
In2Sew 153 102 
In2Se4) -130 -122 
ln2Se2W 101 59 
In2Se3, -343 -331 
Sew 227 187 
seýw 146 96 
Se4, ) 0* o* 
CuInSeý4) -204 -201_ 
Table 4.5 Enthalpies and Gibbs free energies [1971. 
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This illustrates clearly the order in which the evaporation can occur if the temperature 
of the source is raised slowly; selenium first, followed by indium, gallium and then 
copper. From this analysis it can be seen that at low temperatures (<1300"C), phases of 
In/Se and Ga/Se can form readily. Ilie formation of Cu/Se phases at these temperatures 
are less likely to occur as insufficient copper is evaporated, as reported by Neumann et 
al [321. This supposition is further supported when one examines the free energies of 
formation of the various phases. Cahen and Noufi [1971 formulated a table (see table 
4.5) including data collected from different references along with their own work 
(indicated by *) to represent the free energies of fon-nation of different phases. It can 
be seen that the In/Se phases form much more readily than Cu/Se phases due to their 
much lower free energies of formation. It is interesting to note that the free energy of 
formation of In2Se3 compared to CuInSe2 (-331 and -201 W mol&" respectively) 
indicates the ease with which secondary phases can be formed during the deposition of 
CIS. Experimental observations [32] show that In2Se3 and related phases were 
predominant in the CIS films at low temperatures supporting the above arguments. This 
is not unexpected as elements with lower vapour pressures require more thermal energy 
to evaporate than those with higher vapour pressure. 
The widths of the transition regions were calculated and found to be 85,85 and 114. It 
is interesting to note that the widths of the gallium and indium regions are the same. It 
can be postulated that these two elements substitute for one another in the lattice 
structure, this is not surprising as they have similar physical properties (both are group 
HI elements). The atomic radii of both gallium and indium. are identical (0.081 nm) 
making substitution a relatively simple process. 'Me changes in the elemental 
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composition can be considered in terms of percentage changes in each of the 
constituents (fig 4.6). If we consider gallium and indium, the percentage decrease in 
composition is approximately 38% and 31% respectively, further supporting the case for 
substitution discussed above. Ile selenium decrease is approximately 17%; this can be 
partially attributed to a radiation effect, heat being transferred from the source to the 
substrate and/or a dilution effect as the amount of the other elements increases. It has 
been reported that radiation effects are likely [621, as the substrate temperature is 
increased by approximately 100 - 2000C [621, which is very close (approximately 
212*0 that require to re-evaporate selenium from the substrate. This effect could be 
more significant in the case of heated substrates. In the present case, since these 
particular films were deposited at room temperature, a dilution effect can arguably be 
considered. 
In order to compare the variation of elemental composition with temperature and with 
one another the data was mathematically treated by the process of normalisation. Ile 
following discussion focuses only on the central transition region mentioned above 
where considerable changes took place. For the elements being considered the starting 
of the central transition region occurred at different points and therefore normalised 
temperatures given in the figure caption where used in order to mathematically eliminate 
vapour pressure effects. Mie atm. %'s of indium, selenium and gallium were normalised 
against the maximum composition value. To make it easier to compare and quantify the 
changes observed the copper atm. % values were both normalised and inverted. In figure 
4.8 all the elemental curves follow a similar trend. As the amount of copper in the film 
increased there was a corresponding decrease in all of the other constituent elements 
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namely indium, gallium and selenium. 
The objective of this analysis was to compare and quantify the transition region for each 
element irrespective of the starting point. The change in the amount of copper in the 
film as a function of source temperature was most pronounced. The selenium, gallium 
and indium data followed similar trends with the change being less pronounced. It was 
postulated that the rate of increase of copper temperature was directlY proportional to 
the decrease in the other elements. To quantitatively compare this effect the rates of 
change of selenium, indium and gallium were added together and shown on the same 
plot (dotted line). It can be seen that there is good agreement between the rates of 
increase of copper and the overall rate of decrease of the other elements. It can be seen 
that the total change in concentration for indium, gallium and selenium are about 38,31 
and 17% respectively compared to 96% for copper. Thus it appears the incorporation of 
copper is at the expense of selenium, gallium and indium. 7he apparent difference is 
within experimental errors of the techniques used. 
Under our experimental conditions, a source temperature of approximately 1550*C 
(measured by the optical pyrometer) was found to be the optimum evaporation 
temperature for the successful deposition of CIGS fla films. This is in good agreement 
with the reported source temperature of 1500"C [1431. However, the reported source 
temperature in the literature is 200"C Mgher than our source thermocouple temperature 
measurement. This difference may be due to the fact that the temperature within the 
CIGS material (on the top surface of the source) is certainly higher than the temperature 
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Figure 4-8: Normalised concentration of copper, indium, gallium and selenium in 
CIGS thin films against the normalised temperature (Normalisation 
temperature for, copper - 1150*C; indiurn - 1300*C; gallium - 
1200T 
and selenium - 12000C) to indicate the dilution effect. 
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the measurement of the source temperature by an optical pyrometer focused on the top 
surface of the evaporation source as explained in section 3.3.5. 'Me pyrometer 
measurements confirmed that the source temperature was approximately 250"C higher 
than that determined with the source thermocouple. The actual source temperature was 
calculated to be the measured thermocouple temperature plus 250"C. 
4.4 Source geometry 
Flash evaporation is a directional process in which the material is evaporated from a hot 
source towards the substrate. The gaseous concentration of species varies across the 
plasma region and therefore, in order to achieve high quality deposition the geometrical 
consideration are of significant importance. For an efficient process most of the material 
needs to be vaporised and deposited in thin film form. ne source thus needs to be 
heated to a sufficiently high temperature using a suitable heating method. Resistance 
heating is perhaps the simplest way to do this where a filament or boat of suitable 
source material is used. In the present study two types of sources, a flat tungsten Strip 
type and Molybdenum twin chimney type, were used and their effect on the film 
properties was observed. 
Initial experiments using the simple flat strip tungsten source produced CIGS thin films 
which were both powdery and contained pinholes. There could be several possible 
reasons for the observed characteristics including source geometry, grain size and grain 
delivery. 
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If we assume that the grain size and grain delivery were correct then the remaining 
factor which can affect the surface properties of the deposits is source type. When using 
a flat strip type source it is possible that un-vaporised powder can be propelled onto the 
substrate due to the upward source temperature thrust. This is more pronounced if the 
grain size is too small. Detachment of the un-vaporised powder during and after the 
deposition results in a surface containing pinholes. 
In the evaporation of compound materials fluctuations in grain delivery in the source 
would be expected to produce corresponding deviations from homogeneity in the 
deposited films. When a grain of material, such as CIGS, strikes the hot source it first 
gives off a vapour that consists of the more volatile elements, this changes to a 
composition that is richer in the less volatile elements. The final composition of the 
vapour consists almost completely of copper. Also if the powder delivery is slow, a 
grain which is dropped into the boat is completely vaporized before the next one arrives 
and the deposited film onto a substrate. Under these conditions the final film would 
consists of alternating layers of the component elements. 
To alleviate these problems it was necessary to use an indirect evaporation technique 
incorporating a twin chimney molybdenum source. The pre-reacted CiGs powder was 
fed through an entrance hole and the evaporant was emitted through an exit hole. Ie I 
use of this modified source resulted in films which were both "smooth" and pinhole free. 
The surface roughness of films grown using both sources was measured and the results 
are given in table 4.6.7le respective surface roughness profiles of the films deposited 
by flat strip tungsten and twin Molybdenum chimney type sources, measured by Dektak, 
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Figure 4.9: Surface roughness (Ra=214A) of polycrystalline CIGS thin-film sample 
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Figure 4.10: Surface roughness (Ra=12A) of polycrystalline -CIGS thin film sample 
prepared by twin chimney molybdenum source. 
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FE08 6800 53 746 FF, 7 4975 11 922 
FE09 8450 214 821 FE12 5051 14 1545 
FE 16 6110 
1 




FE017 4415 170 
1 --- 353 FE23 5765 10 1800 
Table 4.6 Comparison of the surface roughnesses of CIGS thin films prepared by 
flat strip type tungsten source and twin chimney type Molybdenum 
source. 
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Figure 4.11: Thickness profile of the polycrystalline CIGS thin film measured by 
DektA 
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are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10. Prior to these measurements the surface roughness 
of the glass substrates were ascertained. It was found that films grown using the twin 
chimney source had a surface roughness of approximately 12A which is comparable to 
that of glass slides. In contrast, the films deposited using the flat strip source were 
uneven. 
Thin film samples of CIGS were also analyses by Dektak for thickness. During the 
deposition of thin films, the area on the glass substrate covered by the holding wire clip, 
produced a natural step. This step was scanned by Dektak stylus and the resultant 
thickness step profile is shown in figure 4.11. A comparison was made between these 
results and those obtained by EDAX and RBS. The measured values of thickness were 
found to be in good agreement with the values determined by EDAX on the same area 
of the same sample. However, thickness values determined by RBS were different, 
probably due to the higher measurement error associated with the RBS technique 
(discussed in section 4.7.3). 
4.5. Effect of substrate temperature 
An important parameter in the deposition of thin films, regardless of the materials to be 
deposited or the technology employed, is the substrate temperature. It is well known 
[69,198,1991 that the substrate temperature plays an important role in determining the 
final film properties. To ascertain the effect of the substrate temperature on the 
properties of CIGS thin films a series of samples was produced at different substrate 
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temperatures in the range of room temperature to 200"C. The effects of the substrate 
temperature on the film structure, surface morphology and electrical properties was 
investigated using a variety of analytical techniques including XRD, Raman 
spectroscopy and SEM. As previously discussed, the source geometry can have a 
significant effect on the way in which heat is transmitted to the substrate, influencing 
the film characteristics. In these experiments the source temperature was maintained at 
1500"C and a molybdenum twin chimney type source was used. 
4.5.1 X-ray diffraction analysis 
In order to determine the effect of substrate temperature on the structure of the CIGS 
thin films', x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was carried out. Examples of the spectra 
obtained are shown in figure 4.12. An intense <112> diffraction line was observed for 
the range of substrate temperatures used. However, this peak is broader than that from 
the starting material. In general, peak broadening may arise from two causes: (a) small 
particle size and (b) micro-strain. Overall macroscopic strain results in changes in the 
unit cell dimensions and this leads to the diffraction peak being displaced. If the total 
film has no overall strain but instead contains small areas of inhomogeneous stain then 
this will result in peaks slightly displaced from their true position, the combined effect 
is a broadening of the peak. It can also be seen from figure 4.12 that the intensity and 
sharpness of diffraction lines depends on the substrate temperature. Samples deposited 
at low substrate temperature resulted in a less intense and comparatively broad 
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Figure 4.12: X-ray diffraction spectra of CIGS films deposited at different substrate 
temperatures. 
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the substrate temperature is raised from room temperature to 200"C. In addition, a small 
increase of the other CIGS diffraction lines, for example the <220,204> and <312,116>, 
was also observed. This indicates that the flash evaporated films deposited at substrate 
temperatures less than 200"C are grown with a strong preferred orientation in the <112> 
plane parallel to the substrate. A small relaxation in the preferred orientation of the film 
structure was observed at a substrate temperature of 200"C. 
It is worth noting that secondary phases are likely to be present in the textured <112> 
films but routine XRD analysis is not capable of distinguishing the presence of the 
various phases. According to Dhere et al [751, the sphalerite phase is likely to be present 
in nearly stoichiometric and copper rich films. 
Contrary to the reported work [1391, amorphous films were not observed at room 
temperature and only crystalline films with a strong preferred orientation of <112> were 
seen. This apparent contradiction can be understood by considering the nature of 
radiative effects likely to be operating in the experiments performed. Although there was 
not any active heating of the substrate, due to the small distance between the substrate 
and the heated source some heating of the substrate is inevitable from radiative transfer 
of energy. It is thus highly likely that these non-intentionally elevated substrate 
temperatures are responsible for the strongly observed <1 12> orientation observed in this 
work. 
To further understand the effects of temperature, substrate structure and type on the 
degree of crystallinity and preferred orientation in thin film CIS, CGS and CIGS, table 
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4.7 was constructedL In general, the preferred orientation is independent of the growth 
technology employed. For example, sputtering yielded similar films to electron beam 
evaporation on Coming glass substrates. If single crystal substrates are used, even at low 
growth temperatures, a preferred orientation is observed. It is reported by Szot et al [781 
that depositions at room temperature onto glass substrates resulted in the production of 
amorphous films. At higher temperatures, regardless of the substrate structure and 
material, a high degree of crystallnuity is observed by the majority of workers. For 
example, CIS growth on pyrex, alumina and GaAs substrates all show strongly preferred 
oriented deposition at high temperatures. 
The crystalline structure of the as-grown flash evaporated films is in good agreement 
with that reported in the literature and has been shown to be dependent on the deposition 
temperature. Most thick (> 1 Vm) coatings exhibit a strong preferred orientation at low 
deposition temperatures and tend towards more random orientations with increasing 
deposition temperature [201]. 
4.5.2 Raman spectroscopy 
ne structural properties discussed above were also investigated using Raman 
spectroscopy. Figure 4.13 shows examples of spectra obtained for: CIGS single crystal 
(a), room temperature deposited CIGS thin film (b), deposited at 1000C (c) and 200*C 
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Figure 4.13: Raman spectra of CIGS thin films deposited at 200*C (a), at 100"C (b), 
at room temperature (c) and standard CIGS single crystal (d). 
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It can be seen that a single peak (A) was recorded at approximately 175 cm7' for all the 
samples. As the deposition temperature was raised the intensity of this peak also 
increased. From consideration of the full wave half height measurement (FWHM) the 
peak for the room temperature sample was small and relatively broad, suggesting that 
the structure of the film consists of very small grains (ca. 1000A). This is not an 
unreasonable hypothesis as it is well established for a wide range of materials that the 
grain size is highly dependent upon deposition temperature [69,198,1991. To a first 
approximation it can be considered that the higher the deposition temperature the larger 
the grain size (within strict temperature limits). Flash evaporated films grown at 100 and 
200"C demonstrated that the single Raman peak becomes larger and comparatively better 
resolved as the deposition temperature is increased. Although it is not conclusive, it 
appears that there is a very broad shoulder to the observed single peak at slightly higher 
frequency. It can be seen that for the single crystal sample (a), a well defined A, peak 
is observed at 175 cnf 1 with a very small B, peak at - 215 cm7 '. It is believed that the 
shoulder, which is evident in the Raman spectra of thin films, is caused by the 
overlapping of the broad A, and B, peaks. 
To understand the significance of the peaks in the Raman spectra let us consider the 
chalcopyrite unit cell structure. In this material two type of structure have been 
observed, namely sphalerite and chalcopyrite [481. However, in all Raman investigations 
by various workers only the chalcopyrite structure has been considered to be Of 
relevance. Therefore, we will restrict our discussions to chalcopyrite structure. 
According to Neumann et al. [202], in a unit cell of chalcopyrite structure at room 
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temperature, eight atoms results in 21 optical vibrational modes which transfonn like A, 
2A2 + 3B, + 3B2 + 6E. Out of these the B2 and E modes are infrared and Raman 
active, the A, and B, are only Raman active and A. is Raman inactive [2021. Ile most 
intense peak is associated with the A, mode of the chalcopyrite lattice vibration, 
originating from the vibration of Se in the <001> plane [2031. This is generally observed 
in the I-lH-VI2 chalcopyrite compounds [2041. This peak is always observed in Raman 
spectra of both stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric films as long as the chalcopyrite 
structure is present [2031. However, the intensity and sharpness of this peak determines 
the composition and the degree of formation of chalcopyrite structure. 
The A, mode peak in the as-grown flash evaporated CIGS samples was always observed 
at about 175 cm7. This observation is supported by the Raman spectrum of CIGS single 
crystal, labelled 'a' in figure 4.13, which also appeared at 175 cm-1. However, the 
Raman A, peak for the sample deposited at room temperature appeared at a slightly 
higher frequency (176 cm7l). It is felt that this higher value of Raman shift could be due 
to a measurement error. 
The A, mode peak in CIS and CGS are reported to appear at 173 and 186 cm" 
respectively [202,2051. For CIGS this peak lies in between these two values, as galli= 
is partially substituted for indium. The peak position can also be used as an effective 
tool for the analysis of film composition. The literature contains many reports about the 
Raman analysis of the copper ternary compounds CIS and CGS. However, Raman data 
for CIGS are relatively scarce. Recently, Tanino and Nakanishi [2061 reported the 
position of the A, peak at 180 cm7' for CIGS (25% gallium). They analyzed a complete 
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range of CuIn, -. 
Ga. Se2 single crystals with 0! ý)ý1. Their observations revealed that the 
position of the A, peak lay between 178 to 186 cnfl for x=O (CIS) and x--1 (CGS) 
respectively. 7heir observed value for CGS is in good agreement with that previously 
reported [2021, whereas, the observed values for CIS and partially gallium substituted 
CIGS are higher (by approximately 5cm7l) than the reported values [205 + our present 
work]. If one assumes that this discrepancy is due to the analysis being carried at low 
temperatures, then their value for CGS should also include an approximate 5cm7 1 shift 
when compared with that reported by Neumann et al. [202]. This assumes that the 
temperature co-efficient for the samples analyses by both groups are identical [2071. 
If one compares the Raman spectra of the flash evaporated samples with their respective 
x-ray diffraction spectra, a good correlation is found. A less intense XRD <112> 
diffraction line of the sample deposited at room temperatures labelled 'a' yielded a 
broad and small A, mode peak labelled V in the Raman spectnun. However, the Raman 
peak becomes more distinctive for samples with a high intensity XRD <1 12> diffraction 
line, deposited at substrate temperatures of 100 and 200T respectively. This indicates 
that the crystallinity of the films is improved at higher substrate temperatures and the 
increased intensity of the Raman peak results in a reduced FWHM value of about 20 
cm-1. Yamanaka et al have also reported that the formation of single and strong A, mode 
peak for the samples prepared or annealed at higher substrate temperatures was 
attributed to an improved crystallinity of their films [2031. 
Further considerations of the effect of composition on the Raman spectra, shown in 
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Figure 4.14: Effect of film composition on the Raman spectra of CIGS samples. 
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grown flash evaporated films. It can be seen that for films with a copper to indium 
gallium ratio of 0.63, the peak is small and very broad. As the ratio is increased to 0.91, 
the intensity of the peak also increases. This trend has also been observed in R=an 
spectra of co-evaporated CIS thin films [2081. 
4.5.3 Scanning electron microscopy 
Ile effect of substrate temperature on the structural properties of thin films was also 
investigated using SEM. Figure 4.15c shows an example of an SEM micrograph of an 
as-grown film (room temperature). It can be seen that there are many small grains of 
less than 0.2 pm which are separated by a significant number of voids. For the films 
grown at a higher substrate temperature (100*C) the surface morphology is changed 
consi erably and it can be seen from figure 4.15 (middle) that the grains are closer to 
each other with a corresponding reduction in the number and size of the voids. However, 
most of the grains are still very small, of the order 0.1 pm, with a few larger grains of 
approximately 0.4 M. A further increase in substrate temperature resulted in a more 
unifonn distribution and grain size, of the order 0.15 pm. The number and size of the 
voids is further reduced. 
Ile effect of substrate temperature on the microstructural properties can be understood 
by considering the nucleation and growth process of thin film. At pressures commonly 
used for evaporation processes, atoms travel in straight lines from the source to the 





Figure 4.15: Scanning electron micrographs of CIGS films deposited at substrate 
temperature of 200'C (a), at 100*C (b) and at Room temperature (C). 
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at 10' mbar) compared to the typical system dimensions (source to substrate 
distance=12cm). When these atoms approach the substrate surface they experience 
several types of interactions including reflection, adsorption, desorption and associations 
with species already adsorbed on the substrate surface. 
After the atom species have either been adsorbed or have joined another evaporant atom 
on the substrate surface, they may undergo several other processes such as desorption, 
surface diffusion and chemical adsorption which all involve energy changes. Surface 
diffusion does not require bonds to be broken and in general requires less energy than 
that needed to remove the atom from the substrate. For physicaUy adsorbed atoms, the 
activation energy of migration is typically of the order one-fourth of the desorption 
energy [209]. Ilierefore, the probability of desorption is low. 
In the early stages of deposition, adsorption occurs at discrete nucleation sites. As more 
atoms reach the surface islands are formed which continue to grow in size until they link 
with neighbouring islands to fonn a continuous coating as shown in figure 4.16. Ile 
probability of surface migration of the adsorbed atoms is small at low substrate 
temperatures and, therefore, this can result in the formation of small, isolated grains with 
a significant number of associated voids. Mie surface migration of the adsorbed atoms 
will increase with increased substrate temperature, resulting in an increased probabilitY 
of interaction of the adsorbed atoms with each other to form larger grains. This will also 
have a major effect on the size and number of the voids. At higher substrate 
























Figure 4.16 Nucleation and physical film growth process. 
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In our as-grown flash evaporated films it is revealed that the substrate temperature has 
a significant effect on the grain growth and follows the general process of nucleation 
and film formation described above. 
4.6 Depositions under optimised conditions 
JAWs stated in section 4.1 the deposition process was investigated to produce films with 
a chalcopyrite structure, a grain size of >1 pm, and a composition which is comparable 
to the starting material. It was found that to obtain these ideal properties in the as-grown 
films was very difficult and therefore the process was optimised to deposit reproducibly 
films with characteristics as close to the ideal as possible. 
Ile above analysis revealed that the deposition parameters should be set as follows: 
Ile source temperature ý: 1500, C 
ne powder feed rate 4-5 mg/min 
The substrate temperature > 20011C 
Source to substrate distance 12cm 
Pressure 10' mbar 
In addition the use of twin chimney type Molybdenum source was found to be 
beneficial, reducing surface roughness and the probability of pin hole creation. Thin film 
samples of both CIGS and CIS were deposited using these parameters to examine the 
reproducibility of this process. 
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4.6.1 Structural properties 
To obtain the structural information from the as-grown thin films of both CIS and CIGS, 
grown under the optimised deposition conditions, samples were characterised. using XRD 
and SEM techniques. The acquired results are correlated with the growth parameters. 
XRD analysis 
Representative XRD spectra of CIGS and CIS are shown in figure 4.17 and 4.18 
respectively. The structure of the films shows a strong orientation in. the <112> plane 
as expected. The comparison of the CIGS spectra, figure 4.17, revealed that the Structure 
is reproducible in terms of the preferred orientation. However, it is difficult to saY anY 
thing about the existence of the chalcopyrite structure because in strongly oriented films 
identification of the characteristic chalcopyrite peaks is difficult due to e sensitivitY 
limits of the XRD technique. 
7be XRD spectra obtained from the CIS thin films, figure 4.18, also shows the <112> 
preferred orientation. However, when comparing the spectra shown in figure 4.18C with 
those obtained for CIGS it can be seen that the structure is more relaxed. The intensity 
of the diffraction lines corresponding to <220,204> and <312,116> are better resolved. 
Occasionally, the formation of a more relaxed structure was achieved in the as-grown 
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Figure 4.17: Representative x-ray diffraction spectra of three CIGS thin films prepared 
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Figure 4.18: Representative x-ray diffraction spectra of three CIS thin films prepared 
under optimised deposition conditions. 
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deposition of this film the substrate temperature was kept at 200"C for 10-15 minutes, 
after the film had been deposited, and it is believed that this short in-situ anneal is the 
reason for the observed structure. 
As previously outlined, the identification of the chalcopyrite structure in polycrystalline 
thin films of CIS or CIGS is only possible if either the analysis is carried out by a more 
sensitive technique than XRD or the film structure is more relaxed. In-situ annealing 
procedures were adopted to try to produce a relaxed structure so that the identification 
of the chalcopyrite peaks could be made possible using routine XRD technique, but 
without success. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
The scanning electron micrographs of the samples prepared under optimised deposition 
conditions are shown in figure 4.19. These correspond to a. CIGS (top) and b. CIS 
(bottom). 
It can be seen that the grains in the SEM micrograph of the CIGS sample are distributed 
uniformly throughout the film. However, the relatively large spacing between the grains 
indicated that the film consists of a number of individual grains incorporating a 
significant number of voids. Similar observations were noticed in other samples. The 
grain size of these as-grown samples was estimated from the SEM photographs and was 




Figure 4.19 Scanning electron micrographs of CIGS (a) and CIS (b) thin films 
prepared under the optimised deposition conditions. 
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Ile SEM micrograph of the CIS thin film, however, showed a more dense sponge-like 
structure with a significantly reduced number of voids. By considering the deposition 
conditions, it can be concluded that the in-situ annealing affect mentioned above has 
resulted in a more relaxed and more dense structure. The observed increase in grain size, 
to approximately 0.3 Vm, adds weight to the argument for in-situ annealing. 
4.6.2 Compositional analysis 
The as-grown films of CIGS were analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively for the 
elemental composition using three different techniques XRF, EDAX and RBS. The CIS 
thin films were only analysed by the EDAX and RBS techniques due to a lack of XRF 
machine time. 
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy 
Figure 4.20 shows the weight percent composition (measurement accuracy of ±3%) for I 
a range of total weight of deposit for different samples of CIGS thin films. The apparent 
measurement error could be due to the fact that the sample area for analysis was 
restricted and the calibration conditions and those of the analyses were not identical. In 
order to obtain more accurate measurements, the preparation of the samples onto 
Millepore filters was suggested. However, it was found that this was difficult due to the 
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Figure 4.20: Weight percent of elements in polycrystalline CIGS films as measured bY 
XRF technique. 
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the gallium and copper contents are very consistent and close to the theoretical values 
of 5.33 wt% and 19.56 wt. % respectively. However, the indium wt% in the film was 
slightly more than that of the starting material (26.51 wt. %), approximately 4 wL%. 
XRF analysis also revealed a slight deficiency of selenium in the films. The maximum 
deficiency for selenium was calculated to be about 3 wt. %. 
Ile selenium deficiencies can be attributed to it's higher vapour pressure [191,2101 and, 
as expected, the deficiency was more pronounced at higher substrate temperatures. 
Energy dispersive x-ray analysis 
Ile XRF results for the as-grown films were confirmed using EDAX analysis, which 
has an accuracy of ±4%. From figure 4.21 it can be seen that the Cu, In, Ga, and Se 
content are witla the range 18.3-19.6 wt. %, 30.2-34.5 wt. %, 4.1-6.2 wt. % and 41.4-45.8 
w. t, 7o respectively. Illese results are similar to those obtained using XRF- Once again 
these results indicate a slight deficiency of selenium. 
An alternative diagrammatic approach to represent the EDAX analysis is a plot of the 
elemental components on a compositional triangle which incorporates experimentally 
known device efficiency contours [211]. This results in a simple visual model comparing 
the samples with each other and the starting material. Figure 4.22 shows the results Of 
a series of typical depositions of as-grown CIGS t1iin films. Indium and gallium are 
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Figure 4.22: Compositional triangle of CIGS and CIS thin films measured by EDAX 
technique; filled circles (CIGS thin films), filled square (CIGS source 
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Figure 4.23: EDAX spectrum of the polycrystalline CIGS thin film. 
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Figure 4.24: EDAX spectrum of the polycrystalline CIS thin film. 
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From figure 4.22, it can be seen that most of the CIGS (filled circles) samples are 
grouped together in or around the area where 9-10% efficient solar cells can be 
fabricated [2111. On the same compositional triangle (by considering Ga=O for In+Ga) 
the composition of CIS thin films, represented by empty circles, are randomly scattered. 
Ile representative EDAX spectra of CIGS and CIS thin films are shown in figure 4.23 
and 4.24 respectively. Ilie respective peaks of constituent elements (copper, indium. 
gallium and selenium) are evident. 'Me advantage of the EDAX spectrum is that the 
identification of microscopic concentration is convenient. It can be seen from the EDAX 
spectrum of a CIGS thin film, figure 4.23, that the gallium peak is well resolved and 
elemental concentration can be quantified. In contrast, in RBS compositional analysis 
techniques (particularly in thick samples of CIGS with smaller concentration of gallium) 
identification of the gallium peak is very hard. This could be due to the overlapping of 
the elemental peaks in the RBS spectrum and will be discussed later. 
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 
The RBS technique was used not only to determine the elemental surface composition 
but also to obtain a compositional depth profile of the as-grown films. This is a very 
useful technique for gaining qualitative information about the film's compositional 
unifon-nity (through the film) and quantitative information about the film's surface 
composition [177]. In RBS spectra, the appearance of peaks corresponding to different 
















Figure 4.25: Measured and calculated RBS spectra of CIGS diin film- 
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yield (at higher channel number) and light masses at low energies resulting in a low 
yield (at lower channel number). For example, in the case of CIGS, indium is the 
heaviest mass and appears at the highest channel number - 349. At channel numbers - 
327,319 and 311, the respective contribution from selenium, gallium and copper are 
observed. The thickness of the sample also affects the shape of the spectrum. For thin 
films (< 20nm) one can observe the resolved peaks for which the percentage error is of 
the order ±0.2% but, for thicker fihns, the peaks overlap and the error increases to 
approximately ±5% [2121. 
Figure 4.25 shows the measured and simulated backscattering yield of an as-grown 
CIGS thin film as a function of energy and channel number. On the extreme right hand 
side, which represents the surface of the sample, the indium peak can be seen at channel 
number 349. The respective peaks of selenium, galliurn and copper are overlapped 
because the sample thickness was of the order of 0.6 micron. From the rising edges of 
the peaks one can estimate the channel numbers of the different elements in a 
compound. However, identification of the gallium peak is difficult. This is due to the 
low concentration of gallium (257o) and its spectral position wifla the narrow region 
between the selenium and copper peaks. 
The simulated spectrum was obtained using the 'RUMP' computer software package. 
The calculated values of elemental composition are summarised in table 4.8 and 
compared with compositional analysis achieved by XRF and EDAX techniques. Once 
again the compositional data revealed that films are slightly rich in indium and slightly 
deficient in selenium. 
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Figure 4.26 Effect of thickness on the RBS spectrum of CIGS thin films. 
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Figure 4.27 Effect of thickness on the RBS spectrum of CIS thin films. 
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Quantitative measurement of the deposited film thickness can also be achieved by the 
RBS technique. However, the accuracy of the film thickness strongly depends on the 
quality of the RBS spectrum. 7he effect of thickness on the RBS spectrum for CIGS and 
CIS thin films is shown in figures 4.26 and 4.27 respectively. It can be seen that the 
separation of front and back edges of the spectrum widened as the film thickness is 
increased. It was also noticed that for thicker samples a poor back edge is usually 
observed (see figure 4.27(c)) making it more difficult to measure precisely the film 
thickness. 
Qualitative information about the film uniformity can also be obtained from the 
spectrum plateau. Large variations in the middle of the plateau can be indicative of a 
non-uniform, non-homogeneous sample, (example of this can be seen in figure 4.26(c)), 
whereas, the sample shown in figure 4.27(c) is comparatively more uniform. 
4.6.3 Comparison of XRF, EDAX and RBS results 
It is useful to compare the film composition of the as-grown films with the starting 
material as the major objective of the deposition process is to obtain a composition in 
the film which is identical to that of the original material. The films were all found to 
be deficient in selenium and slightly rich in indium when compared to the starting 
material. The excess indium in the as-grown films is probably due to the slightly 
reduced copper and selenium contents (section 4.2.1) which gives an erroneous result. 
It is believed that the films actual indium content is comparable to that of the starting 
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material. 
A selenium deficiency is a routinely observed phenomenon in most of the deposition 
technologies investigated by workers thus far [191,210]. In order to overcome this 
particular problem either a higher percentage of selenium is incorporated in the source 
material [73,1911 or the deposition is carried out under the maximum possible selenium 
vapour pressure [2131. In many cases this has been achieved by using a separate 
selenium source which maintains a high selenium vapour pressure level even after the 
deposition of the other elements has ceased. 
Another alternative to reduce the selenium deficiency, involves a post-deposition heat 
treatment in various atmospheres including selenium [191,210,214]. The results obtained 
are discussed later in this thesis (chapter 5). 
4.7 Electrical Properties 
The electrical properties of the as-grown films, analyzed by the four point and the hot 
point probe techniques, showed no reproducible dependence on the deposition 
parameters. Both n- and p-type behaviour was observed. 
Some samples were electrically inhomogeneous, giving both conductivit3r tYPes within 
the same sample. 71bese results can be understood by assuming that films were highly 
compensated with equal donor and acceptor concentrations. 
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Ile resistivity values of the as-grown films were in the range of 10-1 to 
103 Qcm. rMe 
high values of resistivity can be attributed to structural disorder such as grain boundaries 
which offers a high resistive path to the movement of charge carriers. In high resistivity 
samples it was difficult to determine the conductivity type, due to the limited sensitivity 
of the hot probe technique. The results of this analysis are tabulated in table 4.9. 
The high resistivity values and n-type behaviour observed in the CIGS thin films can 
be ascribed to intrinsic defects, such as selenium vacancies. These intrinsic defects can 
be due to vacancies, interstitials and antisites and Kroger [215] summarised the way in 
which these intrinsic defects can behave as either donors or acceptors. 
CIGS is an intrinsicaRy doped semiconductor, its conductivity being dependant on the 
number and type of defect. Two of the most important types of defect are the result of 
a deviation from molecularity or an excess or deficiency of electrons compared to the 
number needed to fill the outer orbital of the anion (Se) [2161. Rincon and Bellabarba 
[2171 reported that these defects can behave as either donors or acceptors. Ilese can be 
due to anti-sites, indium. interstitials and/or selenium or copper vacancies. In some of our 
as-grown samples, the observed n-type conductivity could be due to one Or More Of 
these defects. The probability of the fon-nation of In, interstitials can be discarded due 
to their high heat of formation [217]. Defects of the type where indium resides on a 
copper site are likely to occur. It has been reported [2181 that for indium rich CIS this 
type of defect dominates. However, selenium vacancies are the most likely source for 
the n-type behaviour [50]. During our depositions, a large amount of radiant heat from 








FE08 (CIGS) n 2.86x1O' 
FE09 (CIGS) n 1.34x102 
FE010 (CIGS) n 5.46xlO' 
FE011 (CIGS) n 1.22xlO' 
FE019 (CIGS) ? 4.16x1O' 
FE020 (CIGS) ? MAW 
FET15 (CIGS) P 2.0OX102 
FET18 (CIGS) P 1.83xlO' 
FET21 (CIGS) P 8.30xlO-' 
FET25 (CIGS) P 6.04xlO' 
FET23 (CIS) P 1.69 
FET24 (CIS) p 2.76x1O-1 
103 (CIS) n 9.71xlO-2 
FE105 (CIS) P 3.63AO2 
Table 4.9 Electrical properties of flash evaporated CIGS and CIS thin films. 
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This is in addition to the energy of the evaporant. Both could cause the re-evaporation 
of selenium from the film and therefore influence the number of selenium vacancies. 
4.8 Conclusions 
X-ray diffraction analysis of the pre-reacted starting materials of both CIGS and CIS 
revealed the presence of the chalcopyrite structure. The composition of the powder was 
found to be slightly indium rich with a corresponding deficiency of copper. The 
segregation process, discussed in section 4.2.1, is the likely cause for this observed 
deficiency. 
CIGS and CIS thin films have been successfully deposited onto glass substrates using 
flash evaporation of the pre-reacted material at substrate temperatures in the range from 
room tempemture to 200T. 
The structural, compositional and electrical properties of the as-grown films were studied 
using a variety of analytical techniques. The as-grown CIGS and CIS thin films, 
deposited at room temperature, were shown to have a strong <112> preferred orientation. 
At higher deposition temperatures the film crystallu'uty improved and the preferential 
orientation along the <112> direction was enhanced along with the appearance of other 
CIGS/CIS related peaks. Raman spectra of the as-grown CIGS thin films (for all 
deposition temperatures) exhibited only the A, mode peak. An increase in the sharpness 
of this peak was observed as the composition of the films approached that of the starting 
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material. As the substrate temperature was increased from room temperature, the 
intensity of the A, mode peak was enhanced. 
Results from XRF, EDAX and RBS all indicated that the as-grown films were slightly 
deficient in selenium. A complete absence of copper was found in films deposited at 
source temperatures below 11 00"C. It was found that the percentage of copper gradually 
increased to a level comparable to that of the starting material when samples were 
prepared at elevated source temperature (>1100"C). Under our experimental conditions, 
a compensated source temperature of approximately 150011C was found to be the 
minimum evaporation temperature for the successful deposition of thin films with a 
composition comparable to that of the starting material. 
Both n and p-type conductivities were observed and this behaviour has been explained 
in terms of the formation of donor and acceptor states. It is proposed that the observed 
n-type conductivity is due to a selenium deficiency. Resistivity values in the range 10-' 
to 10' Qcm were measured. 
Chapter 5 
Effect of post-deposition annealing 
on the film properties 
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5.1 Introduction 
Mie efficiency of solar cells, utilising copper ternary compounds such as Cu(In, Ga)Se2 
as the photovoltaic active layer, is to a large extent dependent upon the micro-structure 
of the films. It is in particular limited by crystalline defects of the semiconducting 
material such as the density of grain boundaries and the number and type of 
dislocations. These can vary considerably and are primarily dependent on the 
fabrication/deposition process. nere, are several ways of reducing the population of 
these defects and thus improve the properties of the deposited films. The most common 
methods involve the optimisation of the deposition pammeters and the use of post 
deposition heat treatments. 
The effects of the deposition parameters on the film characteristics were described in 
chapter 4. This chapter, however, focuses mainly on results obtained by using various 
post deposition heat treatments to improve the structural, compositional and electrical 
properties of the flash evaporated CIGS, and CIS as-grown thin films. 
Films deposited by the evaporation of pre-reacted polycrystalline starting material onto 
glass substrates were subsequently processed under several sets of annealing conditions 
including various ambients such as vacuum, selenium, inert and forming gas and at 
different temperatures and times. 
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5.2 Structural properties 
The effects of post deposition annealing on the structural properties of flash evaporated 
CIGS and CIS thin films were studied in detail using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
5.2.1 X-ray diffraction analysis 
CIGS 
As reported in chapter 4, the as-grown thin films of CIGS and CIS showed a highly 
preferred <112> orientation with very little evidence of other diffraction lines. It was 
therefore difficult to identify the film structure (sphalerite or chalcopyrite) of the 
deposited material by using routine XRD measurements. Information about the film 
structure can be obtained if it is more relaxed so that other diffraction lines can be seen. 
This can be achieved either by depositing the films at higher substrate temperatures 
(about 500T) or by subjecting s=ples to post deposition heat treatments. Due to 
substrate temperature limitation, as mentioned in section 3.3.5, it was not possible to 
deposit films at temperatures greater than 200*C and so it was not possible to obtain 
films with a relaxed structure using this technique. It was therefore necessary to use post 
deposition heat treatments in various ambients at different temperatures and times. 
Figure 5.1 shows XRD spectra of the as-grown and vacuum. annealed samples of CIGS 
films. The vacuum anneal was performed at 300'C for one hour. It can be seen from 
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Figure 5.1: XRD spectra of CIGS thin films; (a) vacuum annealed at 300"C for one 
hour, (b) the as-grown. 
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of the as-grown film - the diffraction peaks corresponding to <220,204>, <312,116> and 
<424,228> are now present. In the case of a vacuum anneal at 250*C, the last peak in 
the spectrm (appertaining to ad spacing of 1.17A corresponding to <424,228>) was 
not observed and the intensities of the other peaks were relatively small. This indicates 
that, at higher annealing temperatures, the surface migration of the adsorbed atoms is 
enhanced, creating a more relaxed structure. Further increase in annealing temperature 
could result in a more relaxed structure and hence form the chalcopyrite structure. 
However, annealing temperatures exceeding 4001C were not tried because of the 
possibility of degrading the compositional properties by re-evaporation of selenium from 
the film and the formation of micro-cracks due to thermal stresses. 
Figure 5.2 displays spectra relating to films annealed in a 9: 1 mixture of N,: H2 (forming 
gas) at 300*C for 2 hours and films annealed in selenium at 300*C for 2 hours. Once 
again, changes in the film structure and orientation due both annealing processes are 
clearly evident. The <112> peak intensity increases together with the appearance of the 
<220,204> and <312,116> diffraction lines. A small diffraction peak at a 20 value of 
38" can also be noticed. However, it can be clearly seen that the intensity of this peak 
is more pronounced in the selenium annealed film than in the N2: H2 annealed film. This 
peak could be due to the formation of a secondary phase related to CuIn2Se3.5 [219,2201. 
The formation of this compound is more likely under selenium annealing conditions as 
the un-annealed samples were rich in indium and deficient in selenium. Other than the 
fonmation. of secondary phases, the behaviour of the relaxed structure is identical to that 
observed for the samples deposited at higher substrate temperatures or annealed in 
vacuum. 
(112) 
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Figure 5.2: XRD spectra of CIGS thin films; (a) annealed in selenium at 300*C for 
two hours, (b) N2: H2annealed at 300"C for 2 hours and (c) the as-grown. 
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In all the annealing processes discussed above, the structures of the tin film samples 
were more relaxed with the appearance of other diffraction peaks, but confirmation of 
the existence of the chalcopyrite structure could never be proved. To overcome this 
problem it was decided to use a two stage annealing process involving an initial anneal 
in selenium followed by an anneal in N2: H2or Argon. 
In figure 5.3 the XRD spectra of a two stage annealed film is compared with that of the 
as-grown film. Ile first stage of the annealing process was performed in selenium at 
NOT for two hours; this was followed by an anneal in a 9: 1 mixture of N2: Hz at NOT 
for half an hour. A second two stage anneal was carried out using selenium at 300"C 
for two hours followed by argon at 300"C for half an hour. It can be seen that the two 
stage annealing process not only resulted in a more relaxed structure, but also revealed 
the presence of the chalcopyrite structure, indicated by the existence of the <101> and 
<211> peaks. The characteristic peaks of the chalcopyrite structure can be identified at 
20 values of 17.2* and 35.7" respectively. The intensity of the <112> diffraction peak, 
which is the only peak observed in the as-grown samples, also increased. In addition, 
other CIGS related peaks were observed as shown in table 5.1. When comparing the two 
stage anneals using Se/N2: H2and Se/argon it can be seen that there was little difference 
in the intensities of the peaks. This demonstrates that the nature of the second annealing 
ambient is not an important parameter in the overall annealing process. The structural 
effects observed are predominantly temperature related. This argument is supported by 
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Figure 5.3: XRD spectra of CIGS thin films; (a) selenium annealed at 300"C for two 
hours + argon annealed at 300*C for half hour, (b) selenium annealed at 
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0 r% 1.31 2.95 
1.17 3.40 
Table 5.1: Comparison of the x-ray powder diffraction data of the polycrYstalline 
pre-reacted starting material and CIGS thin films. 
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However, if a reactive atmosphere, such as selenium, is employed then other effects 
have a bearing on the film structure and need to be considered carefully. For example, 
using a selenium atmosphere results in changes in the observed diffraction peaks and 
film composition which leads to changes in the electro-optical properties. 
cis 
Figure 5.4 shows a typical XRD spectrum of as-grown and two stage annealed (selenium 
anneal at 300"C for two hours followed by an anneal under 9: 1 mixture of N2: H2 at 
300"C for two hours) CIS thin films. Again the characteristic chalcopyrite peaks <101> 
and <201> are clearly evident in the annealed film. The comparison of the x-ray powder 
diffraction data of CIS thin films and of the starting material is shown in table 5.2. 
Ile literature contains a number of articles reporting the relaxation of CIS thin film 
structures and the ultimate formation of the chalcopyrite phase by annealing at different 
temperatures under various ambients. For example, it was reported that copper and 
indium rich as-grown electro-deposited thin films [148,2221 were micropolycrystalline 
with weak and broad diffraction peaks corresponding to sphalerite CIS phases, with 
some possible Cu. Se and In2Se3 phases. However, the chalcopyrite structure was 
identified without any secondary phases after annealing the copper and indium rich films 
in an argon ambient at temperatures >350*C and in selenium ambients at 450*C 
respectively. The characteristics peaks of the chalcopyrite phase were only observed in 
annealed samples. 
The influence of annealing on the structural properties of stacked elemental layers (SEL) 
(112) 





Figure 5A XRD spectra of CIS thin films; (a) selenium annealed at 300*C for two 


































































1.33 1 3.76 
1.18 1 3.24 
Table 5.2: Comparison of the x-ray powder diffraction data of the polycrystalline 
pre-reacted starting material and CIS thin film. 
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[2231, co-evaporated [224] and DC magnetron co-sputtered [2251 thin films of CIS have 
also been observed. In all cases the annealing times and ambients were different. 
However, the annealing temperature was always greater than 300"C. 
These reports further support our discussion that structural changes observed in annealed 
CIGS and CIS samples are temperature related, independent of ambient and deposition 
technique employed. 
5.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
The surface structure of CIGS and CIS films, subjected to a variety of annealing 
regimes, have been investigated using scanning electron microscopy. The as-deposited 
films revealed a relatively small grain structure with grain sizes being small and unifonn 
and the grain voids being pronounced, as discussed in detail in chapter 4. 
The effects of annealing in selenium at a number of different temperatures for periods 
of two hours are shown in figure 5.5. As expected, increasing the annealing temperature 
to between 250 and 300*C resulted in grain growth. In addition, the density of the grains 
increased with selenium being deposited on the surface. However, a further 100"C 
increase in temperature resulted in the appearance of micro-cracks in the annealed films 
due to thermal stress as discussed earlier in section 5.2.1. The grain sizes are not as 





Figure 5.5: Scanning electron micrographs of CIGS thin fih-ns annealed in selenium 




Figure 5.6: Scanning electron micrographs of CIGS thin films; (a) annealed under 9: 1 
mixture of N2: H2 ambient at 300'C for two hours and (b) at 300'C for 
one hour. 
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Annealing in forming gas for 1 and 2 hours respectively showed that an increase in the 
annealing time resulted in a more granular deposit (see figure 5.6). When compared to 
the selenium annealed samples these were seen to be more granular. 
A two stage annealing process was investigated with an initial anneal in selenium at 
300*C for 2 hours. 7be sample was then divided into two pieces for annealing under 
N2: H2 (9: 1 ratio) for one hour, one was annealed in a resistively heated furnace, the 
other in a pulsed infra red annealing furnace. Using this two stage process larger grains 
(ca. 2Vm) were observed - figure 5.7. However, the sample annealed in the resistively 
heated furnace had much larger grains with the presence of surface voids. In contrast 
the sample annealed in the infra red furnace resulted in a significant reduction in the 
number of surface voids and a larger grain size distribution. This apparent difference 
could perhaps be due to the difference in the heating rates. With the infra red heating 
method a rate of approximately 20"C/min was employed, whereas with the resistive 
heating system the sample was inserted inside the oven after maintaining a temperature 
of 300"C. which gave an approximate heating rate of 300"C/min. 
For comparative purposes some samples of CIS films were also subjected to this two 
stage annealing process. Ilie effects observed are shown in figure 5.8; similar effects of 
the annealing processes on grain growth were observed, however the increase in grain 
size was small when compared to that of the CIGS samples. It was also noted that the 






Figure 5.7: Scanning electron micrographs of CIGS thin films; (a) selenium annealed 
at 300'C for two hours + N2: H2 annealed at 30011C for two hours in a 
infra-red heater, (b) in a constant resistive heater at 300'C for two hours 





Figure 5.8: Scanning electron micrographs of CIS thin films, (a) selenium annealed 
at 3000C for two hours + N2: H2 annealed at 300"C for two hours, (b) 
selenium annealed at NOT for two hours and (c) the as-grown. 
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5.2.3 Raman spectroscopy 
Due to the reliance on the microelectronic and materials physics laboratories, University 
of Oulu, Finland for the Raman analysis, only a small number of samples of CIGS thin 
films both as-grown and two stage annealed were analyzed. 
Ile structural changes observed using XRD and SEM were further investigated and 
confirmed using Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra of CIGS thin films both as-grown 
and annealed in selenium at 300*C for two hours are shown in figure 5.9. Only a sharp 
single peak is observed at 175cm"' associated with the A, mode. ne FWHM of the as- 
grown sample A, mode peak was found to be 16.35cm7l. After annealing a significant 
improvement in the structure is evident, as the intensity of A, mode peak is increased 
and the resultant MVHM value is reduced to 11.32cnf 1. In addition, another weaker peak 
at 212cnf 1 has appeared. This could be associated with "B. " or "E" modes [2041. 
Figure 5.10 shows the Raman spectra of the as-grown CIGS film (b) and two stage 
annealed film (c). For comparison the Raman spectra of single crystal CIGS (a) is also 
included (not at the same scale). Ile A, mode peak, for as grown samples, was small 
and relatively broad, suggesting that the structure of this film is poor (confirmed by 
SEM). However, after a two stage anneal the A, peak is larger and better resolved, 
implying that the annealing process reduces the number of defects and voids resulting 
in an improvement in both the composition and structure. Two weak peaks at 212 and 
230cm" were also present and it is speculated that the peak at 240cnfl could be due to 













Figure 5.9: Raman spectra of CIGS thin films; (a) selenium annealed at 300*C for 
two hours and (b) the as-grown. 
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Figure 5.10: Raman spectra of CIGS thin films; (a) selenium at 3000C for two hours 
+ N2: H2 annealed at 300"C for two hours, (b) the as-grown and Qa 
standard CIGS single crystal. 
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the full wave half maximum (FWHM) values, which were found to be, 20cm71 for the 
as-grown sample, 11 caf 1 for the a=ealed sample and 5cnf ' for the single crystal. The 
significance of these values is discussed in section 3.7. 
As discussed earlier, the two stage anneal has a significant effect on grain growth, of 
the order 2 pm. However, a careful examination of the SEM micrograph revealed the 
existence of surface voids. In an attempt to remove these voids the sample was again 
annealed in forming gas at 300*C for one hour. Ile results from Raman analysis are 
shown in figure 5.11. It appears that further annealing has produced an additional phase. 
The A, mode peak is shifted towards a value 185 cm7' (CGS) and a well resolved new 
peak at 258 cm-' is now present. It is proposed that this new peak is due to the 
formation of an oxide surface layer of Indium [2071. 
Ile XRD spectrum also showed a new diffraction peak at 29=32" confirming the 
presence of an (Ga. 1n)203 phase [226,227]. It appears that during the annealing process, 
oxygen has entered into the annealing chamber resulting in the formation of an indium. 
oxide layer on the surface of the film (the natural oxide of CIS and CIGS). 
The oxidation of indium, (in the CIGS group of compounds) results in the formation of 
an In. 03 surface layer and CuGaSe2. This is in agreement work carried by Neuman et 
al. [207]. In order to confinn these observations it is necessary to investigate the 
chemical states and composition using techniques such as x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectra. It would be instructive to carry out depth 
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Figure 5.11: Raman spectra of CIGS thin films; (a) N2: H2annealed at 200"C for two 
hours, (b) selenium annealed at 3000C for two hours + N,: H2 annealed 
at 300"C for two hours and Qa standard CIGS single crystal. 
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5.3 Compositional properties 
Compositional analysis of the annealed samples was again investigated using EDAX and 
RBS. 
5.3.1 Energy dispersive x-ray analysis 
CIGS 
'Me effects of annealing on the film composition using various ambients and 
temperatures were investigated further using EDAX These results are shown in the 
composition triangle for both as-deposited and annealed samples of CIGS, figure 5.12. 
ne as-grown samples, produced at a substrate temperature of 200*C (a) were always 
slightly indium rich and deficient in selenium. However, the values for copper and 
gallium are close to those of the starting material. 
Vacuum annealing (b) of the films at NOT showed little change in the composition 
from that of the as-grown, table 5.3. 'Me apparent changes observed are within the 
measurement error (±4%) for this technique [1941. However, data from other workers 
[2101 have shown loss of selenium from the surface when vacuum annealing was used. 
This is due to the fact that the selenium vapour pressure is much higher than that of the 
other elements in the material. This contrast could be due to the variations in the 
experimental conditions used in this work and those employed elsewhere. Other workers 
have used longer annealing times in excess of 2 hours [64] compared to 1 hour used in 
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Figure 5.12: Compositional triangle for CIGS thin films; (a) the as-grown, (b) vacuum 
annealed at 300"C for one hour, (c) annealed under selenium ambient at 
300"C for two hours, (d) two stage annealed at 300"C for two hours and 
(e) annealed under N,: H2 ambient at 30011C for two hours. 
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'Me elemental composition of the samples annealed in nitrogen/hydrogen ambients (e) 
at 300"C also showed no appreciable changes in composition (within the measurement 
error), table 5.3. Annealing in selenium atmosphere at 300"C (c) resulted in a dramatic 
change in composition, shifting it towards that of the pre-reacted starting material. This 
could be due to incorporation of selenium into the film, compensating for the deficiency 
observed in the as-deposited films. Increasing the temperature, with the other conditions 
being kept constant, the Se/Cu/(In+Ga) ratio was seen to change, with an increase in the 
percentage of selenium and a corresponding decrease in the percentages of copper and 
indium/gallium. A subsequent anneal in forming gas after an initial selenium anneal had 
very little effect on the final composition of the film, table 5.3. 
cis 
Comparison of EDAX compositional analysis for both as-grown and the two stage 
annealed (selenium + forming gas) thin films of CIS is shown in table 5.3. 'Me first 
stage anneal under a selenium ambient generally increased the selenium content in the 
samples due to its incorporation into selenium vacancies. However, the second stage 
anneal in a forming gas ambient showed a small decrease in the final selenium content 
It is possible that this loss of selenium from the film could result from a reaction with 
hydrogen forming hydrogen selenide which is carried away from the surface. To 
elucidate this effect further it would be informative to carry out residual gas analysis 
using a qaudrupole mass spectrometer during the annealing process to analyse the 






Cu/WSe atm. % 
Selenium anneal 
at 300*C, 2 hours 
Cu/WSe atm. % 
2nd anneal in N2: H2 
at 300*C, 2 hours 
Cu/WSe atm. % 
FE105 24.5/27.3/48.1 24.8/25.4/49.8 24.7/26.1/49.2 
FE106 26.5/26.0/47.4 25.7/24.4/49.9 25.4/24.3/50.3 
FE108 25.5/28.9/45.6 25.9/24.4/49.7 25.2/26.1/48.7 
FE110 26.8/25.6/47.5 26.1/24.6/49.3 25.9/24.9/49.2 
FE112 22.3/31.1/46.6 23.7/27.9/48.4 23.5/27.8/48.7 
FM3 22.9/30.8/46.3 23.8/27.5/48.7 23.5/28.0148.5 
JLEýý 
23.5/29.9/46.6 24.7/24.7/50.6 24.4/25.0/50.6 
Table 5.3: Compositional analysis of the as-grown, annealed under selenium 
ambient and two stage annealed thin films of CIS. 
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5.3.2 Rutherford backscattering analysis 
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) was also used to analyze the 
compositional changes on the surface of CIS and CIGS samples caused by the post 
deposition annealing processes. 
Figure 5.13 shows the RBS spectra of the as-grown and vacuum annealed thin films 
(annealed at 300*C for one hour). The RBS spectrum of the as-grown sample is non- 
homogeneous in composition throughout its thickness with a number of humps being 
identified on the central plateau region of the spectrurn. Ile spectnm obtained from the 
vacuum annealed sample is also shown in the same figure. It can be seen that there is 
hardly any change in the composition, both on the front (the film surface) and back edge 
(the film/substrate interface) of the film, as both spectra to a first approximation overlap. 
Ile surface composition before and after annealing revealed Cu/WGa/Se atm. % values 
of 24.8/20.4/6.7/48.1 and 25.1/20.2/6.5/48.2 respectively. However, there is a significant 
change in the central plateau region of the spectrum which is now smoother. It appears 
that the vacuum anneal has improved the homogeneity of the film composition as a 
function of thickness. This is as expected as annealing helps to redistribute the 
constituent atoms into their most stable states. 
ne effects of annealing under 9: 1 mixture of N,: H2 and selenium ambients at 300"C 
for two hours are shown in figure 5.14. For comparison the RBS spectrum of the as- 
grown thin film is also considered in the same figure. Once again it is evident that the 
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Figure 5.13: RBS spectra of CIGS thin films before and after vacuum anneal at 30WC 










Figure 5.14: RBS spectra of CIGS thin films; the as-grown (full. line), annealed under 
9: 1 mWure, of N2: H2 (dashed line) and annealed under selenium ambient 
(dotted line) at 3001C for two hours. 
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composition of the front and back edges are also visible. On the front edge of the 
spectrum, the height of the indium peak is reduced for the annealed samples indicating 
a reduction in the indium content on the surface. Ile peak height corresponding to 
selenium is correspondingly larger in the spectrum of the selenium annealed ffiin film. 
Furthermore, the spectrum width (between front and back edge) is also increased [2281 
attributed to the incorporation of selenium in vacancies existing widiin the as-grown 
films - the film thickness has increased from 833 to 909 nm. This effect was repeatedly 
observed in a number of samples annealed under the same conditions. 71be surface 
composition values of as-grown and films annealed separately under forming gas and 
selenium ambients were 24.8/20.4/6.7/48.1.25.3/20/6.5/48.2 and 25.2/19.7/4-9/50.2 
atm. % respectively. 
Figure 5.15 shows the effects of the two stage anneal, selenium at 300*C for two hours 
followed by a 9: 1 mixture of N,: H, or argon at 300*C for half an hour, on the 
composition as determined by RBS. At channel number 348 (indium) the RBS shows 
the as-grown film to be indium rich as a small peak is visible. After the two stage 
anneal this peak is reduced due to the increase in the selenium. In addition, an 
improvement in the uniformity of the film is observed. 
Hence, as expected, the two stage anneal resulted in structural changes (as found by 
XRD analysis) as well as compositional changes, which could be beneficial to device 
performance. 
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Figure 5.15: RBS spectra of CIGS thin films annealed under selenium ambient at 
300"C for two hours followed by an anneal in 9: 1 mixture of* N2*H2 
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Figure 5.16: RBS spectra of CIS thin films annealed under selenium ambient at 300T 
for two hours followed by an anneal in N2: 11, ambient at 300T for one 
hour. 
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observed in the case of CIS thin films. This suggests that the majority of arguments 
presented for CIGS, can also be applied to CIS. 7he partial substitution of gallium for 
indium does not therefore significantly alter the response of the material to annealing. 
A representative RBS spectrum of a two stage annealed film is shown in figure 5.16. 
5.4 Electrical properties 
Ile resistivity and conductivity type of both the as-grown and annealed CIGS films 
were measured by using four point and hot-point probe techniques respectively. It was 
found that the resistivity values of the as-grown films were in the range of 10-1 to 103 
92cm and both n and p-type conductivities were observed. As described earlier in chapter 
4, the conductivity type can be related to the various defect levels present in the films. 
A detailed analysis of post deposition heat treatments was carried out to identify the 
possible origin of the n-type conductivity. The effects observed are summarised. below: 
a) Post deposition heat treatments at temperatures at or below 3000C, in vacuum, 
resulted in no change to the conductivity type. lie resistivity values either 
remained constant or showed a very small decrease. A change in conductivity 
type from p to n-type is usually attributed to selenium loss. However, under our 
experimental conditions no significant selenium loss was observed. 
Samples annealed in a 9: 1 mixture of N,: H, again showed no change in the 
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conductivity type. However, an appreciable decrease in the resistivity from 
6.34xlO2 to 1.10 92cm was fo=d. 
C) Annealing in selenium always resulted in a change in the conductivity type from 
n to p. A considerable variation in the resistivity was also observed. This could 
be attributed to the increase in grain size and the decrease in defect levels (see 
chapter 6). 
From these experimental results the relationship between resistivity and annealing 
temperature (under selenium) was deduced, figure 5.17. A representative as-grown n- 
type film (deposited at a substrate temperature of 200*0 had a resistivity value of 12.2 
92cm. After annealing in selenium at various temperatures between 250 and 475*C, the 
resistivity initially decreased with a corresponding change in conductivity type from n 
to p. At temperatures in excess of 300*C the resistivity increased very sharply, and at 
475*C it attained a value of 1.32x1O' Qcm. 
Ile initial decrease in resistivity can be attributed to an improvement in both the 
crystallinity and the grain size. At low temperatures, a relatively large spacing between 
crystallites offers a high resistive path to the movement of charge carriers. The increased 
4 growth of the crystallites at 
higher annealing temperatures should, in theory, decrease W- - 
the number of grain boundaries and therefore decrease the resistivity. At temperatures 
>300*C the increase in resistivity could be due to deviations from stoichiometry. As 
described earlier, high temperature anneals resulted in damage Le cracks and peeling 
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Figure 5.17: Resistivity against the annealing temperature for CIGS film annealed 
under selenium ambient. 
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the observed increase in resistivity relies on experimental evidence that copper is the 
most mobile species wiffiin copper ternary compo=ds [229]. It is proposed that at 
temperatures of the order 350*C copper migrates to the grain boundaries resulting in an 
increase in the number of intrinsic defects (NA) within each grain, causing a decrease 
in the resistivity. Above 350*C, grain growth occurs which reduces the number of grain 
boundaries so that some of the copper migrates back into the grains and reduces the 
overall population of intrinsic defects (NA). This consequently increases the resistivity. 
To ascertain if the observed increase in resistivity was primarily caused by the formation 
of a non-continuous film (due to thermal stress) another set of anneals was undertaken 
using a lower temperature ramp rate and a shorter annealing time. Ile results of this set 
of experiments are shown in figure 5.18. As the annealing temperature was increased 
from 200*C to 300*C there was a dramatic decrease in the resistivity from 2xl06 to 4 
Qcm. A further increases in temperature resulted in only a slight reduction in the 
resistivity. 'Mese results can be summarised as follows. Annealing at around 250*C had 
no observable effect on the resistivity, this temperature is possibly too low to cause 
diffusion of selenium into the film. At 300T a dramatic decrease was observed due to 
selenium activation and growth in the crystallites. Thus it was concluded that 3000C is 
the minimum temperature required for the annealing to change the conductivity type. At 
this temperature the resMvity stabilised. 
These results are now consistent with those expected and it was therefore concluded that 
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Figure 5.18: Log of resistivity against the annealing temperature for CIGS film 
annealed under selenium ambient. 
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FE723 P 1.69 P 3.16xlO-' 
FET24 P 2.76xlO-' P 5.27x1O-2 
FE 03 n 9.71xlO-2 P 1.73xlO-2 
FE105 p 3.63xl(? p 2.50xlW 
Table 5A Electrical properties of CIS thin films before and after annealing under 
selenium ambient at 300T for two hours followed by an anneal under 
N2: 112ambient at 3000C for two hours. 
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In general, a decrease in resistivity has been observed for most types of thin films 
independent of annealing ambients due to grain growth and the activation of charge 
carriers. The effects of the annealing processes on the electrical properties of selected 
CIS samples are shown in table 5.4. Most of the as-grown samples were p-type and as 
expected this characteristic was enhanced after annealing in selenium and forming gas 
=bients. 
5.5 Conclusions 
'Me response of flash evaporated thin films of CIGS and CIS to various annealing 
processes under several sets of conditions including vacuum, selenium, inert and forming 
gas ambients at different temperature and times have been investigated. 
Annealing under vacuum, selenium and forming gas ambients resulted in a relaxation 
of the structure and enhancement of the <112> preferred orientation. However, evidence 
of the existence of chalcopyrite structure was only observed for the samples processed 
using the two stage annealing process. SEM measurements confirmed that the grain size 
increased from 0.1 to 0.5 pm with a corresponding increase in film density. In a number 
of samples grains of up to 2 pm, were found. 
Both EDAX and RBS compositional analysis revealed that annealing in selenium was 
beneficial in respect of the film composition and structure. 
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Raman analysis confirmed that annealing under selenium and forming gas ambients 
shifts the composition towards that of the starting material. The spectra also revealed the 
existence of larger polycrystalline grains, a reduced grain boundary area and a reduced 
defect density. 
'Me electrical properties, such as conductivity type and resistivity, were also altered by 
annealing. Vacuum and forming gas anneals resulted in a reduction in resistivity while 
conductivity type remained unaltered. A change in conductivity type from n to p and a 
decrease in resistivity to a constant level was observed only for the samples annealed 
under maximum selenium vapour pressure. P-type samples showed enhanced p-type 
conductivity. 
Chapter 6 




Despite a great deal of worldwide research on the understanding of the fundamental 
properties of CIS and related materials, the complex intrinsic defect structure is still not 
well understood and requires further detailed investigations [2281. Existing experimental 
work, including electrical and optical measurements, have displayed the existence of 
several donor and acceptor levels originating from intrinsic defects [2301. In addition, 
to maximise the efficiency of thin film solar cells and optimize their production, 
knowledge of the optical properties near and above the fundamental absorption edge is 
necessary. The application of analytical techniques such as photoacoustic: spectroscopy 
(PAS) and photoconductivity analysis (PC) to the analysis of non-radiative processes in 
CIS is new with very little published data. However, intensified use of such technologies 
is likely to yield a great deal of useful scientific and technological information on the 
defect structure of these and other important semiconductor materials. 
In this chapter, the PAS and PC techniques are described and results are presented from 
the investigation of the optical properties of thin films of CIGS and CIS. The effects of 
annealing and ion-implantation on the absorption coefficient, energy band gap and the 
observed non-radiative defect states have been investigated. Information about the defect 
states was also determined from the PC measurements. 
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6.2 Photoacoustic Spectroscopy (PAS) 
The PAS acoustic signal originates from the heat produced when a sample is irradiated 
by an energetic incident monochromatic light beam. The overall process can be 
described using thermodynamic considerations [231] such as thermal conductivity, 
specific heat capacity, latent heat, density, thermal expansion coefficient and the 
compressibility. The process can be briefly described as the inducement of a temperature 
rise which results in a pressure wave being transmitted from the sample to a sensitive 
acoustic detector. Ihe nature of this wave gives information regarding the deep and 
shallow defect levels as well as data relating to the standard optical parameters. A 
detailed description of this process is given in section 3.14. 
The first theoretical model for photoacoustic emission from condensed matter was 
reported in 1973 by Parker [2321. This work was followed by the development of a 
comprehensive model by Rosencwaig and Gersho [233] which is used to interpret 
experimental results obtained from PAS. This model is based on the evolution of 
acoustic signals from thick (optical diffusion length smaller than the thickness) samples 
and therefore considerable modifications were needed in order to apply it to thin films. 
Several other workers [234-236] have developed models complementary to those 
mentioned above, but in essence these are all based on the fundamental observations Of 
Rosencwaig. In the following sections, a detailed description of the Rosencwaig and 
Gersho (RG) model is given. To apply the RG theory to this work i. e. for the an ys's 
of thin films, the model has been developed to take into account the effects of thermal 
diffusion, multiple reflections and the influence of the substrate. 
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6.2.1 The RG theory 
The model [2331 is treated in one dimension by considering the production of a 
photoacoustic signal in a cylindrical cell of diameter D and length L. A schematic 
diagram of the standard PA cell is shown in figure 6.1. It consists of a solid sample of 
thickness I., on a backing material (the base of the cell) of thickness k. The sample is 
"coupled" to the acoustic detector by a gas medium of thickness I.. The cell is sealed 
by a tr=parent window through which a modulated beam of monochromatic light flux 
I. is transmitted. An acoustic detector is mounted in one of the lateral cell walls to 
detect the acoustic signal produced by the sample. The intensity of the light is 
sinusoidally modulated at a frequency co=2xf, with an equivalent acoustic intensity I: 
10 
i (I +Cos w0 
By denoting a as the absorption coefficient of the solid sample, the energy per unit area 
absorbed along the distance from x to x+dx is: 
I= 1 ctI,, e "(I +coscat) (6.2) 2 
which is equal to the heat power created in the sample, assuming that the efficiency for 
the conversion of light to heat is equal to unity [233]. 'Me generated heat then "warms" 
the sample, gas and the backing material by an amount ý(x, t) above the ambient 
temperature TO: 
ý(x, t) = 7ýxt) - To 
(6.3) 
The thermal diffusion equation in the solid sample, taking into account the distributed 
heat source, can be written as 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of a standard photoacoustic spectrometer cell [2331. 
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&4), (X, t) i e. (X, 1) 
+ ahl e cx=O for-1, gxg0 
(6.4) 
& PS & XZ 
Where Tj is the efficiency at which the absorbed light at the wavelength X is converted 
to heat; in most solids q-P, the sample thermal diffusivity. 
For the backing material and gas layer, the thermal diffusion equations are: 
cýe, b(X, t) , 
abb(Xt) 
W ßb & 






for O: ad, (6.6) 
Where P, N and P,, are the thermal diffusivities of the sample, backing material and gas 
respectively. In general we can use the common symbol P, to represent the three values 
of P i. e. j=s for the sample, j=b for the backing material or j=g for the gas. Using tl-ýs 




where x,, Q, and q are the thennal conductivity, density and specific heat capacity of 
medium j, respectively. 
From the constraint that the temperature at the cell walls is at ambient, and further 
assuming that the temperature relative to ambient is zero at the outside face of the cell 
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walls, the resulting value of V., which expresses the a. c. component of the temperature 
change in the gas column, is given by the equation: 
V9 (r-1)(b+ I)e 






Y., a. (6.10) 
ic, a. 
and 
A) ' (6.11) 2a, 
Equation (6.8) evaluated for specific parameter values yields a complex number whose 
real and imaginary part are V., andV, 2, respectively. These determine the in-phase and 
quadrature components of the periodic temperature variations at the sample surface. 
Ile temperature fluctuations widiin the solid sample expands and contracts the 
surrounding gas medium periodically. This can be considered as an acoustic piston 
acting on the rest of the gas layer. The displacement of the gas piston due to the 
periodic heating can be estimated by using ideal gas law [2331: 
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Vp i(wt-. E) w gr-ge 4 
r2 T. 
By assuming that the total gas vol=e responds to the action of the acoustic piston 
adiabatically, the acoustic pressure in the cell due to the displacement of the piston can 
be derived from the adiabatic gas law: 
PV = Constant 
Where P is pressure, V is the volume and y is the ratio of specific heats. Thus the 
incremenml pressure will be: 
pg(t) = 
yp. 8 V= yp. ax(t) (6.13) 
V. lz 




Vr2 le, g 
T. 
where 
Q= Y Po 
Vg 
ýrD, ajo 
Ileoretical predictions [1891 for the photoacoustic effect in opaque materials where 
optical absorption length is smaller than the thickness of the sample ýt. <Q have shown 
that the PA amplitude signal will vaq as P when the thermal. diffusion length of the 
sample (p) is greater than the optical absorption length and as f3l2when For 
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a strongly absorbing material, such as fine particles of carbon black (particle diameter 
size in the range of 1-10 pm), where [k, <I, (since a is of the order of 106 cm71) and P. A. 
(given the frequency range of interest 20-5000 Hz), the theory predicts that the PAS 
signal will vary as f-'. Under these conditions equation 6.8 can be written: 
(XI r-I v0 g 2, C, (a2-Cj, ) g+j 
By further assuming that g<<1 the resulting PA signal [2371 is: 
pjr(t) 
Aag, 4 ap, 
ca 
where A is given by the expression: 
yp'OloJßtßjr 
214rT. ic 
6.2.2 Determination of the absorption coefficient a 
The absorption coefficient a of thick samples can be determined either by using the 
phase or the magnitude of the PA signal. If the PA magnitude is used equation 6.14 can 
be rearranged to get [237,2381: 





lpl(t) ca 1 
is the normalised PA signal. 
The determination of the absorption coefficient a for thin film samples using the RG- 
theory is limited, where it was estimated that the gas boundary layer thickness is of the 
order of the thermal diffusion length [234,2391. Yamasald et al. [2401 extended the RG- 
theory to the case of thin films by considering the interference effect of light within a 
sample caused by the multiple reflections at the front and back faces of the sample. 
Using the same analytical method as the RG theory, they derived an expression for the 








+21(b -r) +R, (b+r)le -all] 
and 
E= CII. YP. 
(l -R) 
. 
(CC2-Crý 2T2ic., I, a, T j+RRe-2al-2ýR-R,, e-*lcos(28b b 
where R and Rb are the reflections from the gas to sample and from sample to the 
backing material respectively. Other parameters were defined to be a, =(6)QCJ2'x&)", 
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aý=(l+j)((oQ, C)2x)', b=(XbQbCb/X, QC)"' g=(x, (?,, C^Q. C)'A,, r=a/cr,,, Qj the density of 
material i, C, is the specific heat of material i and i takes the subscripts s, g and b for 
sample, gas and backing material, respectively. Yamasaki et al calculated Q(a) as a 
function of a for different film thicknesses and showed that the PAS signal increases 
linearly with a in the low a range, while it saturated in the high a range tending to a 
constant value Q.. 'Mey found that the key factors affecting the normalised PAS signal 
were the sample thickness, the penetration depth of the incident light and the thermal 
diffusion length of the sample. This was independent of whether the sample was a thick 
or thin film. In the low a range, the normalised PAS signal was found to be nearly 





By using b-1 and exp(ql) -1, The PAS signal for thin films was reported [2411 to be: 
Q(cc)=A a[(r-l)-Rbe-2'211(1 +r)] +2 
[(1 -r) +Rb(I +r)]e -all 
2_Cjý -2all 
a, (1 +RR,, e 
Its solution leads to: 
Q(cc)=A a(l -e 
-al%r-1)+R,, e -all(l +r)(1 -e -all 
(a2_Cjsý(j +RRO -2a[,, ) 
or 
Q(a) =A 
ct(r-l)+Rp-al(l+r) (1 -e 
(a 2-(,, ý(j +RRbe -2all 
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since Irlio-1 and r--CVa,, Therefore 
Q(a)=A(l-e -al 11 +Re 
-"l" 
l+RR. e -2al, 
6.2.3 Modifications to the standard PAS theories 
- applications to this work 
In order to apply the above theories to this work it was necessary to modify relation 
6.18 derived by Yamasaki et al [2401 and is given below: 
Q(a)= E --1- 1 (b+l)(g+l)e c"--(b-1)(g-l)e -"I- 
With 
kl = [(b+1)Z(r-1)-Re -2«1, (r+l)le";. 
-(b-1)«r+1)+Rtp 
-2c: I, (1 
-r»e -"JI 
+2{(b-r) +Rb(b+r)le "'1 "] 
and 
E= al. yP. 
(I-R) 
a2-(, ý 1+RR e-2al 2T2ic, V T. ( -2^Re-ucos(280 b 
The interference term relating to the sample substrate is neglected (a detailed discussion 
is given below). Since g<<1 and for thin films exp(al) - 1; 
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E at I Q(a)=I[(l-e- ý((r-b)+R, (r+b)e-al 
For most backing materials, b-1 [2421. Since r--zq-t, (l-j)/2 and crý=(1+j)/N, the resultant 
expression is given by: 
Q(cc)= 
ATj(1-R)ccp,, r2 
2112 cc I+ 2j) 
-J) 








-a, -T, -, 
let x= cqAs and y= 'Al. 
Q(a)= 
Ail(I-R) xý-2(I-e-xy), x(l-J) 
-I +Rbe -, "Y(x(l 
+J) + 1)] 
J+RRe-2jy (X2+2) 22 ij 
The solution of which leads to 
hn (1 -R)x(I -e -'Y) Q(c0 
(I +RRe -2"ý) 
.x 
-xy(X2 2 -2xy(X 2 2 -2x +2) +2Re -2) +Rjý e +2x+2) 
where q, = A(1-R). 
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x -e -, y 2 _2xyX2 +2x+2 Q=q. -n 1+2R be -xy +R; e 
-2xyý X2 X2 Vrx +iT+2 1 +RRie -2x+2 -1x+2 
Finally, the normalised PA signal is given by: 
q= 
Q(cz) -, e -xy xx 
-2ry F(ZX2 (_X 2 q. 1 +RR4e -2Ux+2) +2x+2) 
ý2 





By using this relation, the absorption coefficient can be calculated from the normalised 
photoacoustic amplitude signal generated from the thin film. In order to confirm the 
validity of this relation with those reported by other workers [240,241], plots of the 
absorption coefficients versus the normalised photoacoustic amplitude signal were 
constructed and shown in figure 6.2. Ile first curve (, &) represents the case where the 
interference effects of light within a sample (caused by the multiple reflections at the 
front and back of the sample) are neglected. In the second curve (9) these effects are 
considered, but the effect of thennal diffusion length is neglected. 'Me absorption curve 
(N) represents this present work in which all the effects including multiple reflections 
and thermal diffusion length are considered. It can be seen that the trend of our curve 
is in good agreement to that reported in the literature [240,2411 at medium to high 
values of PA signal. However, in the low range (0.001 to 0.01) and at the maximum 
point of the normalised. photoacoustic signal, the absorption coefficient is found to be 
slightly higher. This difference is attdbuted to the fact that we have considered the effect 
of thermal diffusion length in the absorption coefficient relation whereas other workers 
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Figure 6.2: Dependence of the absorption coefficient a on the non-nalised 
photoacoustic amplitude signal Q; N- present work, A- [240] and 
o- [2411. 
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As stated above, in calculating the absorption coefficient for thin films we made the 
assumption that the interference term at the film substrate interface could be neglected. 
If we consider figure 6.3, representing the normalised photoacoustic amplitude signal of 
a CIGS thin film (deposited onto a molybdenum coated glass substrate -a two layer 
structure), the resultant photoacoustic signal shows two main peaks marked X, and X2 
at approximately 0.79 and 0.96 eV respectively. The normally observed deep level 
defects in this range are masked by the large periodic vibrations. The standard relation 
[2431: 
(6.20) 
2n 12 'XI 
can be used to calculate the layer thickness or the refractive index (n) of the top layer 
if one of these parameters is known. In the present work the CIGS layer thickness was 
calculated and found to be approximately 1[un which is in good agreement to that 
revealed using other analytical techniques such as EDAX and RBS. In addition the band 
edge maximum (labelled by E,, ) is observed at approximately 1.19 eV which is close to 
the reported gap energy for single crystals grown with the same elemental composition 
[25]. Films deposited onto glass substrates showed no evidence of periodical vibrations 
which we have attributed to absence of interference effects. This clearly demonstrates 
that if the films are deposited onto already coated glass substrates, the resultant 
photoacoustic spectra will be dominated by the interference peaks. Similar spectra were 
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Figure 6.3: The effect of interference from a two layer structure (CIGS thin film 
deposited onto molybdenum coated glass substrate). 
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6.3 PAS experimental analysis and results 
An understanding of the non-radiative processes inherent in semiconductor materials is 
essential to ascertain the origin and population of active defect states [189] and in turn 
to improve the overall perfon-nance of devices based on these materials [146]. PAS 
offers the advantage that it is a non-destructive technique for the analysis of these defect 
states [1891. 
Figure 6.4 represents the normalised photoacoustic amplitude signal measured from an 
as-grown CIGS thin film (approximately lpm), recorded in the photon energy range 0.7 
to 1.4 eV. All the photoacoustic spectra were measured at room temperature with a 
modulating frequency of 112 Hz (unless/otherwise stated) and corrected for the spectral 
distribution of the optical system and cell by normalizing the response of the specimen 
to that of carbon black. The photoacoustic spectra shows two distinctive regions at 
around the band edge at approximately 1.19 eV. The first region, at a photon energy hv 
of < 1.19 eV, shows transitions (labelled as E, to Eý) due to non-radiative defect states. 
These could be due to transitions from one defect state to another and/or ft-xuitions 
between defect states and the conduction or valence bands [243] (if the defect state 
densities are high). Ile second region is located at photon energies hv > 1.19 eV, where 
the sample has its highest optical absorption properties. A relatively sharp transition 
between these two region indicates the fundamental absorption edge. In order to confirm 
that transitions in the first region of the normalised photoacoustic spectrum are 
characteristic of CIGS thin film., a virgin 800[un thick cleaned glass slide was also 













Figure 6.4: Comparative room temperature normalised photoacoustic amplitude signal 
from p-type CIGS thin film and a specimen of un-coated glass slide. 
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Photon energy hv (eV) 
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energy range as for the thin films) is plotted in figure 6.4. It can be seen that for the 
glass slide the spectrum is almost flat with a maximum normalised. photoacoustic 
amplitude signal of 0.15. An almost similar spectrum, to that of cleaned glass slide, was 
observed from a high quality (approximately 99% transparent) diin film of indium tin 
oxide (ITO) prepared by electron beam evaporation techniques [1871. These observations 
support the idea that the transitions in the first region of the nonnalised. photoacoustic 
amplitude signal of CIGS thin film are the characteristic of the sample as they do not 
appear in the PA spectrum of the virgin substrate. 
Figure 6.5 shows representative normalised photoacoustic: amplitude spectra of as-grown 
CIGS thin film samples. It can be seen that all the spectra are predominated by defect 
levels both near the fundamental band edge (1.0 eV to 1.2 eV) as well as in the tails of 
the spectra. Five main peaks (El to 1ý) in the deeper region (0.7 eV to 1 eV) were 
always observed. Ile nature of the fundamental band-to-band transition is difficult to 
establish as this region is extended across a 300 meV photon energy range. This is due 
to the presence of one or more shallow defect levels close to the band edge. This was 
not surprising as the photoacoustic signal depends strongly on the structure and 
unifonnity of the sample. In the case of diin films grown for this work, the existence 
of voids and grain boundaries and deviations from the stoichiometry (sections 4.5.3 and 
4.6.2) gave rise to these defect levels. The structural properties of these samples showed 
a strong preferred orientation in the <112> plane and the grain size was found to be 
0.2pm. Ile respective random RBS spectra of these samples further confirmed the 
observed PAS results as they revealed a non-uniform composition through the depth Of 
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Figure 6.5: Normalised photoacoustic spectra of four representative polycrystalline 
as-grown CIGS thin films. 
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CIS and CIGS single crystal samples always showed fewer defect levels in the tail of 
the spectra [2441. Ihe region near the fundamental band edge of the single crystal 
samples was always free from defect states and therefore displayed a steep transition 
edge. 
Ite absorption coefficients evaluated from the photoacoustic spectra of the as-grown 
CIGS thin film samples are shown in figure 6.6. The defect levels are now better 
resolved. Near the fundamental band edge it can be seen that there are three or more 
broad shoulders at approximately 1.0,1.05 and 1.15 eV. 'Mese broad shoulders could 
be the result of two or more defect levels. All the samples have shown an absorption 
coefficient of the order of 10" crn- I near the fund=ental band gap. The mm*l*mum level 
of the absorption coefficient in the tail of the spectra is different for different samples. 
It appears that the sample with fewer or less pronounced defect states near the band gap 
edge (e. g FET15) has a lower minimum level as compared to the other spectra. It is 
possible that these defect states near the band edge have shifted the mU*U*mum of the 
absorption level in the tail of the spectra to a higher value. 
In order to determine the respective band gap energies of the as-grown CIGS samples, 
(CChV)2 was plotted against the photon energy and the representative curves are shown 
in figure 6.7. The extrapolation of the curves down to a zero (ahv)' level indicated gap 
energy values of 1.196±0.005 eV. The gap energy of the samples and the ionisation 
energies of the defect states (E, to E) observed in the tail of the PA spectra are listed 
in table 6.1. Ile apparent difference of 200 meV in the ionisation energies of the defect 
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Figure 6.6: Semi logarithmic plot of the absorption coefficient as a function of 
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Figure 6.7: plot Of (ahV)2 against the photon energy to calculate the band gap of the 
as-grown polycrystalline CIGS thin films. 
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Sample E, (eV) E -hv 
E, tQV) 
I E -hv 
E2 tQV) 
1 E -hv 
E 3 
6eV) 
I Egh v 
E4 eV) 
I I -hv It 
1ý QV) 
FET-15 1.194 444 414* 378 337 299 
FET-18 1.201 451 421* 390* 333* 309 
FET-26 1.198 448 416 378 341 308 
FET-28 1.196 446 414 380 341* 3W 
FEO-9 1.196 446 415 377 339 289 
FEO-13 1.197 447 415 377 337 297 
(Annealed) I I I I I 
Table 6.1: The gap energy and ionisation energies of the defect levels of the as- 
grown and annealed (under different ambient and temperatures) CIGS 
thin films. 
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(approximately 200 meV). 
It was noted that the peak positions of the CIGS defect states were similar to those 
observed in CIS samples [25]. In a recent study, similar spectral behaviour have been 
observed for both CIGS and CIS single crystals [1861. It can therefore be concluded that 
the origin of these defects is the same as that of the CIS; this is discussed in section 
6.3.1 under laser annealing. 
6.3.1 The effect of annealing on the observed defect levels 
The impact of annealing (under different ambient, time and temperature) on the 
structural and electrical properties was considered in detail in chapter 5. In this section, 
however, the influence of annealing on the optical properties is assessed using PAS 
technique. An initial study of laser annealing and its influence on the optical properties 
has also been considered. 
Selenium anneal 
Figure 6.8 shows the normalised photoacoustic amplitude signal obtained from the CIGS 
thin film sample before and after annealing under maximum selenium vapour pressure 
at 300T for two hours. It can be seen that the spectrum of the as-grown sample is 
extended almost linearly in the photon energy range between 0.7 to 1.4 eV. Defect 
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levels have masked the fundamental band-to-band transitions and, because of this, the 
estimation of band gap is not possible. It has been reported that the photoacoustic signal 
strongly depends on the film structure and uniformity [245] and thickness related 
interference peaks can be observed which makes it difficult to identify the band gap of 
the thin film sample. A similar shaped photoacoustic spectrum was reported for co- 
evaporated CIS thin films [2451. In the present case, the reported observations are also 
true as the XRD spectrum showed a single peak in the <112> direction and the RBS 
spectrum indicated a non-homogeneous film composition. In contrast, the same sample 
when annealed under maximum selenium vapour pressure showed significant changes 
in the behaviour of the photoacoustic spectrum. Near the fundamental band edge the 
defect related shallow peaks have disappeared and a clear indication of the band edge 
is now available. However, the peak positions of the defect structure in the tail of the 
spectra remain unaltered. Ile changes observed in the photoacoustic spectrum were 
found to be in good agreement with the improvements in the physical properties of the 
annealed sample. XRD spectrum showed a dramatic change in the film structure as the 
characteristic peaks of the chalcopyrite structure appeared. The RBS spectrum of the 
sample also confirmed the improvements in the film uniformity and homogeneity. An 
increase in the grain size and a corresponding decrease in the film resistivity have been 
measured together with an enhancement in the film composition towards that of the 
starting material. This indicated that the annealing process resulted in a redistribution 
of the atoms and many of the defect states are annealed out. 
Figure 6.9 compares the normalised photoacoustic spectrum of a selenium annealed thin 
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Figure 6.9: Comparative plots of the spectral dependence of p-type single crysial and 
selenium annealed polycrystalline thin film of CIGS. 
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in the single crystal spectra is very sharp as compared to that of the selenium annealed 
thin film. This indicates that the thin film has a number of shallow defect levels which 
result in a less sharp band edge transition. However, when compared to that of the as- 
grown thin film, the selenium annealed film is much improved. 
The presence of shallow defect levels can be seen more clearly in the absorption spectra. 
The absorption coefficient, calculated directly from the respective normalised 
photoacoustic spectra, was divided into two regions (0.7 eV to 1.0 eV and 1.0 eV to 1.3 
eV) and is shown in figure 6.10 and 6.11 respectively. rMe absorption coefficients in the 
region between 0.7 eV to 1.0 eV indicate the deep level defect transitions which are 
similar to those observed in the as-grown films as well as both in CIS and CIGS single 
crystal samples. Since the peak positions are the same in all cases, it can be said that 
their origin is also the same. However, the peaks could be a composite of more than one 
peak. At higher photon energy values (1.0 eV to 1.3 eV) the absorption curve revealed 
two small shallow levels at approximately 0.96 eV and 1.035 eV - figure 6.11. In 
addition to these peaks, a broad shoulder was observed between 1.08 eV to 1.19 eV. 
Once again, this could be a single level or a composite of many shallow levels. Finally, 
at approximately 1.19 eV, a very steep increase in the absorption curve, approaching 
10', was observed. This sharp rise is due to the fundamental band to band transition. 
The band gap for the selenium annealed sample was calculated to be 1.196±0.005 eV, 
from a plot of (cchv)' against photon energy, figure 6.12. At present, there is some 
controversy concerning the true gap energy of 25% gallium containing CIGS alloy. For 
example, room temperature gap energy values between 1.088 eV [2461 to 1.21 eV [2471 
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Figure 6.10: Spectral response of the absorption coefficient in the tail of the spectra 
(0.7 - 1.0 eV) exhibiting the deeper state transitions. 
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Figure 6.12: Plot of (ahv)2 against the photon energy to calculate the band gap of the 
selenium annealed polycrystalline, CIGS thin films. 
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have been reported for this alloy. Since photoacoustic spectroscopy avoids most of the 
complications and errors that can be encountered in the routine measurements of 
transmission and absorption for both single crystal and thin films, this band gap can 
arguably be the most reliable experimental value available at present. 
Two stage anneal 
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 described the process relating to a two stage anneal, selenium 
followed by N2: H2, which resulted in an improvement of the compositional and structural 
properties. To see the effect of the two stage annealing process on the nonnalised 
photoacoustic amplitude signal, the sample already annealed in selenium atmosphere at 
300"C for two hours was divided into two pieces and one was further annealed in 
forming gas ambient (9: 1 mixture of N2: H) at anneafing temperatures between 200"C 
to 400*C for half an hour. 'Me second half of the same sample was annealed under 
argon for the same time and temperature range. The ramp rates for heating and cooling 
were 20OC/min and 10"C/min respectively. 
Figure 6.13 shows the normalised photoacoustic spectra of the sample annealed under 
the forming gas ambient at 200"C, 300"C and 4000C. It can be seen that the annealing 
has affected the spectra both near the fundamental band edge and in the tail. However, 
these changes are more significant in the photon energy range hv < 1.1 eV where the 
deeper defect related levels (E, to Eý) were observed. In addition, a new shallow level 
at approximately 1.10 eV appeared which consistently raised the minimum level of the 
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photoacoustic signal in the lower photon energy range. Otherwise, the position of the 
five major peaks (E, to E), also observed in the as-grown films, was approximately the 
same. A number of new defect levels between 0.94 eV and 1.02 eV gradually appeared 
with increased annealing temperature. An annealing temperature of 400"C showed the 
worst photoacoustic spectr= in that an increased defect levels intensity and population 
is evident, figure 6.13. This could be due to the effect of high annealing temperature 
causing a thennal stress at the surface and or the interface between film and substrate. 
ne effect of the inert atmosphere (argon) anneal at temperatures in the range 200*C to 
400"C on the photoacoustic spectra is shown in figure 6.14. It can be seen that at 
annealing temperatures up to 300"C there is very little change in the spectra. However, 
at 400"C there is a significant change in the photoacoustic spectral response. Once again 
a new shallow level at approximately 1.1 eV is mainly responsible for the increased 
minimum of the absorption curve. In addition, a number of new defect levels are 
introduced in the photon energy range hv < 1.05 eV. The position of the original peaks 
(El to E) are approximately the same (±5 meV). Some of the peaks are resolved into 
two separate peaks and some are joined to show a combined effect. For example, the 
defect level represented by peak label Eý is gradually resolved into two peaks and the 
E3 is now combined with its nearest neighbour, producing a single well resolved peak. 
Since argon is an inert ambient it can be said that high temperature annealing is 
responsible for the observed effects in the photoacoustic spectra of the films as discussed 
earlier. 
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Figure 6.14: Comparative plots of the spectral distribution of CIGS thin films annealed 
under selenium and argon ambient at different temperatures. 
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after annealing. Qualitatively, the electrical properties also remained the same. The 
comparison of the two ambients at 400*C anneal revealed that this temperature is not 
suitable for the flash evaporated samples (in present study). As discussed in chapter 5, 
this temperature degraded the film surface due to thermal stresses. However, the visual 
appearance of the annealed samples, in the present case, was good. This could be due 
to the fact that samples were annealed for shorter times with slower ramp rates. Other 
comparison of the various ambients on the electronic structure showed that the deeper 
states are less affected in argon than in fonning gas. This is not surprising as argon is 
a non reactive gas and should not affect the film, on the other hand, forming gas is 
known to be reactive with semiconductors. Several reports are available on the hydrogen 
passivation of semiconductors [248,2491. 
The changes detected by PAS near the fundamental band edge are better resolved when 
the absorption coefficients are evaluated from the photoacoustic spectra. Figure 6.15 
shows the absorption coefficient spectra of CIGS films annealed in selenium at NOT 
and in argon at 300 and 400T. The absorption curves for the 300*C selenium annealed 
sample and the 300"C argon annealed sample reveal nearly the same spectra. 7be 
absorption curve for the sample annealed at 400*C in argon showed at least two new 
shallow levels at approximately 1.09 eV and 1.11 eV. A similar observation about the 
shallow level was noticed for samples annealed in H2: N2 ambients. In spite of these 
changes, a considerable increase in the absorption coefficient was seen after annealing 
in selenium, forming gas and argon ambients. All the spectra showed absorption 
coefficient values of > 10' cm7'. 
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Figure 6.15: Comparative - plots of the absorption coefficient of CIGS thin films 
annealed under selenium and argon ambient at different temperatures. 
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Ile band gap energies were determined from the room temperature plots of (ahv)' 
against the photon energy hv. Representative curves of these plots are shown in figure 
6.16. Ile band gap energies were detennined by extrapolating the curves down to 
(W, V)2=0. 'Me band gap energies for the samples processed under various heat 
treatments and measured from the photoacoustic spectra at different chopping 
frequencies are shown in table 6.2. It can be seen that the energy band gap values for 
most of the CIGS fla films processed under various conditions is 1.196±0.006 eV. A 
few samples gave energy band gap values which were slightly lower. For example, films 
annealed in forming gas and argon ambient and analysed with a chopping frequency of 
185 Hz showed lower value of the energy band gap of the order of 1.180±0.006 eV. 
There could be several possible reasons for this observation. Since the thennal diffusion 
lengths at modulating frequencies of 30,112,185 and 312 Hz are 232,120,93 and 
72pm respectively and the thin film thickness was in most cases of the order 1pm, all 
the light can pass directly through the sample. It is therefore not possible for the 
deviated values of band gap (in fliin films) to be due to variations in the composition 
with sample depth. The second possibility is that of a measurement error which, in this 
study, is approximated to be not more than 0.5%. Another possible cause for the 
observed change in band gap, which it is felt is the most probable, is the shifting of 
band gap due to the inclusion of shallow levels which are observed in the photoacoustic 
spectra of the thin films. This effect is more pronounced when the absorption spectra 
of the two samples are considered, figure 6.15. It can be seen that a new shallow level 
near the band edge is changing the slope of the absorption curve as the annealing 
temperature is increasedL Similar effects were observed for the sample analysed with 185 
Hz modulation frequency and the corresponding band gap curves revealed a smaller 
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energy band gap values - table 6.2. 
The comparison of the calculated energy band gap values with those reported in the 
literature is a intricate task. Theoretically, the energy band gap value for CIGS (with 
25% gallium) should be 1.14 eV [2501. However, the reported band gap values for 
single crystals and thin films for the said composition are all very different. 
For single crystal samples, optical measurements at room temperature revealed 1.12 eV 
[251], 1.16 eV [2521,1.19 eV [2531 and 1.21 eV [2471 etc. In addition, the effect of 
change in the reported compositions (i. e. copper from 19 atm. % to the near ideal value 
of 257o) on the energy band gap showed a range between 1.13 to 1.19 eV [254]. More 
recently, the measured band gap value for single crystal CIGS, using the photoacoustic 
spectroscopy technique, showed a band gap value of 1.17 eV [251. The above reported 
band gap values were calculated from the best fit relations which included the lattice 
constants, initial band gap values of CIS and CGS and the bowing parameters. The 
difference in these reported values may be due to the use of different band gap values 
of CIS (0.995 - 1.02 eV) and CGS (1.62 - 1.68 eV) from which the CIGS alloy is 
formed. Authors calculated their own values of the lattice parameters, for their materials, 
and these were then used in the second order polynomial relations. This could also 
contribute to the reported differences in the energy band gap values. 
For thin film samples the reported energy band gap values are few and they range 
between 1.14 to 1.19 eV [143,255,256]. These differences may be due to structural 
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Figure 6.17: Normalised photoacoustic spectrum of selenium annealed CIGS thin film 
in the photon energy range between 0.7 eV to 3.1 eVi 
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calculated band gap values of 1.196±0.005 eV from this present work with those 
reported. it was noted that they matched well with the higher i. e. 1.19 eV values. The 
observed differences could be due to lower concentration of copper, as reported by 
Albin et al. for 19 at7b copper [2541. However, the composition (relative to the copper 
content) of films used in this study, was found to be extremely close to the ideal i. e. 25 
at7o. 71-ds anomaly in band gap values for CIGS alloys requires further fundamental 
studies in order to ascertain an absolute value. 
711e use of photoacoustic spectroscopy is not limited in the near infra-red region, it can 
also be used in the visible region. The spectrum obtained from CIGS thin films in the 
photon energy range 0.7 eV to 3.1 eV is shown in figure 6.17. It can be seen that in the 
visible region between photon energies of 1.4 eV to 3.1 eV there are no major 
transitions, which indicates the absence of any notable defect states in this region. 
Laser anneal 
Ile use of lasers in the surface modification of compound semiconductor samples is a 
well known process. Several reports are available on the successful application of lasers 
for the synthesis of multi-layered sandwiches of the elemental constituents on suitable 
thermally insulating substrates [257]. At the research level such layers are generally 
deposited by sequential vacuum depositions. Recrystallisation of the material deposited 
by other deposition techniques can also be achieved by laser irradiation. 77he process 
involves the interaction of the laser radiation with the surface of the sample which 
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reorganises the original film structure into an ordered crystalline form. In this section, 
initial studies of the effect of laser annealing on the optical properties were considered. 
Thin film samples of both CIS and CIGS were irradiated by a diffused excimer laser in 
pulsed mode with an energy of 170 mJ. 
Figure 6.18 shows an example of the normalised. photoacoustic: amplitude spectra of 
laser annealed (5,20ns pulses) flash evaporated CIS thin films, compared to the as- 
grown film. In both cases the spectra exhibited two clear regions separated at 
approximately 1.02 eV, the fundamental band edge of CIS. After laser annealing, 
significant changes are observed not only near the fundamental absorption edge but also 
in the tail of the spectrum between 0.7 eV to 1.0 eV. An overall decrease in the 
minimum of the photoacoustic amplitude is evident. This could be due to a change in 
the non-radiative quantum yield of the material [2431. It was also noted that a shallow 
defect level at 1.00 eV was introduced by the annealing process. 
In order to compare the deeper state transitions appearing in the tail of the spectra (0-7 
eV to 1.0 eV) figure 6.19 was constructed. It shows the absorption coefficient (a), 
derived from the respective sections of the photoacoustic spectra of as-grown Min film, 
the laser annealed thin film and single crystal. Although the nu*ru*mum level of the 
absorption curve in the said photon energy range for the single crystal sample was lower 
than those for the thin films, for ease of comparison it has been placed above the thin 
film spectra. As expected, the deeper level states, labelled by E, to E,, are very clear and 
well resolved in the case of single crystal. The deeper states are also evident in the thin 
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Figure 6.19: Comparatile plot of the absorption coefficient of a single crystal (a), 
polycrystalline CIS thin film before (c) and after laser annealing (b). 
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and E3 peaks overlap resulting in a broad peak. In contrast, the spectrum obtained from 
the laser annealed sample, revealed that all the peaks from E, to E, 5 are clear and well 
resolved and are comparable to those from single crystal. The XRD spectnun of the 
laser annealed sample showed a slight change in structure as compared to that of the as- 
grown thin film. After laser annealing a number of new CIS related peaks (<204><220>, 
<116><312> and <217><411>) were evident in the XRD spectrum. Similar effects were 
observed in the laser annealed CIGS thin films. The film homogeneity was also 
improved as the RBS spectrum of the latter sample demonstrated. rMe scanning electron 
micrographs, however, showed no conclusive evidence of the modification in the grain 
structure with both the as-grown and laser annealed films having similar grain structures. 
In laser annealing, the rate of structural regrowth from the original phase to the 
crystalline phase is determined by the temperature at the reordering interface. The crystal 
orientation can also have some effect on the regrowth rate, and because the complete 
process involves non-equilibrium heating, it is not a simple task to quantify the total 
procedure. However, it appears from the comparison of the photoacoustic spectra, that 
laser annealing has redistributed the atoms within the sample and changed the crystal 
structure. In order to correlate the observed effect with the fundamental properties a 
more detailed study is required. 
Ile energy band gap value of the as-grown and laser annealed samples were calculated 
from the room temperature plots of 
(ahV)2 
versus the photon energy hv, figure 6.20. 
Analysis of the experimental data showed that the near-veitical portion of the (CdV)2 
curves is due to an allowed direct transition. By extrapolating the linear portion of the 
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Figure 6.20: Plot of (ahv)? against the photon energy to calculate the band gap. of CIS 
thin films before and after laser annealing. 
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curves to (ahv)l = 0, the band gap energies were determined. Ihe measured band gap 
value of the as-grown sample is found to be approximately 0.996 eV. However, in the 
case of the laser annealed sample, the observed band gap value is slightly higher at 
1.015 eV. The energy band gap values of both the as-grown and laser annealed are in 
good agreement to that measured by the PAS technique [2451. It appears that the new 
defect levels observed on the linear portion near the fundamental band edge are the 
probable cause of the band gap shift to this higher value. It should be noted that the 
sample was not processed under any atmosphere (selenium/CIS powder) before laser 
annealing. 
The ionization energies of the deeper defect levels from the appropriately determined 
values of the gap energy are derived [1901 and are tabulated in table 6.3. The proposed 
electrical activity (D - donor and A- acceptor) have also been indicated. The strongest 
peak appearing at 256 meV is an acceptor state and is in good agreement to that 
reported from DLIS studies on CIS single crystals at 250 meV [2581 and on thin films 
at 260 meV [2591. The peak at 228 meV is due to an intrinsic donor state, reported by 
Neumann [2601, with an activation energy in the range 220-225 meV. Both were 
determined by electrical measurements and optical absorption studies. The ionization 
energy of the peak E3,191 meV, could be either an acceptor or a donor state. An 
acceptor with an ionization energy of approximately 190 meV has been observed in p- 
type CIS thin films [2611 but recent DLTS measurements confirmed that this defect is 
a hole and electron trap with ionization energies of 186 meV and 182 meV respectively 
[2581. 'Me energy E4,151 meV, can be ascribed to an acceptor state. Within the 
measurement error, this value agrees with an acceptor activation energy of 160 meV 
249 






Eg(eV) 1.015 1.008 
E, (meV) 263 256 A 
F., (me A 235 228 D 
E3(meV) 198 191 A/D 
E4meV) 158 151 A 
Eý(meV) 128 120 A/D 
Table 6.3 The fundamental energy band gap E. and different defect ionization 
energies (E, - Eý) of p-type CIS single crystal and thin films as 
determined by photoacoustic spectroscopy. 
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determined in indium rich CIS [262] and with 140-160 meV observed in the 
photoconductivity spectra [2141. In the case of energy E. the electrical activity can again 
be ascribed to either an acceptor or a donor. In the literature it is reported to be an 
acceptor state with energy in the range 110-120 meV [2601, detennined by electrical 
measurements on p-type, CIS single crystals. In another report by Elfotouh et al [2181 
this state has been described as a donor state with the same energy of 115 meV, 
deduced from the photoluminescence spectra. In most of the cases the proposed 
electrical activity agrees with the reported ones. However, the nature of the defect levels 
(E3 and E) are still questionable and, in order to be sure about their electrical activity, 
a range of samples differing in their structural and compositional properties should be 
analyzed using the PAS technique. 
6.4 Effect of ion-implantation 
The doping of semiconductors to alter their electrical characteristics is an important 
process which is normally achieved by adding small amount of impurities to the 
semiconductor using an appropriate method [2631. One of the most widely used methods 
is that of ion-implantation [2631. In principle this involves the scanning of an ion beam 
over the sample surface to achieve a uniform dopant distribution across the sample, at 
the required depth. Ile amount of impurities introduced and the depth penetrated 
depends upon the dose and energy of the beam, which can be controlled very precisely. 
Ile major advantage of this process is the precise degree of control and reproducibility 
achieved. However, high capital costs are incurred in equipping the facility. With the 
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high throughput obtained by modem implanters, the process cost per specimen is 
economically viable and competitive with other doping technologies [2631. Following 
the ion-implantation, high temperature annealing is necessary to activate dopants and to 
remove surface damage introduced by the ions entering the crystal lattice. 
The incorporation of hydrogen into CIS single crystals using both proton implantation 
and diffusion from a plasma source has been found to modify considerably the electrical 
properties of the compound [264]. In this section, initial studies on the effect of ion- 
implantation were carried out. Thin film samples of CIGS already processed under 
various post-deposition heat treatments (section 6.3.1) were implanted with hydrogen (10 
keV, 10" ions/cmý at room temperature. 
Figure 6.21 and 6.22 show the normalised photoacoustic spectra of hydrogen implanted 
CIGS films together with the spectra obtained after the last anneal, in forming gas and 
argon ambients at 400*C respectively. It can be seen that, for the argon annealed sample, 
the implantation has improved the structure of the deep states with the defect related 
peaks (El to E) being well resolved - figure 6.21. An enhanced shoulder at 
approximately 1.10 eV has raised the minimum level of the photoacoustic signal. 
However, in the case of the forming gas annealed sample, the implantation effect is not 
so significant in the low energy range. This could be due to the fact that the sample was 
already stable in terms of the usual observed deeper state defect population. However, 
in the case of the argon annealed sample, (figure 6.22) the situation was the exact 
opposite. The sample before implantation showed a number of extra defect states and 
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Figure 6.21: Comparative plots of the spectral distribution of CIGS tbin films annealed 
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Figure 6.22: Comparative plots of the spectral distribution of CIGS thin films annealed 
under argon ambient at 400"C and H' implanted. 
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Hydrogen has a tendency to interact with other intrinsic or extrinsic defects in 
semiconductors [2481 but, in addition, it can also induce defects [2481. It is well known 
that all hydrogenation techniques produce some lattice damage [265] which affects the 
native defect concentrations and thus the electrical and photoelectrical properties. 
However, post implantation heat treatments can alter these defects. In studying the 
influence of proton implantation on the electrical properties of p-type CIS single 
crystals, it has been observed that the implantation induced modifications become 
thermally unstable at temperatures close to or even below 100"C [266]. It will be 
interesting to expand this study to ascertain the annealing effect on implanted CIGS 
films at different temperatures. 
6.5 Transmission PAS analysis 
T'he conventional methods used to characterise the optical properties of semiconductors 
are normally based on commercially available spectrophotometers. From there one can 
get transmission and absorption spectra to observe the behaviour of semiconductor 
materials in the scanned photon energy range. In the present study, we have tried to use 
the photoacoustic spectrometer to acquire the transmission spectra. A major advantage 
of using this approach is the utilisation. of the same equipment for both photoacoustic 
and transmission spectra evaluation. 
The basic principle of transmission photoacoustic spectroscopy (T? AS) is quite simple. 
A gas-microphone type detection cell, containing carbon black powder, is covered by 
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a suitable window. Thin film or single crystal (<200ýun thick) semiconductor material 
is placed on top of the cell window and exposed to a monochromatic light source, a 
40OW Xe short arc lamp. The modulated light, after passing through the sample, is 
absorbed by the carbon black powder. The sample has the effect of filtering out certain 
wavelengths so that when comparing the spectra obtained from the carbon black with 
the standard carbon black spectra the missing values of wavelength can be ascertained. 
Figure 6.23 shows the I? AS spectra of a CIGS thin film (full line) and that of an un- 
coated glass slide (dotted line). Mie spectrum of the glass slide is almost flat within the 
considered photon energy range. In contrast, the spectra obtained from the thin film 
sample showed an abrupt transition at around 1.19 eV due to an allowed direct transition 
'between valence and conduction bands. By extrapolating the linear portion of this 
transition down to the zero level the band edge was found to be 1.196 eV which is 
identical to that calculated using the standard photoacoustic spectroscopy technique. 
In the low photon energy range of CIGS thin film spectra, small peaks are also evident. 
At present, the nature of these peaks is not clear. However, it can be speculated that 
these could be due either to an interference effect (usually observed in the routine 
transmission study) or due to the presence of defect levels. A detailed study of 
transmission photoacoustic spectroscopy is required to establish the behaviour of 
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Figure 6.23: Transmission photoacoustic spectra of un-coated glass slide and the as- 
grown CIGS thin film. 
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6.6 Photoconductivity analysis 
It is well established that the properties of CIS are usually detennined by the intrinsic 
defect population [2301. Until recently, optical absorption measurements have constituted 
the most important means of determining the band structure of semiconductors. Many 
researchers [53,267,2681 have studied the optical properties of copper based ternary 
compounds near, above and below the fundamental absorption edge. Donor and acceptor 
states in CIS have been quite widely studied by electrical conductivity [2691 and 
PhOtoluminescence [270,271] techniques. However, very little information is available . U-- 
on photoconductivity investigations for single crystals [2711 and thin films [2721 of CIS 
even though this technique is known to be extremely valuable in analysing the 
mechanisms of photocarrier generation and recombination. 
The basic principle of photoconductivity involves the use of light of intensity 1. incident 
on a material of thickness d with an absorption constant a. The intensity of the 
transmitted light I is given by Beer's law [2731: 
I=I. exp(-ad) (6.21) 
The incident light creates photogenerated charge carriers (holes and electrons) which 
travel towards the contacts. The photo-induced charge carriers can be captured by 
imperfections in the material which results in transitions associated with intrinsic and 
extrinsic absorption, capture and recombination and trapping and detrapping. From the 
photoconductivity spectra, an indication of defect levels can be obtained. 
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In this section, the results of the optical characterisation of Cu(In, Ga)Se2both in single 
crystal and thin film form are reported using the photoconductivity method. The relative 
photoconductivity of samples was measured between room temperature and 77"K as a 
function of wavelength using a chopped light source and a lock-in-amplifier. The 
experimental details are given in section 3.13. 
Figure 6.24 represents the photoconductivity spectra of n-type CIS single crystal. It is 
evident that with increasing the wavelength there are two steep increases in the 
photoconductivity, these appear between 500 to 700 mn and 850 to 1000 mn 
respectively. At higher wavelengths, a slow decay of the photoresponse was observed 
which finally lead to a sharp fall at approximately 1200 nm. In the low wavelength 
range between 600 and 900 nm, two smaH peaks A-2 and A-3 were observed at 
approximately 685 and 783 nm. The energy values corresponding to these peaks (using 
E--hv--hc/, %) were found to be 1.81 eV and 1.58 eV. Careful examination of the spectra 
also revealed a very small indication of an A-1 peak at approximately 550 nm (2.25 eV). 
Similar observations have been reported by Slifkin et al [2141 for the n-type CIS single 
crystals. The energy values are in good agreement to those reported i. e. 1.6,1.85 and 
2.2 eV. Peaks at about 1.6 and 1.9 eV in the photoconductivity spectra of n-type CIS 
have also been found by Abdinov and Mamedov [2741. This type of spectra has been 
interpreted [2141 as being due to a very thin photosensitive surface layer, and the three 
additional structures have been ascribed to indirect optical transitions. 
These observations were further confirmed from the photoconductivity analysis of 
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Figure 6.24: Photoconductivity spectrurn of n-type CIS single crystal. 
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figure 6.25. Ile peaks A-1, A-2 and A-3 at approximately 550 rim, 685 nm and 783 nm 
respectively are evident. In addition, two extra peaks A-4 and A-5 at around 862 and 
1075 run respectively are also seen. The first three peaks are similar to those observed 
in the first sample. The nature of the defect level at which these appeared (862 nm) is 
not completely clear. However, the defect level at 1075 nm. (1.15 eV) could be due to 
selenium vacancies as a similar transition was observed at approximately 1.11 eV 
[217,275,2761 which disappeared when the sample was annealed in selenium vapour. 
The spectral dependence of photoconductivity, observed in a p-type CIS single crystal, 
is shown in figure 6.26. Qualitatively, this spectr= is similar to that observed for the 
n-type CIS single crystals. Four small peaks A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4 at wavelength 
values of approximately 550,680,810 and 1020 run respectively are visible. In addition, 
a very large and steep peak at approximately 1265 ran (0.98 eV) is also evident. Since 
the position of this strong peak is very close to the range of the gap energies (0.998 to 
1.008 eV) reported for CIS single crystals [1901, it is highly likely that this strong peak 
is due to the fundamental band edge transition of CIS. This was further supported by 
observations made by Slifkin et al [2141 who reported a very similar spectrum of a CIS 
single crystal annealed under maximum selenium vapour pressure at 600*C for half an 
hour. The conductivity type of the sample was changed from n to p-type and the 
observed peaks were attributed to surface effects. Since the position of the 
photoconductivity peaks are same, it is likely that the origin of the peaks observed in 
this present work are the same as those reported in the literature [2141. 
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Figure 6.26: Photoconductivity spectrum of p-type CIS single crystal. i 
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a number of reasons including the photosensitivity of the sample, non-unifonn thickness 
and lack of control of experimental technique. In addition, the preparation of ohmic 
contacts appears to be a major problem in the photoconductivity analysis - non-ohmic 
contacts can lead to wrong informations in the resultant spectra of thin film and single 
crystal samples. One can repolish the surface of single crystals if the deposited contacts 
are non-ohmic, but, this process can not be adopted in the case of thin films. 
A representative photoconductivity spectrtm of a CIS thin film is shown in figure 6.27. 
It is clearly evident that the spectral response is much broader when compared to that 
of single crystals. However, a number of peaks relating to the defect levels associated 
with structural imperfections and deviations from stoichiometry are visible in the middle 
of the spectrum. In contrast, a CIGS thin film gave a better photoconductivity spectral 
response when measured at room temperature, figure 6.28. This spectrum, however, 
consisted of only two peaks represented by A and B. At higher wavelengths, the tail of 
A- - die spectrum was extended which indicates the existence of defect levels, capturing and 
releasing the photo generated charge carriers. 
At lower, measurement temperatures, for example 250*K, the extension in the tail of the 
spectrum was reduced. Further decrease in the measurement temperature again resulted 
in a steeper tail as indicated in figure 6.29 to 6.31. This suggests that the defect levels 
which were responsible for the extended tail of the spectrum at higher wavelengths are 
in-active at lower temperatures. The spectral response of the CIGS film also indicated 
that the positions and heights of peaks A and B are also affected by the temperature. It 
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Figure 6.27: Photoconductivity spectrum Of p -type CIS thin film. 
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increase of peak height (peak B). In addition, the peaks are now better resolved 
(indicated by Al, A2 and B1, B2). The increase in the height of peak B could be due 
to the reduced extension of the spectrum tail. 
During the present work, it was observed that the photoconductivity analysis was 
limited. This was possibly due to the low power light source (100 W) and/or lack of 
precise control of the system. The light intensity is probably not high enough to generate 
the required concentration of photo-carriers. It was therefore decided to explore the use 
of the photoacoustic spectrometer for the photoconductivity analysis since the light 
source used in photoacoustic spectrometer was more intense (400 W). The hiuitial study 
of the photoconductivity analysis on a CIGS single crystal sample is shown in figure 
6.32. The spectnun was recorded at room temperature in the photon energy range 
between 0.95 eV to 1.55 eV. 7be band gap of the 25% CIGS alloy can be seen at 
around 1.16 eV. At higher photon energy values the spectrum indicated few peaks which 
could be the characteristics of the sample or due to the calibration of the system. In 















Figure 6.28: Photoconductivity spectrum of p-type CIGS thin film measured at room 
temperature. 

















Figure 6.29: Photoconductivity spectrum of p-type CIGS thin film measured at 250*K. 
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Figure 6.30: Photoconductivity spectrum of p-type CIGS thin film measured at 150"K. 
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A gas-microphone type photoacoustic spectrometer has been used to investigate the 
optical properties of both CIS and CIGS thin films in the photon energy range hv = 0.7 
to 3.1 eV. The observed results have shown good agreement with those reported earlier 
in the literature. It has been demonstrated that PAS is a contact-less, non-destructive, 
direct, fast and reliable technique for the characterisation of several intrinsic/extrinsic 
defect levels. In the low photon energy range five major defect levels have been 
identified which act as either donor or acceptor states. However, in the case of CIGS 
thin films, more defect states were observed; for these the electrical activity was difficult 
to assign due to the lack of data regarding the optical properties of this semiconducting 
compound. 
The effect of annealing (under various sets of conditions) on the optical properties of 
CIS and CIGS have also been investigated using photoacoustic spectrometer. It was 
noticed that, for the as-grown samples, the fundamental band edge was dominated by 
defect populations which were only removed by annealing in selenium. However, further 
annealing under argon and a 9: 1 mixture of N2: H2ambient has shown the formation of 
a defect level near the fundamental band edge and it is believed that this level was 
responsible for the increased absorption in the low photon energy range. Initial studies 
of the effect of ion-implantation and laser annealing on the optical properties of CIGS 
and CIS films and the use of photoacoustic spectrometer for the transmission 
measurements have also been described. 
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Photoconductivity analysis has been carried out on a number of n and p-type samples 
including CIS and 25% gallium containing CIGS alloys both in single crystal and thin 
film forms. Ile observed defect levels have been compared with those reported in the 
literature. The photoconductivity analysis of thin film samples was found to be difficult 
when compared to single crystals. Ille use of a photoacoustic spectrometer has also been 
explored for photoconductivity analysis. 
Chapter 7 




In recent years rapid progress has been made into the research and development of 
polycrystalline thin film solar cells. This current work fonns part of Us research and 
concentrates on the impact of both the deposition and annealing parameters on the 
electro/optical properties of thin film materials based on copper ternary and multinary 
compounds. ne main objectives of this present work were: to develop a reproducible 
process for the deposition of high quality Cu(In,.., Ga. )Se2 thin films by a thermal 
evaporation process; to investigate various annealing regimes; to develop optical thin 
film characterisation techniques such as photoconductivity and photoacoustic 
spectroscopy; and to investigate the relation between the deposition/annealing parameters 
and the thin film properties. 
An improved understanding has been gained of the thin film deposition processes 
essential to the production of high quality materials for photovoltaic applications. This 
has led to the design of a new source feed mechanism for controlled film deposition by 
flash evaporation. Reproducible films of both copper indium diselenide (CIS) and copper 
indium/gallium diselenide (CIGS) have been deposited, over a range of substrate 
temperatures, for subsequent evaluation. Various annealing regimes have been 
investigated in order to produce films with the desired properties. Analysis of both the 
as-grown and annealed films has been carried out using Rutherford backscattering 
spectroscopy (RBS), energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX), scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), x-ray fluorescence (XRF), x-ray diffraction (XRD), photoacoustic 
spectroscopy (PAS), photoconductivity and the standard electrical techniques such as 
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four point probe for resistivity evaluation, and thennal probe for conductivity type etc. 
Initially, a basic bell-jar/vacuum system apparatus was completely overhauled and a 
flash evaporation unit designed. TIfis included both source and substrate temperature 
measurement facilities, a motorised vibratory hopper for the continuous and controlled 
feeding of the pre-reacted starting material and the design of the evaporation source. 
Thin films of CIS and CuInO. 75GaO. 25Se2were deposited onto glass substrates using the 
newly developed system to ascertain the optimum conditions for the production of pin 
hole free thin films. 7hese conditions were found to be: a background pressure of 101 
mbar, a source to substrate distance of 12 cm, the use of a twin chimney type 
molybdenum source, and source material with a grain size between 150 and 250pm. 
Thin films deposited under these optimised growth conditions displayed a reproducible 
composition as measured by the XRF, EDAX and RBS techniques. All the as-grown 
films had a slight selenium deficiency and a small indium excess. The copper and 
gallium contents were found to be close to that of the starting material. It was observed 
that, independent of substrate temperature, the as-grown films had a preferred <112> 
orientation with no detectable secondary phases. However, the intensity of the <112> 
peak was found to be strongly dependent on the growth temperature, as was the film 
morphology. In general, films prepared at low substrate temperatures contained small 
grams separated by relatively large voids; whereas, at higher substrate temperatures the 
films consisted of larger grains with fewer, smaller voids. This was also confirmed using 
Raman analysis. 
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Ile effect of post-deposition annealing on the structural, compositional and 
electro/optical properties was investigated. Several sets of annealing conditions were 
studied which involved: the use of various annealing ambients such as vacuum, 
selenium, argon and forming gas, together with the effect of varying both the 
temperature and the annealing times. Ile most marked improvements in the 
composition, optical, structural and electrical properties resulted from annealing in 
selenium at 300T for 2 hours. Whereas annealing in either argon or forming gas at 
400*C for Ih hour resulted in a major improvement in the morphology. A two stage 
annealing process was finally adopted to achieve improvements in film properties 
resulting from both these individual annealing stages. 
Photoconductivity and photoacoustic spectroscopy were used to investigate the band gap, 
absorption coefficients and defect levels in thin films and these results were compared 
with corresponding data from single crystal samples. The apparatus and analysis 
procedures for both techniques required extensive development before they could be 
applied to the analysis of thin films samples. Existing theoretical models for the 
deten-nination of the absorption coefficient a for single crystals were extended for thin 
films by considering the effects of multiple reflections and thermal diffusion lengths of 
the samples. 7he band gap of CIS and CIGS thin films was established to be in the 
range of 0.996-1.015±0.006 eV and 1.86-1-96±0.006 eV respectively. The maximum 
absorption coefficient (at or near the band edge) was found to be in the range 10' - 10, 
cm, 71.71be most notable information obtained from these techniques related to defect 
levels, both shallow and deep. Five major deep defect levels were located at low photon 
energies in thin film CIS at 263,235,198,158 and 128 meV. These levels coincided 
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with deep levels found in single crystal CIS samples, and were associated with either 
impurity-to-conduction band or valence band-to-impurity transitions. In the CIGS thin 
film samples the same five deep levels were observed along with two or three additional 
shallow levels ascribed to the introduction of gallium into the crystal lattice. After 
application of the two stage annealing process, changes in photoacoustic spectra were 
observed and these have been related to changes in composition and structure. 
This work has reported the deposition, annealing and analysis of CIS and CIGS thin 
films. Ile properties of the optimised films were found to correspond with those of 
single crystals prepared in our laboratories. Ilese characteristics demonstrated 
parameters which compared well with the important parameters necessary for the 
production of high efficiency devices. 7hey include low resistivity, high absorption 
coefficient and the desired bandgap value. 
7.2 Future recommendations 
1. rMe design of the flash evaporation system resulted in the production of good 
quality, reproducible films. However, it is believed that a major improvement could be 
made by the introduction of a thickness monitor to allow the precise control of the 
deposition rate and film thickness. 
2. Ile present work revealed that the crystal structure, morphology and 
compositional homogeneity improved with increased substrate temperature. This 
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temperature was limited to 300"C and therefore further investigations into the effect of 
temperature on film quality were limited. The redesign of the substrate heater to allow 
higher substrate temperatures would alleviate this problem. 
Preliminary work carried out on the study of films grown onto crystalline 
substrates, namely silicon, have revealed that after controlled annealing, the films re- 
ordered into a larger and columnar polycrystalline grains. Further studies are needed to 
ascertain the mechanisms associated with this observed effect so that this information 
can be used to adjust the deposition parameters in order to grow films directly of this 
form. Ile growth of films on other crystalline substrates should also be investigated. 
4. It was observed that the annealing of the as-grown films by a broad beam 
Excimer laser results in a dramatic reduction in the resistivity. Photoacoustic 
spectroscopy (PAS) also revealbd that the defect structure of the laser annealed films 
was significantly improved and was comparable with results obtained from single crystal 
samples. This has been shown to be an extremely reproducible process and more work 
is certainly required to understand the mechanisms associated with these observed 
effects. 
5. Very little work has been reported in the literature on the use of PAS for the 
characterisation of ion-implanted thin film semiconductors. It would be useful to implant 
thin films of both CIS and CIGS with different important ions, such as oxygen and 
hydrogen, at various energies and implantation doses to relate any consequent changes 
in electrical and optical activity with the nature and degree of defect levels using the 
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PAS technique. 
6. The most commonly used method for the characterisation of the optical 
properties of semiconductors utilizes standard transmission and absorption techniques. 
Initial results have been obtained from a modified photoacoustic spectrometer, in 
transmission mode, which has indicated that this technique can produce excellent, 
sensitive spectra. It makes use of an almost perfect 'black body' detector with virtually 
a flat response over a wide spectral range and has been shown to be effective for both 
thick (- 200 Vm) and thin samples (- 0.2 pm). This exciting work needs to be extended, 
with the construction of a dedicated transmission mode PAS to look at a range of 
semiconductor materials. 
7. Photoacoustic spectroscopy, with a gas-microphone detector, is effective with 
powders and solids having large surface/volume ratios because of the significant heat 
flow from the sample to the gas. However, it is generally not considered suitable for fast 
measurements (requiring nanosecond resolution). The system is not only limited by the 
speed of sound in the sample and gas, but even more so by the slow response of the 
microphone (<20 psec. ). It has also been observed that during the application of 
photoacoustic spectroscopy to the analysis of different semiconducting materials, 
including silicon single crystal wafers and GaAs, that the main limitation in the 
characterisation. was (particularly at higher chopping frequencies) the signal to noise 
ratio. This was slightly improved after reducing the cell volume. It is felt that the speed 
of response could be improved and the signal to noise ratio reduced if a piezoelectric 
detector are incorporated into the apparatus. Further developments could involve the use 
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of higher chopping frequencies for surface analysis and the use of a better 
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Cleaning of substrates 
Prior to any deposition of thin films, the glass slides underwent a cleaning procedure. 
This cleaning process is necessary to avoid contamination of the films and to improve 
the film adhesion with the glass slide. In this process, the glass slides were placed in a 
special holder inside the glass flask which can hold four slides of Al" size. 71e flask 
was then filled with a 5% solution of Decon, 75 in de-ionized water and placed in an 
ultrasonic bath for 15 to 20 minutes. Ihe slides were then removed from the flask and 
rinsed out several times with fresh running water followed with de-ionized water. A 
stream of pure dry nitrogen from a liquid nitrogen boiler was passed through another 
glass flask containing the water rinsed glass slides. Ille flask was placed in a bath of 
hot water so that slides should not break due to the condensation. Ile dried slides were 
then removed from the flask and used as the substrates for the deposition of CIS and 
CIGS thin films. 
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Appendix B 
In the photoconductivity characterisation of CIS and CIGS samples both in thin film and 
single crystal form, the following BBC control software was used. 
The main programme to run the photoconductivity equipment. 
10 
20 REM*** MENU 
30 
40 MODE 0 
50 PRINT TAB (20,3) ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
60 PRINT TAB (25,4) "PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY INTERFACE MENU" 
70 PRINT TAB(20,5) -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
80 PRINT TAB (25,8) #11. Collect data from PC apparatus. " 
90 PRINT TAB (25,11) 'T. Normalise data. " 
100 PRINT TAB(25,14) "3. Retrieve and plot file. " 
110 PRINT TAB(25,17) "4. Convert to ASCII file. " 
120 PRINT TAB(25,20) "5. Send file to IBM PC. " 
130 PRINT TAB (25,23) "6. Retrieve and plot normalised file. " 
140 PLOT 4,200,950 
150 PLOT 5,1150,950 
160 PLOT 5,1150,200 
170 PLOT 5,200,200 
180 PLOT 5,200,950 
190 PRINT TAB(30,30) "Select option and return" 
200 INPUT TAB(56,30) A 
210 IF A=1 THEN CHAIN "COLLECT" 
220 IF A=2 THEN CHAIN "NORM" 
230 IF A=3 THEN CHAIN "AXIS" 
240 IF A=4 THEN CHAIN "STASC" 
250 IF A=5 THEN CHAIN "BEEB20P" 
260 IF A=6 THEN CHAIN "NAXIS" 
270 PRINT TAB(30,30) "Not a valid option! " 
280 GOTO 200 
290 CLEAR 
300 MODE 0 
310 END 
302 
Subroutine to collect data from the photoconductivity equipment 
10 
20 REM*** COLLECT DATA 
30 
40 MODE 0 
50 DIM S(800) 
60 PRINT "Enter starting wavelength (nm). " 
70 INPUT Ll 
80 PRINT "Put monochromator on "; Ll/2; " , then press return. 
" 
90 INPUT Z$ 
100 VSTA=ADVAL(2) 
110 PRINT "Rewind a little, start motor and press return. " 
120 INPUT Z$ 
130 CLS 
140 PRINT TAB(0,0) "Press S to end. " 
150 IF ADVAL(2)>VSTA THEN GOTO 150 
160 N=O 








250 PLOT 69, XY 
260 IF INKEY$(O)="S" THEN GOTO 310 
270 IF V<0.1 THEN L2=1600: GOTO 310 
280 IF TIME-, Ir+100 THEN GOTO 280 
290 LET T=TIME 
300 N=N+l: GOTO 180 
310 PRINT "Enter finishing value on monochromator. " 
320 INPUT L2: L2=L2*2 
330 INPUT "Name of the file to be stored? " Z$ 
340 X=OPENOUT Z$ 
350 PRINTE X, N, L1, L2 
360 FOR W=O TO N 
370 PRINTF. X, S(W) 
380 NEXT W 
390 CLOSFXX 
400 MODE 0 
410 CLEAR 
420 CHAIN "MENU' 
303 
Subroutine to normalise the collected data from the photoconductivity equipment. 
10 
20 REM*** NORM 
30 
40 MODE 0 
50 INPUT "Name of file to be normalised" Z$ 
60 INPUT "Name of normalisation file" Y$ 
70 CIS 
80 X=OPENIN Z$ 
go INPUTEX, NZ, LlZ, L2Z 
100 CLOSEf-X 
110 X=OPENIN Y$ 
120 INPUT; EXNY, LlY, L2Y 
130 CLOSFS. X 
140 IF NY<NZ THEN N=NY ELSE N=NZ 
150 DIM S(N) 
160 X=OPENIN Z$ 
170 INPUT2X, NZL1Z, L2Z 
180 FOR F=O TO N 
190 INPUTEX, S(F) 
200 PRINT TAB(0,0) "LOADING "F"I"N" 
210 NEXT F 
220 CLOSEEX 
230 X=OPENIN Y$ 
240 INPUT; EXNY, LlY, L2Y 
250 CLS 
260 FOR F=O TO N 





320 NEXT F 
330 CLOSEEX 
340 INPUT "Normalise to 100% of max signal? (Y/N) 
350 CLS 
360 IF Q$="N" THEN GOTO 480 
370 IF Q$="Y" THEN GOTO 380 ELSE GOTO 340 
380 M=o 
390 INPUT "Select value of N "A 
400 CLS 
410 FOR F=A TO N 
420 IF S(F)>M THEN M=S(F) 
430 NEXT F 
440 FOR F=O TO N 
450 S(F)=S(F)*100/M 
304 
460 NEXT F 
470 CLS 
480 X$=Z$+"N" 
490 PRINT "Saving as "X$ 
500 X=OPENOUT X$ 
510 PRINT-EXN, LlY, L2Y 
520 FOR F=O TO N 
530 PRINTEX, S(F) 
540 NEXT F 
550 CLOSEEX 
560 CLS 
570 CHAIN "MENU" 
Subroutine to convert photoconductivity data into an ASCII fonnat. 
10 
20 REM*** STASC 
30 
40 MODE 0 
50 PRINT TAB (22,9) "Enter name of file to be converted. " 
60 INPUT TAB(40,12) Z$ 
70 Y$=Z$+"All 
80 CLS 
90 PRINT TAB(20,9) "ASCII file will be stored as "; Y$ 
100 VDU 23,1,0; 0; 0; 0; 
110 PRINT TAB(26,13) "Loading data" 
120 X=OPENIN Z$ 
130 INPUTEXN 
140 CLOSEEX 
150 DIM S(N+3) 
160 X=OPENIN Z$ 
170 FOR W=O TO (N+3) 
180 INPUT Xj 
190 S(W)=INT(I*10000+0.5) 
200 PRINT TAB(41,13) W; "/I'; N+3 
210 NEXT W 
220 CLOSEEX 
230 PRINT TAB(20,9) "ASCII file will be stored as "; Y$ 
240 PRINT TAB(26,13) "Storing data" 
250 X=OPENOUT Y$ 
260 FOR W=O TO (N+3) 
270 V$=STR$(S(W)) 
280 FOR D=1 TO LEN(V$) 
290 F=ASC(MID$(V$, D, 1)) 
300 BPUTEX, F 
305 
310 NEXT D 
320 BPUT; EX, 13 
330 BPUTEX, 10 
340 PRINT TAB(41,13) W; "/"; N+3 
350 NEXT W 
360 CLOSEEX 
370 VDU 23,1,1-, 0; 0; 0; 
380 CLS 
390 PRINT TAB(26,9) "Conversion is complete. " 
400 FOR N=O TO 4000: NEXT N 
410 CIS 
420 PRINT TAB(29,9) "Returning to menu. " 
430 FOR N=O TO 4000; NEXT N 
440 CHAIN"MENIJ" 
450 END 
Subroutine to plot the photoconductivity data on the BBC computer screen. 
10 
20 REM*** AXIS 
30 
40 MODE 0 
50 VDU 28,2,3,78,0 
60 GOSUB 290 
70 PRINT TAB(0,0) "Press P to plot data. Press M to return to menu. " 
80 VDU 23,1,0; 0; 0; 0; 
90 CLEAR 
100 PRINT TAB(0,1) "Press C to replot axis. " 
110 A$=RW. EY$(O) 
120 IF A$="M" THEN CHAIN "MENU" 
130 IF A$="P" THEN GOTO 160 
140 IF A$="C" THEN GOTO 40 
150 GOTO 110 
160 CLS: PRINT TAB(0,1) "Enter name of data file to be plotted. " 
170 VDU 23,1,1; 0; 0; 0; 
180 INPUT TAB(0,2) Z$ 
190 VDU 23,1,0; 0; 0; 0; 
200 GOSUB 620 
210 GOSUB 520 
220 PRINT "HARD COPY? Y/N": N$=GErM: CLS 
230 IF N$="Y" THEN GOTO 77 
240 GOTO 70 
250 
306 
260 REM*** SUBROUTINE 
270 
280 REM*** DRAW AXIS 
290 
300 VDU 5 
310 PLOT 4,100,820 
320 PLOT 5,100,100 
330 PLOT 5,1250,100 
340 FOR W=O TO 100 STEP 20 
350 PLOT 4,90, W*6+100 
360 PLOT 5,100, W*6+100 
370 PLOT 4, -80, W*6+115 
380 PRINT W 
390 NEXT W 
400 PLOT 4,70,880 
410 PRINT "S (N) " 
420 FOR W=O TO 1600 STEP 400 
430 PLOT 4, W/1.4-100,100 
440 PLOT 5, W/1.4-100,90 
440 PLOT 4, W/1.4-240,80 
450 PRINT W 
460 NEXT W 
470 PLOT 4,600,40 
480 PRINT "Wavelength (mn)" 




530 REM*** PLOT DATA 
540 
550 FOR W=O TO N 
560 Y=S(W) 
570 X=(Ll+W*(L2-Ll)/N) 
580 PLOT 69, X/1.4-100 Y*6+100 




630 REM*** READ DATA 
640 
650 CLS 
660 PRINT TAB(0,1) "Loading data" 
670 G=OPENIN Z$ 
307 
680 INPUT9G, N, L1, L2 
690 DIM S(N) 
700 FOR W=O TO N 
710 INPUTEG, S(W) 
720 PRINT TAB(15,1) W; "/"; N 




770 VDU 2 
780 *RUN "PLOT" 
790 VDU 3 
800 GOTO 40 
Programme to send the ASCII format data from BBC to personal computer. 
10 
20 REM*** BEEB20P 
30 
40 MODE 0 
50 INPUT TAB (22,11) "Name of file to be sent", F$ 
60 CLS 
70 PRINT TAB(12,11) "Enter read B-. \Filename. ASC A and Return (PC)" 
80 PRINT TAB(22,14) "Press R when ready" 
90 A$=INKEY$(O): IF A$="R" THEN GOTO 100 ELSE GOTO 90 
100 CLS 









200 IF EOF9H THEN 250 
210 A=BGET; EH 
220 PRINT CHR$(A); 
230 UNTIL EOFF. H 
240 PRINT CHR$(&lA) 
250 CLOSEiO 
'0 260 *FX3P 
270 CLS 
280 PRINT TAB(22,11) "Returning to main menu. " 
290 FOR N=O TO 5000: NEXT N 
300 CHAIN "MENU" 
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